Roman Pottery Bibliography
Edited by R. P. Symonds, with indexes by 1. R. Perrin
Contrary to various predictions made over the course of
the past year, it turns out that this fourth volume of the
Bibliography is yet again the largest volume so far
produced. Over the last three volumes we seem to be
achieving a general average of covering roughly 25 out of
the 44 counties (including Scotland, North and South
Wales and the Channel Islands), and the average number
of entries per county is naturally levelling out as we see
a gradual decrease in the inclusion of older reports. The
overall number of entries has continued to expand,
however, with the inclusion this year of two new
categories, 'Reviews in national journals' and 'Scientific
analyses', in both of which there are retrospective entries
dating back to 1983. A third new category, 'Lamps,
counters, figurines and other pottery objects' , also appears
in this volume, but all of the entries in it are additions to
entries which first appeared in JRPS 1 or 3.
We are keen to receive feedback of any kind with
regard to any part of the Bibliography; we are especially
keen to learn whether or not these new sections are
useful, and if our readers feel that there might be scope
for any other new categories of entries. The only
significant change to the format in Volume 5 presently
anticipated is tllat two new contributors, Karen Waugh
and Roberta Tomber, will provide material in 'Foreign
publications' relating to Germany and the Netherlands,
and to North Africa, Italy and the Eastern Mediterran-ean,
respectively. Obviously this will improve our coverage of
foreign publications, which up to now has been perhaps
too heavily dominated by French material. There is still
a need to find someone to cover the Iberian peninsula in
more detail than we have hitherto managed: volunteers
please contact the editor!
As usual, we must urge our readers to contact the
relevant contributors to ensure that pUblications are not
missed. If you feel that a given entry in Volume 4 (or in
earlier volumes) has been given inadequate or inaccurate
treatment, by all means contact either the relevant
contributor or the editor to propose an alteration which
may appear in the next volume. At some stage in the
future we intend to publish a gathering together of all of
the Bibliographies so far compiled, and at that stage all
such errata would appear together with the entries to

which they refer. Such a compilation would also contain
composite versions of the present indexes, as well as a
new index to authors and places.
Publishers of books or collections of papers having
some concern with Roman pottery are likewise urged to
send copies to the relevant contributors, to be certain that
these works are included. This is the main purpose of the
list of addresses below. In this regard we would
particularly like to thank the CNRS Centre de Recherches
Archeologiques for sending L'Oppidum d'Ambrussum et
son territoire (JRPS 3, entry no. 619) and Le Tour du
Poder (this volume, entry no. 999) to the editor. Thanks
are also due to Fanette Laubenheimer for an advance
copy of Les amphores de Bibracte (entry no. 977), and 1:fJ
Stefanie Martin-Kilcher for sending various photocopied
papers (in particular, entry nos. 988-90).
The editor also wishes to thank J. R. Perrin for
compiling the List of Abbreviations and the Index of
Wares/types, Colin Wallace for contributing the errata
listed below, and Bettina Hedinger, Colin Wallace, Peter
Webster and Mark Wood for a number of helpful
comments.
Volume 2, errata:
Entry no. 279 should have included 'mca'.
In entry no. 196, "11-15 Castle" should read "11-15
Castle Street".
In entry no. 222, "including one Or 18" should read
"including one Dr IB".
In entry no. 233, ware code "wes" should be "wcs".
Volume 3, errata:
Entry nos. 395, 401, 449, 475, 506, 507, 534 and 558
should all have included "mca" among the ware
codes. Entry no. 468 included "mca" erroneously.
In entry no. 527, "Dutnall, D L", should have read
"Dartnell, D L".
In entry no. 537, "!80's-cI42-164f' should have read
"!80's & cI42-164f'.
In entry no. 538, "mr' is run together.
In entry no. 540, '''The Mortarium Stamps'" should
have read "·XXIII. The Mortarium Stamps'''.
Entry nos. 560 and 562 were contributed by Colin
Wallace and Peter Webster, respectively, rather than
vice versa.
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List of contributors:
Paul Bidwell
Tyne & Wear Museums Service
Baring Street,
South Shields
Cornwall. Cumbria. Devon. Northumbria & Tyne
& Wear
Paul Booth
Oxfordshire Archaeological Unit
46 Hytbe Bridge Street
Oxford OXl 2EP
Berkshire. Oxfordshire & Warwickshire
Nick Cooper
Dept of Archaeology,
University of Leicester
University Road
Leicester LE 1 7RH
Gloucestershire & Wiltshire
Kevin Crouch
41 Linnet Close
Pennsylvania
Exeter EX4 5HF
Avon & Somerset
Maggi Darling
3 Club Yard
Blacksmiths Lane, Harmston
Lincoln LN5 9SW
Lincolnshire. Norfolk & Suffolk
John Dore
Dept of Archaeology,
The University
NewcastIe-upon-Tyne NEl 7RU
Durham
Gillian Dunn
Grosvenor Museum
27 Grosvenor Street
Chester CHI 2DD
Cheshire. Shropshire. Staffordshire & North Wales
Jane Evans
Birmingham Univ Field Archaeology Unit Minerals
Engineering Building,
University of Birmingham
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT
Herefordshire & Worcestershire
Louise Hird
239 Warwick Road
Carlisle CA 1 lLJ
Lancashire

Malcolm Lyne
98 Clun Road
LittIehampton
West Sussex BN17 7EB
Hampshire. Kent. Middlesex. Surrey & Sussex
Pauline Marney
61 Culbertson Lane
Blue Bridge
Milton Keynes
Bucks MK13 all
Bedfordshire & Buckinghamshire
Jason Monaghan
York Archaeological Trust
1 Pavement
York Y012NA
Channel Islands

Note: From JRPS 5 these will be covered by Mark
Wood, together with Brittany and Normandy. Jason
will be supplying entries for the City of York.

J R Perrin
4 Clovelly Road
Southsea
Hampshire P04 8DL
Cambridgeshire. Hertfordshire. Huntingdon
Peterborough. & Northamptonshire

&

Richard Pollard
Leicestershire Museums, Art Galleries
& Records Service
Humberstone Drive Annexe
116 Humberstone Drive
Leicester LE5 ORD
Derbyshire. Leicestershire & Rutland. Nottinghamshire.
Lamps. counters. figurines & other ceramic objects.
National journal articles & reviews (except Britannia).
& Scientific analyses
Rachael Seager Smith
Trust for Wessex Archaeology
Portway House,
South Portway Estate
Old Sarum
Salisbury
Wiltshire SP4 6EB
Dorset
Sally Stow
132A Oxford Road
LittIemore
Oxford OX4 40P
Humberside & Yorkshire
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RP Symonds
16 East Stockwell St
Colchester, Essex COl 1ST
Foreign publications, National journal articles &
reviews (Britannia only), & Books
Dr Roberta Tomber
Museum of London, London Wall
London EC2Y SHN
Foreign publications (North Africa, Italy, Eastern
Mediterranean)
Colin Wallace
Archaeology (post-Excavation) Essex County Council
3B Montrose Road
Chelmsford CM2 6TE
Essex & Scotland
Karen Waugh
40 Cargill Road
London SWI8 3EB
Foreign publications (Germany, Netherlands)

Peter Webster
UWCC
Department of Extra-Mural Studies
38 Park Place
Cardiff CFI 3BB
South Wales, Foreign publications
(samian & other)
Steven Willis
Department of Archaeology
46 Saddler Street
Durham
DHI3NU
Current or recent theses
Mark Wood
Coach House
Mount Durand
St Peter Port,
Guernsey
Channel Isles
Channel Isles, Brittany, Normandy (from JRPS5)
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Bibliography

illustrated pottery useful to show range of vessels. Mortaria,
flagons, beakers, mugs present. Unfortunately no provenance
can be deduced. Includes a large number of beakers
erroneously called butt beakers.

Avon
Kevin Crouch
679

Cunliffe, B, Romall Bath, Rep Res Comm Soc Antiq, London,
No XXIV, 1969.
exc/mjc,rel,twn
For pottery details, see entry nos. 680-684.

680

Cunliffe, B, 'Stratified pottery from the Temple area', in entry
no. 679, 59-M.
exc/mjc,rel/4th
alh/bb 11g)z/I.cgfnfc/oxmlorclshg

681

Cunliffe, B, 'Pottery from the Baths', in entry no. 679,
140-142.
exc/mjc,twn/late 1st-early 2nd & 4th
alh/lcgforc/osd/tsg

682

Cunliffe, B, '2. The site of no. 4 Abbeygate Street, 1964-5', in
'VI. Other Roman sites excavated, 1963-7', in entry no. 679,
(156-165), 161-164.
exc/mjc,twn/4th-5th
alhIamp/lcglnfr/mro/oxm/orc/rhn

683

Cunliffe, B, '3. The site of Harvey's Building, Upper Borough
Walls, 1963-5', in 'VI. Other Roman sites excavated, 1963-7',
in entry no. 679, (165-173), 169-173.
exc/mjc,twn/mid 2nd-3rd
amp/bbl/lcgJnvclmro/oxmlorc/rstltsgfswem

Bedfordshire
Paulille Marney
690

Dawson, M & Slowikowski, A M, 'A Romano-British
Cemetery at Warren Farm, Deepdale, Sandy', Bedfordshire
Archaeol, Vol. 18, 1988,25-32.
csf,exc/cem!late 1st & 2nd/ggp
blglesh/osf/lcl/lcg/lox/occ/pph

691

Slowikoski, A M, 'Pottery', in Dawson, M, 'Excavations at
Ursula Taylor Lower School', Bedfordshire Archaeol, Vol. 18,
1988, (6- 24), 10-18.
exc/fnn,fis/late I A to post conquest 1st AD/ggp,typ (extends
Bedford's)
blglbtbfu:a/lc1/ncgJngl/tsgfshg

Berkshire
Paul Booth
692

Green, S, 'An Oxfordshire face-neck flagon from Beedon,
Berks', OXOll~nsia, Vol. 50, 1985 (pub. 1986),279-280.
fl w!unk/late 3rd
oxw
An unusual vessel in this fabric.

Buckinghamshire
Pauline Marlley, &: (*) R P Symonds &: Pauline Marney

684

685

Cunliffe, B, '6. Excavations behind the Little Theatre, 1964',
in 'VI. Other Roman sites excavated, 1963-7', in entry no.
679, (175-179), 178.
exc/mjc,twn/2nd-4th
bbl/lcg/lorn/mro/oxm/orc
Cunliffe, B (ed.), &cavations ill Bath, 1950-1975, CRAAGS
(Cornm Rescue Archaeol Avon, Gloucestershire & Somerset)
Excavations Monograph No. 1.
exc/mjc,twn
For pottery details, see entry nos. 6~7.

686

Greene, P J, 'Citizen House, 1970', in entry no. 685, (4-70),
19-27.
exc/mjc,twn/2nd-4th
alh/bb lInfr/oxm/orclrhnlrghltsg

687

Greene, P J, 'Abbey Green, 1971', in entry no. 685, (72-77),
75-77.
exc/mjc,twn/Ist-2nd, poss. 3rd
bb 1/buf/ccc/lcgforclosd/red/tsgfswem/tngfwsx
All pottery from stratified deposits.

688

Rahtz, P A & Greenfield, E, Excavations at Chew Valley Lake,
DoE Archaeol Report No. 8, 1977,206-274.
exc/cern, vil,fnn,m,ind/l st-4thltyp
bbllblgfcnn/gl:z.lira/lcg/lox/nfr/nfc/oxm/orc/osd/rhn/rgh/tsgf
svv/swem
Fonn and fabric type series includes products from kilns at
Shepton Mallet and Congresbury.

689

Wedlake, W J, 'Excavations at Camerton', Camertoll
Excavatioll Club, 1958, 102-213.
exc/rdd,set,ind,klnll st -4th/seq
amp/bbl/buf/cggfgrc/eggfgryflra!lcgfnfc/nfglorc/owc/rhnl rhntype/rstltsgfsvv/swem/wcs

693

Cauvain, P & S, 'Pottery', in Stainton, B & Stanley, C, 'A
Romano-British Pottery Kiln at Spring wood, Gerrards Cross',
Records of Buclcinghamshire, Vol. 29, 1987, (160-169),
162-169.
exc!klnl2nd
lclllcg/lox
The kiln was well preserved but unfortunately all of the pots
were fragmentary.

694

Hawkins, A & Dalwood, H, 'Salvage Excavations of a Roman
Enclosure at the Watennead Roundabout, Buckingham Road,
near Aylesbury', Records of Buckillghamshire, Vol. 30, 1988,
(161-164), 161-163.
exc/fls/late 2nd -3rd
nvgfoxm/tsglshglass

*695 Mamey, P T, Romall and Belgic Pottery from Excavations ill
Milt01l Keynes 1972-82, Buckinghamshire Archaeol Soc Mon
Ser, no. 2, 1989. Includes 'Fabric 2 'Soft Pink Grogged Ware
Thin-Section Analysis", by R Tomber, 67-9; 'Thin Section
Analysis Report: The Sand Tempered Wares', by R Rattray,
83-6; 'Thin-section Analysis of the Products of the Caldecotte
Kiln 1', by J R Timby, 98-100; 'Mortarium Fabrics', by K
HartIey, 132-136; and 'VI The Samian Ware', by H Pengelly,
146-168.
exc/vil,rrs,fls,klnll st -4th/typ
alh/amplbbl/blg/bik/btb/hpb/ccc/cgg/cts/clc/esh/esx/ets/fcp/grf
losflgl:zJhad/ham/hax/har/ha w /lsh/lcl/lcg/lox/lnd/lrh? Imhml
mvs/mca!ncgJngt/nvc/nvgfnvrn/oxm/oxp/orcloxw/owc/pph/rhnl
rnf/rghltsg/shglsts/assltss/swmlunrn/vrr/vrm/wht/wsx
Pauline Mamey writes, "Unfortunately the pottery had to be
published separately from the excavation sites".
R P Symonds writes: In the terseness of the above statement
the author of this excellent volume shows her characteristic
modesty, but does little to indicate the importance of the work,
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which should come to be regarded as a 'classic' report of its
kind, from one of Britain's smaller regional units. While some
would argue that such a report should not have been separated
from the publication(s) of the sites from which the pottery is
derived, it must also be said that the quality and depth of the
pottery research in this volume would undoubtedly have been
more difficult to appreciate had it been submerged in a series
of other reports, and it is difficult to see how the more
regionally-oriented study of fabrics and forms which appears
here could justifiably have been added piecemeal to a series of
site reports.
The report opens with the presentation of some 17 pottery
groups, ranging from the early-mid 1st century to the ?late 4thearly 5th, which "form the basis of the report". The catalogues
and illustrations for each of these groups are accompanied by
detailed discussion sections and pie-charts showing the
proportions of the fabric types present, with percentages (of
sherd count) listed below. Thereafter follows a detailed
'Discussion of the Fabrics', the heart of the report, which is
essentially a form type series presented within fabric groups,
with a great deal more useful argument and pertinent
questioning of the nature of the material than normally is
allowed to appear in modem pottery reports. Particular interest
is paid to the products of the Caldecotte kilns I and n, the
latter of which seems to have been one of the more important
sources of local sand-tempered reduced and oxidised wares.
(There is also an interesting table of rim -diameters of the
products of the latter kiln). All of the various imported wares
are also discussed in some depth, none more so than the
samian, which merits no fewer than thirteen tables. The
detailed fabric descriptions are relegated to a substantial
appendix: this seems an elegant solution to what is invariably
the most boring part of such a report, since we can be grateful
that they were not relegated altogether into microfiche. This is
a well-organised, well- produced and highly significant report.
696

Parminter, Y, 'Pottery', in Neal, D S, 'Excavations at
Magiovinium, Buckinghamshire, 1978-80', Records of
Buckinghamshire, Vol. 29,1987, (1-124), 58-103.
exc/cem,rdd,fls,ind,twn/l st-4th/typ
amplbbl/blg/blk./blh/ccc!cts/grc!osc/c1c/esh/ets/grf/osf/aga/glml
glz/hax/haw/hgg/lsMcl/lcg/lox/lnd/lnm/lrh/mhm/uub/mca/ncg/
ngt/nvc/nvglnvm/nvs/oxr/oxg/oxm/oxp/orc/oxw/owc/pfXt/rhn/
rnf/tsg/shg/asg/sts/ass/nri/unm/vrr/vrm

Cambridgeshire
J R Perrin
697

Gregory, T & Rogerson, A (in acknowledgements only), in
Johnson, A M, 'Wisbech and West Walton Highway Bypass An Archaeological Survey', Proc Cambridgeshire Archaeol
Soc, Vol. 75, 1986, (43- 60), 51-57.
csf,flw,exc,slr,wbf/rrs/2nd-3rd
amp/bbl/blklcts/osc/osf/gry/lcg/lox/mca/nvc/nvg/oob/occ/mro/
tsg/shg
Report on pottery from survey and excavations by a group of
local amateur archaeologist,. Appendices I and n discuss
pottery from a mid-2nd century group (22 pots drawn), and a
2nd century group (22 pots drawn). There is also a table giving
sherd numbers.
Location: Wisbech Museum

698

Gurney, D, 'Romano-British Salt Production on the Western
Fen Edge: A reassessment', Proc Cambridgeshire Archaeol
Soc, Vol. 71, 1981, 81-88.
col
bri. No illustrated pottery.
Short discussion suggesting that frrebars, hand-bricks and other
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material, thought to be evidence for salt-panning, probably
derive from other industrial activities.
Location: Peterborough Museum
699

Miller, T E & M, 'Edmundsoles, Haslingfield', in 'The Mll
Western Bypass: Three sites near Cambridge', Proc
Cambridgeshire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 71, 1981, (1-72), 41-72.
flw,exc,slr,wbf/rrs!2nd-4th
blg/buf/esh!gry/hrm? /hog/ira/lcl/lcglnvc!nvm/obb/tsg/shg
Samian ware listed by numberlform and phase in 'Table' 4.
Table 3 gives percentages (by sherd count) of the main fabrics
by phase. The pottery catalogue (Appendix 6) is restricted to
illustrated sherds, (69 in all), including Iron Age pieces . There
is no attempt to suggest sources, even for Lower Nene Valley
colour- coated ware, and there is no discussion of the pottery.
Some grey wares are of interest as they have burnished
geometrical designs on the external base. Much of the grey
ware is probably from Horningsea The material is derived
from miscellaneous structures and features excavated in
advance of read construction.
Location: with the authors, c/o Plant Breeding Institute,
Trumpington, Cambs.

700 · Pullinger, J, 'The Pottery', in 'Rescue Excavation at Cow Lane,
Godmanchester, Cambs, During 1984', Proc Cambridgeshire
Archaeol Soc, Vol. 73, 1984, (7-13), 13.
col,exc,slr/frm,m/Iron Age & mid 2nd-late 3rd
amp/bbl/blklctslira/lcglnvc/rhn/tsg/shg
A brief summary of the pottery recovered from a small part of
a large site lost to gravel extraction with no proper provision
for excavations. The site is adjacent to a villa site excavated by
Frend in 1966-69.
Location: Norris Museum, St Ives
701

Pullinger, J & White, P J, Romano-BriJish sites at Hinton
Fields. Teversham, 1978-1986, 1991, 104.
flw,exc,slr/vil,m,kln/2nd-5th
cts/clmletslfcp/ham/hogllcl!lox/mhm/mdmlnvc/nfrn/oxm/orc/
tsg/shg
The results of field walking and excavation by local amateur
groups of a villa site a few miles east of Cambridge. Two areas
are denoted, Site A and Site B. Site A may have been an
industrial adjunct to the villa, Site B. A probable pottery kiln
was found on Site A.
The pottery is presented by site, and by feature within each
site. 65 sherds are illustrated for Site A, 25 from a foundation
trench. 268 are illustrated for Site B, 65 from two phases of a
foundation trench, 29 from another fOundation trench, and a
further 100 from a third foundation trench. There are also 35
sherds from field walking and 5 face-pot fragments. Other
pottery appears as small-fmds. but is not cross-referenced.
There are two pie-charts for each site showing the proportion of
coarse wares, and the percentages of wares other than 'coarse'.
It is not stated what method of quantification was used for these.
The fabric descriptions cite colour and size/quantity of inclusions
using a very simple system. Some attempt is made to source the
pottery, though this is mainly confmed to well-known wares
such as Lower Nene Valley and Hadham. Much of the pottery
is thought to have derived from the neamy Homingsea kilns. and
these vessels constitute one of the more important aspects of the
report. Otherwise there is a good range of 3rd-4th century
pottery, mainly Lower Nene Valley, Oxford (including the
Harston Obelisk potter?) and Hadham.
On the debit side the site, pottery and fmds drawings throughout
are poor, while the layout and terminology are occasionally a
little quirky. Credit has to be given, however, for the effort and
expeitse required to privately produce such a volume in one's
own time. It should also not be forgotten that, but for the efforts
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Greene (KG) & K F Hartley (KFH), 'The Pottery', in Ellis, P,
'Roman Chesterfield: Excavations by T Courtney 1974-78',
Derbyshire Archaeol J, Vol. 109, 1989 (publ. 1990), (51-130),
94-119.
Includes 'Samian', by GBD, 95-8; 'Fine wares, non-samian',
by AA, 99-100; 'Mortaria', by KFH, 101-2; 'Amphorae', by
AA, 102-3; 'Coarse wares', by AA & PE, 103-118;
'Catalogue', by AA, KG & KFH, 108-118; & 'Discussion', by
AA & PE, 118-9.
exc/mil/1st-mid 2nd/usf,seq,typ (of fabrics)
amp/ait (Dr 38)/asg/ass/sts/mvs/cts/ccc/kww/lyc/pff/rgh/occ
('N.G. fabric 2')/ mca/cgg/glz (S.E.England & Little Chester)/
tng (pre AD 80, ?Rhineland)/nri/crblbb 1/grf/grc/gry/lcg/rstltvs/
gbrn/ktrn/lcrn/lornlrnhrn!mdrn/ngrnlswem (Gloucester)/vrrn/mro
(West
Midlands )fbuf/hft/rnf/red/wht/lox/wsx/drb/drc/gft/lcl/
trt/tsg (early Lezoux TS)(gbm, ktrn & ngm are all Hartley's
Groups I & II).
The mortarium report is to KFH's usual standard. The amphora
report is confusing in that it seemingly fails to take account of
the stamps, except to note them: the readings appear to be
derived from Callendar 1965.
According to the Introduction by P Ellis (54-5), the coarse and
samian pottery reports were prepared between 1977 and 1978;
"no pottery type-fabric series, and only a small proportion of
the illustrated pottery could be located. The pottery illustrations
have been adapted from the original drawings prepared for
publication in 1979". The introduction to the pottery reports, by
A Anderson & P Ellis (94-5) indicates that the "report on the
Romano-British pottery by Anne Anderson was completed in
1981, with limited revision in 1988-9 with assistance from
Ruth Leary".
The report covers more than 10,600 sherds (172 kg+), but the
quantification is partial, unsatisfactory, and available only in
the archive, with the exception of the general fabric tables.
There are 102 pottery illustrations, plus 3 stamps and 1 graffito.
The graffiti (2 in all) are not read, merely illustrated (nos 6 &
106). 51 pieces of samian are described, but none are
illustrated.
Location: Buxton Museum & Art Gallery

of these local groups, many sites in addition to this one would
have gone unrecorded (a browse through P.C.A.S. will show this
clearly). Without Mrs Pullinger's efforts we would know little
of the Roman pottery of the Cambridge area, and it is a sobering
fact that she is still its main 'researcher', despite now living on
the opposite side of the country.
7CJ2

Pullinger, J & Young, C J, 'Obelisk Kilns, Harston', in 'The
M11 Western Bypass: Three Sites near Cambridge', Proc
Cambridgeshire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 71, 1981, (1-72), 1-24.
exc,slr,wbf/rrs,ind,ptp,klnJ2nd-4th/typ
blk/buf/grc/gry/grg/hrrn/lcg/nvrn/occ/orc/rsx/shg
Excavation details and expanded range of types from the
production of a migrant Oxford potter. 40 vessels are
illustrated. Aspects of this production were previously
published by J Bird & C J Young in 'Migrant potters - the
Oxford connection', in Anderson, A C & A S (eds), Roman
Pottery Research in Britain and North·West Europe, Brit
Archaeol Rep Int Ser 123, (295-312), 303-306.
Location: Museum of Archaeology & Anthropology,
Cambridge

703

Wild, J P, 'Romano-British occupation', in Green, C & I, &
Dallas, C with Wild, J P, 'Excavations at Castor,
Cambridgeshire in 1957-8 and 1973', Northamptonshire
Archaeol, Vol. 21, 1986-7, (109- 148), 118-125 & microfiche
M49-54.
exc/mjc!2nd-4th/ggp
amp/bb1/bsg/cts/lcg/lox/lnd/lnrn/mca/nvc/nvg/nvs/ppr/rgh/shg
A selection of pottery from excavations adjacent to the Roman
'palace'. The main group is from Pit 1, similar in date and
composition to Pits 11 and 14 from Norrnangate Field (cf
Perrin, J R & Webster, G, JRPS 3, 35~2). All of the pottery
descriptions are on microfiche, which also includes a note by
B R Hartley & G B Dannell on a piece of decorated samian
and a stamped Dr 33; and comments by K F Hartley on three
mortaria including a stamp of VIA TOR. There are 44
illustrated vessels from Pit 1; a further 26 are on microfiche
from other contexts.
Location: Peterborough Museum
708

Cheshire
Gillian Dunn
704

Boon, G C, 'Amphorae', in 'Segontium Fifty Years On',
(52~7), 58-59.
exc/mil/early 1st-mid 2nd/usf
amp/stv

Archaeol Cambrensis, Vol. 124, 1975,

705

706

Carrington, P, 'Finds from the Headquarters Building', in
Ward, S, Excavations at Chester, 12 Watergate Street, 1985,
Roman Headquarters building to Medieval Row, Grosvenor
Museum Archaeol Excavation and Survey Reports No. 5,
Chester City Council/Grosvenor Museum, 1988, 16-21.
exc,wbf/mil/late 1st-early-mid 3rdlusf
amp/bb1/cts/ets/grc/mca/mr%sd/sts/wsx/wpx/hox
Includes a survey of Roman pottery from Chester.
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester

Richard Pollard
707

Dorset
Rachael Seager Smith
(24)

Aitken, G & A, 'Excavations on the Library Site, Colliton
Park, Dorchester, 1961-3', Proc Dorset Nat Hist & Archaeol
Soc, Vol. 104, 1982, (93-126), 118-121.
excrmd, wIt/mainly 3rd-4th with some 1st
bb1/cts/sts
A good group of late Black Burnished ware. The report
consists of a description of the illustrated material only.

(25)

Field, N H, 'The Iron Age and Romano-British Settlement on
Bradford Down, Pamphill, Dorset', Proc Dorset Nat Hist &
Archaeol Soc, Vol. 104, 1982,71-92.
exc/rrs/early Iron Age-late Roman, some 12th-13th

Webster, P V, 'The later Roman occupation at Wilderspool', J
Chester Archaeol Soc, Vol. 58, 1975, 91-92.
csf,exc/set/early-mid 3rd-early 4thlusf
bb l/rnhrn/mr%xrn
Location: Warrington Museum

Derbyshire
Anderson, A (AA), with G B Dannell (GBD), P Ellis (PE), K

Makepeace, G A, 'The Finds', in 'The Romano-British
settlement at Staden near Buxton: the 1984 and 1985/6
excavations', Derbyshire Archaeol J, Vol lOO, 1989 (publ.
1990), (17-33), 25-29.
exc/rrs/late 1st-2nd
bb 1/gry/rst (grey)/mro/buf/osd/drb
Not very useful report. The scale of reduction is erratic.
Consists mainly of Derbyshire ware (28 pieces illustrated) and
BB 1. A total of 42 illustrations, mostly just rim sections. There
is no quantification, and no sources are suggested for the
mortaria. See also entry nos 423 & 424 in JRPS Vol. 3.
Location: not stated, but possibly Buxton Museum & Art Gallery
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amp/bbl/durrua/nfclnfg/tsg
Mostly this is just a description of the illustrated sherds.
(26)

Startin, D W A, 'Excavations at the Old Vicarage, Fordington,
Dorchester, Dorset, 1971', Proc Dorset Nat Hist & Archaeol
Soc, Vol. lOO, 1981, (43-66), 60-61.
exc/cem,setlIron Age-4th, some Med & post-Med
amp/bbl/grylnfc
Descriptions of illustrated sherds only.

(27)

Draper, J & Chaplin, C, Dorchester Excavations, Volume I,
1982.
exc,slr,wbf/wlt!late 1st-4th
amp/bbl!cts/dur/etslnfc/nfp/occ/oxmlorc/rhnlsts
The volume consists of a series of short reports on several
small-scale excavations and watching-briefs within the area of
the walled town. Most produced Romano-British material of
the same general types found elsewhere within the town. The
text concentrates on descriptions of the illustrated sherds. The
samian was examined by Hedley Pengelly.

(28)

Draper, J & Startin, D W A, 'The Pottery', in 'Excavations at
South Grove Cottage, Dorchester', Proc Dorset Nat Hist &
Archaeol Soc, Vol. 103, 1981, (21-42), 31-39.
exc/wltlc70 AD-4th/seq
amp/bb l/ccc/durlgryInfc/nfp/tsg/tng
The material is from a trench positioned on the tail of the
rampart, close to the probable location of the south gate. The
report describes the material recovered from individual features
- there is no quantification or synthesis.

709

Bailey, C J & Flattens, E, 'The Trial Excavation of an Iron
Age and Romano-British Site at Quarry Lodden, Bincombe,
Dorset', Proc Dorset Nat Hisl & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 93, 1971,
135-143.
exc/mlmid Iron Age-early 1st AD, some later
durrua
A trench c2m long on the route of a gas main to Weymouth.
Late Roman pottery was found in the plough soil over
Durotrigian/early R-B occupation in the form of 'floors' of
limestone and shale. Sealed by this material were altemating
hearths and layers of ash which produced the sitnlate jars, some
hematite-coated, and derivatives typical of 'Iron Age A' in this
area. Other [mds include unfinished, hand-cut shale armlets,
worked bone and small quantities of miscellaneous metalwork.

710

711

Beavis, J, 'Fresh Finds from the Iron Age and Roman Site at
Worbarrow Bay, Tyneham', Proc Dorset Nat H ist & Archaeol
Soc, Vol. 95, 1973, 88.
csf/rrslIron Age-2nd
bbl/dur
A small group of sherds found in an eroding scree and cliff
section: locally-produced Durotrigian and Black Bumished
ware forms.
Cunliffe, B & Brown, L, 'The Later Prehistoric and RomanoBritish Pottery', in Cunliffe, B, Hengistbury Head, Dorset,
Volume 1: The Prehistoric and Roman Settlement 3500 BC AD 500, 1987,205-302.
exclmjc,trdllate Neolithic-late Roman/ggp,seq,typ
alhIamp/bbl/ccc!cts/dur/gab/aga{tra/aitlmvs/nfr/oxr/sts/tng/trb/nri
You name it, this report has got iL.. fabric and form series,
quantification discussion, key groups, synthesis, etc... just about
everything one could possibly want! Large important
assemblages with continuity through time, lots of imports as
well as locally-produced wares. Especially useful for the Iron
Age- early Roman transitional period in an area where the
Roman conquest produces few discemible ceramic changes.
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Davies, S M & Hawkes, J W, 'The Iron Age and RomanoBritish Coarse Pottery', in Green, C S, Excavations at
Poundbury, Volume 1: The Settlements, 1987, 117-123.
exc/set/late Iron Age (prob pre-conquest 1st AD)-4th/typ
amp/bb l/crrnlcts/dur/ets/agarua/lctm/lnd/mvs/nfc/nfmlnfp/oxm
lorc/ppr/rhnltng
The printed reports on the amphorae, the Pompeian red ware,
the Gallo-Belgic wares, the samian, the samian stamps and the
mortaria were prepared from comments by D F Williams, V
Rigby, J Bird, B Dickinson, B R Hartley and K F Hartley,
respectively. Further details of these reports can be found in the
microfiche section. There are fabric and form type series for
the coarsewares but there is no basic quantification. The
discussion includes two tables and a diagram resulting from
'close-proximity analysis' and 'column-wise seriation'.

713

Farrar, R A H, 'The Lost Roman Pottery Site at Bagber, Milton
Abbas', Proc Dorset Nat Hisl & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 95, 1973,
93- 96.
---rmd/--bbl
A review of the interpretation of the Bagber site by its original
excavator, Charles Wame in 1841, and its later re-excavator, J
C Mansel-Pleydell, in 1891. The main evidence for pottery
production seems to have been a clay-lined pit which had been
subjected to intense heat and a quantity of pottery, some 15
sherds and one whole vessel were listed in the original records.
Farrar suggests it was an industrial site of some sort, but not a
pottery kiln. He also discusses the dating and parallels for the
one-handled BBl flagon.

714

Green, C, 'Early Iron Age and Roman Remains at Southhill,
Radipole Lane, Weymouth', Proc Dorset Nat Hist & Archaeol
Soc, Vol. 96, 1974,54-56.
csf,sh/rrs/early Iron Age, Durotrigian-later Roman
bb lIdurrrra/tsg
Small quantities of pottery and burials observed during the
construction of a playing field.

715

Green, S, 'The Pottery', in Maynard, D, 'Excavations on a
Pipeline near the River Frome, Worgret, Dorset', Proc Dorset
Nat Hist & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 110, 1988, (77-98), 85-88.
exc/rur/early- very late or post-Roman
bbllcts/ait/ktmlnfc
The fabric and form descriptions correspond with those of the
West Moors report in the same volume (entry no 716). Both
fabrics and forms are quantified.

716

Green, S, 'The Pottery', in Howard, S, 'Rescue Excavations of
a Roman Enclosure and Field System at West Moors, Dorset,
1988', Proc Dorset Nat Hist & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 110, 1988,
(99-116), 107-112
exc/rurllate Iron Age-late 2nd/typ
bbllbuf/dur/gry/gro/tsg/sts
Includes fabric and form types series, and quantification, by
percentages.

717

Greene, K T, 'An unusual Roman Glazed Vessel from
Woodcuts in Cranboume Chase', Proc Dorset Nat Hist &
Archaeol Soc, Vol. 93, 1971, 163-166.
synl---/pre-Flavian
cgg/tsg
A brief note on a sherd illustrated on Plate CXVl of Pitt-Rivers
Excavations in Cranboume Chase, Volume IT, with a
description, general comments on the ware, its dating, sources,
etc. Also includes brief details on the samian found at
Woodcuts: a South Gaulish Dr 24125, and two examples of Dr
29.
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Hughes, E G, 'Excavations at 9 Bridport Road, Dorchester',
Proc Dorset Nat Hist & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 111, 1989,
(87-90), 89.
exc/set/3rd-4th
bbl/orc
A very small collection of material found approximately 200rn
to the east of the Roman walls of Dorchester.

719

Hurst, J D & Wacher, J S, 'A Multi-period Site at Poxwell,
Dorset', Proc Dorset Nat Hist & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 108, 1986,
(63-80), 71-76.
exc/mlposs Neolithic, early Bronze Age; Iron Age-late 3rd
bb 1/nfr/nfg/nfp/oxrn/orc
The fabric descriptions, catalogue and discussion are all by
phase. There is recognition of a non-WareharnlPoo1e HarixlUT
Black Burnished ware fabric(s), but no separation of which
vessels occur in it.

720

Moore, W F & Ross, M S, 'The Romano-British Settlement,
Common Mead Lane, Gillingham, Dorset', Proc Dorset Nat
Hist & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 111, 1989, (57-70), 59-65. Includes
'The Samian Pottery', by B R Hartley, 59-62, and 'The
Pottery', by M S Ross, 62-65.
exc/setllst BC-4th
amp/bb1/ccc/cts/dur/ets/glz/gry/ktrn/nfc/nfg/nfrn/nfp/oxp/orc/
oxw/rlmIsts/tng
Includes a fabric series; the forms are described according to
other published series. There is a brief commentary,
quantification is limited to noting the percentages present for
most fabric types, along with a histogram, in percentages,
which show BB 1 to have been the pre-dominant fabric, at 38%
(?sherd count).

721

Sunter, N, 'Excavations at Norden', in Sunter, N & Woodward,
P J, Romano-British Industries in Purbeck, 1987, (9-43).
22-30.
exc/m,ind/Durotrigian-4th
amp/bb1/cts/dur/ktrn/nfc/orc/sts!vrm
A typical range of Black Burnished ware for the area; also, late
1st AD local wheel-thrown white ware vessels (flagons,
carinated bowls, etc) from Corfe Mullen, Dorset. The printed
text concentrates on descriptions of the illustrated sherds but
there is also a microfiche section. There are comments on the
samian by K Greene, with descriptions, discussion and
quantification in the printed text.

722

Webster, G, 'Final Report on the Excavations of the Roman
Fort at Waddon Hill, Stoke Abbott, 1963-69', Proc Dorset Nat
Hist & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 101, 1979, (51-90), 84-86.
exc/rnil/lst AD
bbl/dur/ktrnllyc/rnro/sts
With a samian report by B R Hartley. A traditional-style report,
with descriptions of illustrated sherds only. The samian report
is, however, slightly more detailed.

723

Woodward, P J, 'The Excavation of a Late Iron Age Settlement
and Romano-British Industrial Site at Ower, Dorset', in Sunter,
N & Woodward, P J, Romano-British Industries in Purbeck,
1987, (44-124), 69-94. Includes 'The Samian', by HPengelly,
'First Century Imports and Native Finewares', by J Timby,
'The Amphorae', by D F Williams, 'The Mortaria, New Forest
Wares and the Black Burnished Coarse Wares', by P J
Woodward, and 'Petrological analysis of the pottery and clays' ,
by J Timby & D F Williams.
exc,chrn/m,ind/early 1st-3rd,4thltyp
arr!bb1 Iccc/cts/dur/ets/gab/aga/ait/lyc/mca/nfc/oxrn/orc/oxwl
sts/tng/trb/bri
This report is especially important for its large group of early

imported fmewares. Full descriptions of the quantification and
the fabric, form and, where appropriate, decoration, type series
appear in the printed text. Small amounts of briquetage and
kiln material are also present.
724

Woodward, P J, 'The Excavation of an Iron Age and RomanoBritish Settlement at Rope Lake Hole, Corfe Castle, Dorset', in
Sunter, N & Woodward, P J, Romano-British Industries in
Purbeck, 1987, (125-180),149-158. Includes 'The Samian' , by
H Pengelly, 'The Coarse Pottery', by S M Davies, and 'The
Petrological Analysis of the Hematite Ware', by D F Williams
& S M Tolfield.
exc,chrn/m,ind/early Iron Age-late 4th/seq,typ
bb l/cts/dur/etsfrralsts
Includes fabric and form series, and quantification in the text.
There are useful discussion sections, by chronological period.

725

Young, D, 'An Iron Age and Romano-British Settlement at
Broadrnayne', Proc Dorset Nat Hist & Archaeol Soc, Vol. 95,
1973,44-49.
exc/cem,m/Durotrigian-early Roman
bbl/dur
Small scale excavations, prior to building operations, revealed
a Durotrigian crouched inhumation, a grain storage pit, an oven
and several other small features. Six pots were found with the
burial, mostly local copies of samian and other Gallo-Belgic
forms.

Essex
Colin Wallace, (*) J R Perrin, & (+) Colin Wallace & J R Perrin
726

Cheer, P, 'The Pottery', & Going, C J, 'A brief discussion of
the Romano-British pottery assemblage', in Smoothy, M D, 'A
Roman rural site at Rayne, Essex: Excavations 1987', Essex
Archaeol Hist, Vol. 20, 1989, (1-29), 14-18.
exc/rurllate lst-early 4th
amp/asg/ass/sts/cts/ets/clc!nvc/orc/rlmIira/bbl/bb2/grf/grc/gro/
gry/esh/ogr/clrnlnvrn/vrrn/rnro/clb/red/whtlosf/osclhaxlwcs/stv
An excellent discussion by Going, but the first author's account
of the dating evidence is a bit vague (and why does he dislike
BB2 so much?). More importantly, why did the excavator
publish two varying assessments of the dating evidence? The
total assemblage is quantified by EVEs.
Location: Braintree Museum

727

Clark, F R, 'Piggott's Farm Iron Age settlement', in Clark, F
R, (ed), Exploration and Discovery in South-West Essex. A

series o/reports on excavations carried out by the West Essex
Archaeological Group, 1990, (42-52), 50-52.
exc/rurn
ira/gro?/gry/osc
A small amount of Roman and earlier pottery from the
excavation of a croprnark site. A fairly vague report.
Location: Passmore Edwards Museum
728

Clark, F R (and P M Wilkinson), 'The Search for the Roman
settlement at Havering', in Clark, F R, (ed), Exploration and
Discovery in South-West Essex. A series 0/ reports on
excavations carried out by the West Essex Archaeological
Group, 1990, (53- 65), 56-65.
exc/rur,unk/lst-4th (mostly the latter)
nvc/orc/occ?!bb 1/ot-x,/grflgrc/eshllsh/oxmlvrrn/mrolhax/osd
Small-scale excavations following-up fieldwalking fmds. "The
intention of this report is to demonstrate the general range of
ceramic artefacts from the site rather than to provide detailed
evidence for the dating of specific features" (P56). This would
seem redundant in view of the more extensive work undertaken
by the Passmore Edwards Museum. It is often not clear exactly
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what some of these pieces are (e.g. the 'arretine' of fig 19.86).
Location: Passmore Edwards Museum
729

734

Clark, F R, 'The Lost Roman Villa in Wan stead Park', in
Clark, F R, (ed), &ploration and Discovery in South-West
Essex. A series of reports on excavations carried out by the
West Essex Archaeological Group, 1990, (66-85), 72-83.
exc/rur,unkIlargely later Roman
amp/nvc/occ/gry/oxm/osd
An exceedingly vague report, even by comparison with entry
no. 728, hence the very few fabrics isolated above. The text of
the report seems to indicate that a pit -group is lost somewhere
among the pages of the pottery drawings.
Location: Passmore Edwards Museum
Crossan, C, Smoothy, M D & Wallace, C, 'Salvage Recording
of Iron Age and Roman remains at Ickleton Road, Great
Chesterford, Essex', Essex Archaeol Hist, Vol. 21, 1990,
11-18.
slr/cem,setllst (cem),2nd (set)
ait (Dr lB)/sts/rnvs/cts/nvc/bbl/grf/grc/gro/har/vrrn/wht/hax/
haw/wcs/osd/lnd/vrfl
Seventeen vessels (including an amphora, grog-tempered ware,
samian, North Gaulish White Fine Sand) salvaged from the
area of a cremation cemetery known from 19th century work.
Pottery of a slightly later date, from a watching brief, is given
summary treatrnenL
Location: Saffron Walden Museum

731

Gurney, D, '[The pottery in] The Middle Iron Age, Belgic and
Early Roman Periods', in Clarke, C P, 'Late Iron Age
enclosures at Kelvedon: excavations at the Doucecroft site
1985-86', Essex Archaeol Hist, Vol. 19, 1988, (15-39), 33-34
&36.
exc/twn/lst AD
ira/nri/btb/gro
A series of small excavations to examine the extent of late Iron
Age occupation, which also produced the first signs of a
middle Iron Age settlemenL The pottery was largely
fragmented and residual, so only eleven restorable ve~se1s are
discussed. This report was completed before K A Rodwell's
Kelvedon report (JRPS 3, entry no. 431) was available.
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum

732

Gurney, D, 'Roman Pottery', in Clarke, C P, 'Roman
Coggeshall: excavations 1984-85', Essex Archaeol Hist, Vol.
19, 1988, (47- 90),59-64.
exc/rur,cern/lst-4th
amp/sts/cts/ets/nvc/orc/bb2/grf/grc/gro/retllsh/sxs/clrn/buf/clb/
hax/osd
Pottery from the St Peter's School site, which included early
Roman boundary features and less intensive later occupation.
Fabric and form classification as for Chelmsford (Going 1987;
JRPS 2, entry no. 364).
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum

733

Gurney, D, 'Roman Pottery', in Clarke, C P, 'Roman
Coggeshall: excavations 1984-85', Essex Archaeol Hist, Vol.
19, 1988, (47- 90), 76-TI.
exc/rur/lst,2nd & 4th

As well as the material from the 1981 excavations, this
appendix also discusses pottery from other sites around the
Market Place and Hadharn ware from Waltham Abbey and the
lower Lea Valley. Rather vague.
Location: (to go to) Epping Forest District Council Museum,
Waltham Abbey

sts/orc/grf/gryllsh/hax/stv

Jefferies, R S & Barford, P M, 'The Pottery of the Red Hills',
and 'Pottery from Essex Red Hills', in Fawn, A J et ai, The
Red Hills of Essex. Salt-making in Antiquity, 1990, 35-36 &
73-78.
syn/rur,ind/lst BC onwards
ass/arr/sts/cts/orc/rgh/occ/blg/btb/gro/gry/esh/osd/bri
The Red Hills are the remains of late Iron Age and early
Roman saltems in coastal Essex. Jefferies & Barford review the
pottery dating evidence (pp35-36) and also provide more
detailed comments by site (pp73-78), although these are not
always very clear.
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum, Passmore Edwards
Museum, Southend Museum & Chelmsford & Essex Museum

"'736 Miller, T E, 'Excavations in Great Chesterford Churchyard,
Essex, 1986', Proc Cambridgeshire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 77,
1988, (109- 117), 115, 117.
exc/twn/--hax/lcl/tsg
Pottery found in pits and gullies located during excavation of
an area threatened by graves and tree-planting. There is no
detailed discussion of the pottery, nor are there drawings or
descriptions. Miller writes: "The majority of the pottery was
small sherds of coarse ware typical of Romano-British domestic
sites". He also notes a 4th century Hadharn storage jar and a
stamped monarium, and gives a list of 'samian forms but no
sources.
Location: Saffron Walden Museum
737

Pottery from the East Street site, which included roadside
ditches perhaps related to the St Peter's School site (entry no.
732) features, although the evidence for an early Roman
enclosure is not really as good as the report suggests. A late
Roman group from the upper ditch fill is published. Roman
Coggeshall is seen as a villa site.
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum

Huggins, P J, 'Appendix I, Pottery', in Huggins, P J,
'Excavations in the Market Place, Waltham Abbey, Essex,
1981: The Moot Hall and Romano-British occupation', Essex
Archaeol Hist, Vol. 19, 1988, (196-214), 209-211.
exc,csf/rur?/lst-late 4th
amp?Its g/clc?/nvc?loccAA>2? /gry/har/esh!1sh/nvrn/oxrn/buflhax

losdlvrr?
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Rudling, D R, 'Late Iron Age and Roman Billericay:
excavations 1987', Essex Archaeol Hist, Vol. 21, 1990, 19-47.
exc/cern,set,klnll st4th
ait (Dr 2-4)/ass/sts/cts/ets/clc/nvc/orc/rhn{rra/pphAA> l/bb2/
gro/gry/retlesh!1sh/clrnlesm/rnhrn?10XIri/vrm?Iwhtlhax?/hawI
wcs/osd/rsx/stv
This report presents some late Iron Age cremations and thirteen
other groups of 1st and 3rd-4th century pottery. These groups
were quantified, but the data does not appear in the report no reason is given. This is nevertheless the first decent
pUblication of Roman pottery from the district. (See p46 for
problematic archaeomagnetic dating of the 1977 Buckenhams
Field pottery kiln - Swan 1984, Billericay 1).
Location: ECC Archaeology Store, Chelmsford

+738 Toiler, H, 'Other Pottery', in Draper, Jo, 'Excavations at Great
Chesterford, Essex, 1953-5', Proc Cambridgeshire Archaeol
Soc, Vol. 75, 1986 (publ. 1988), (3-41), 22-23 & 25-32. See
also entry nos. 739 740.
exc/wltllst4th
asglc1c/nvc/occ/rnca/grf/grc/grglgrylhar?/eshllsh/c1b/nvs/oscl
hax/haw?Iwcs/clo/rsxlvrrllcg!lox/obb/shg/ogr (calcite)
JRP: The report was prepared in 1984/85 on excavations by F
K ADnable in 1953 and 1954-5. The few featutres which were
found were mostly pits; the rest of the material is from topsoil
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and ploughsoillayers. The 1953 material receives rather more
attention than that of 1954-5, which is noted as being
"similar".
The pottery is divided into two groups, with 7 calcite (shell?)
gritted wares, including 'local', and 14 'local' coarse wares
which include grey and BB-types. Vessel count (total 1148) is
the only method of quantification, and it is used for the 1953
material only. 33 fabrics are described, mainly by inclusions,
and include Hadham and shelly wares. The fmds from six pit
groups are listed, and 150 vessels are illustrated.
There is also a separate report on a Saxon cemetery, found in
1953, by V I Evison.
cw: This report worlcs its magic largely on a collection of
material from the ploughsoil outside the town with the pottery
from several 3rd and 4th century pits sprinkled here and there
rather than being presented properly. Sorting and quantification
was done by Jeanny Poulsen only for the 1953 pottery.
The fabric series can only be described as wilfully obscure and
there are a number of errors (e.g. vessels 98, 99 & 123 are
drawn but nowhere described).
The site was a Saxon cemetery, yet nothing is said about the
relationship of the Roman finds to the graves. Further Roman
material is promised in the Anglo-Saxon report.
Location: University Museum of Archaeology & Anthropology,
Cambridge

+739 Hartley, K, 'The Mortaria', in entry no. 738, 32-37.
For site details, see entry no. 738.
clm/esm/gem!lnmlmhm/oxm/vrm/mro
A detailed report, on material not really deserving of it,
although it is very useful for the region. A minimum of 127
vessels were recorded, of which 40 are illustrated, and arranged
as a type series. 19 fabrics are identified and discussed. More
than half of the vessels were Nene Valley, with the rest from
Oxfordshire, Colchester, Verulamium and a variety of minor
sources - 'other' mortaria appear to be of Northants or Essex
origin. There is a table showing fabrics and dating by number
of vessels. Apparently there were no late Oxfordshire vessels.
Location: University Museum of Archaeology & Anthropology,
Cambridge
+740 Pengelly, H, 'Samian Ware from Great Chesterford', in entry
no. 738, IS, 1S-21, & 24-25.
For site details, see entry no. 738.
sts/mvs/cts/ets
Another detailed report on undeserving material - "the large
amount of samian ware is either probably residual in nature or
of uncertain stratification". The general discussion considers:
samian of intrinsic importance, including some stamps; other
stamps and a tabulated vessel count by source. There are
around 653 vessels in all. Seven of these are illustrated, along
with 32 of the stamps; 5 other stamps have been lost. Stamp
information was provided by B R Hartley & B Dickinson.
Location: University Museum of Archaeology & Anthropology,
Cambridge
741

Wickenden, N P, Excavations at Great Dunmow, Essex: a
Romano- British Small Town in the Trinovantian Civitas, E
Anglian Archaeol Vol. 41, 1988. For pottery details see entry
nos. 742-4.

742

Wickenden, N P, with Luff, R M, Going, C J, Ford, B &
Rodwell, W J, 'The Cremations', in entry no. 741, 12-23.
exc/twn,cem/eariy 2nd-later Antonine/usf
cts/clc!kww/pph/grf/grc/gro/gry/har/nkg/esh/ham/haw
A small, enclosed cremation cemetery (fourteen burials), with
discussion of the pottery assemblage (compared with Skeleton
Green), and the evidence for the pottery grave-goods having

been 'killed' (both the latter sections by C J Going). Note that
the photo captions have been transposed and that pot 61 is
captioned as 62 (and vice versa) on Fig 18.
Location: Saffron Walden Museum
743

Going, C J & Ford, B, 'Romano-British pottery', in entry no.
741,60-76.
exc/twn/cl90-240,c360-400/ggp
ass/clc/nvcflnfc/orc!mca/glz/'ob2/gry/harflnkg/ret/eshllshlmhm
/nvrn/oxm/vrm/clb/nvs/oxp/hax/haw/osd/alh/rsx/stv/vrr
The dating evidence for each period is given in the main report
(entry no. 741), along with pottery from the cremations and
two mid4th century pits. This report publishes two dated
groups and pottery of intrinsic interest. Fabric and form
classification as for Chelmsford (Going 1987; JRPS 2, entry no.
364) and Heybridge (Wickenden 1987; JRPS 3, entry no. 444).
Refers also to Roberts, W I, Romano-Saxon Pottery, BAR 106,
1982, (JRPS 3, entry no. 560) for earlier worlc on rsx.
Location: Saffron Walden Museum

744

Rodwell, W J, 'Samian Ware', in entry no. 741, 76-79.
exc,csf/cem,twn/1 st4th
sts/mvs/cts/ets/ats/cls
The majority of the samian is residual, but Rodwell suggests
that several mid-late 2nd decorated bowls survived in use into
the late Roman period.
Location: Saffron Walden Museum

745

Wilkinson, T J, with Hamilton, S & Thompson, I, 'The
Pottery', in Wilkinson, T J, Archaeology and Environment in
South Essex: ResclU Archaeology along the Grays By-pass.
1979180, E Anglian Archaeol, Vol. 42, 1988, 74-94 &
microfiche.
exc/rur.fls,cem!lst BC-2nd AD, plus later cremations
tsglnvc/orc/b1g/grc/gro/gry/esh/vrm/osc/hax/wcs/osd/upc
The whole volume is concerned with a campaign of motorway
rescue archaeology. There is Roman pottery from three of the
sites, but in the excavated samples Roman-period settlements
were less abundant than those of the Iron Age and the evidence
for structures is largely lacking (the main interest is for the
periods earlier or later than Roman, and for the development of
the physical environment). Of note is the identification by S
Hamilton of the shell in the early shell-tempered pottery (p76;
see also p 126).
Location: Thurrock Museum

Gloucestershire
Nick Cooper
746

Rawes, B, 'The Samian Ware and the Coarse Pottery', in 'The
Romano-British Settlement at Haymes Cleeve Hill, near
Cheltenham', Trans Bristol & Gloucestershire Archaeol Soc,
Vol. 104, 1986, (61-93), 75-80.
exc/setllst4th
bb l/mhm/ncg/nvc/oxm/orc/tsg/svv/shg
The samian is summarized: it is late 1st to late 2nd, including
five stamped pieces. 41 coarse pottery vessels are illustrated,
with basic quantification by sherd count The material includes
"'Native'-type wares made well into the 2nd century" but these
may be from the pre-Roman occupation of the site.

747

Timby, J, 'The Roman Pottery', in Darvill, T & Timby, J,
'Excavations at Saintbridge, Gloucester, 1981', Trans Bristol
& Gloucestershire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 104, 1986, 49~.
exc/fls/late 1st-4th
bb l/tsg/svv
Primarily abraded material from a series of Roman ditches and
gullies. The classification follows the Gloucester Type fabric
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a point that was considered in the 1930s excavations".
This assumption of the extra potential of samian to 'sulVive in
use' is one which would be wholeheartedly supported by many
pottery researchers. Indeed Niblett shows that Verulamium
provides sound evidence for the phenomenon, and this could
have far-reaching implications for the dating of many sites.
There is a need, however, to be certain of the dating of the
coarse wares upon which the theory is based: often that dating
is itself dependent on the dating of associated samian and
coins. At what point can one be certain that the samian is
contemporary, and not either sUlViving or residual? In spite of
the above-quoted view of the likely sUlVival of earlier samian,
in Niblett's assessment of the dating at Verulamium there is no
suggestion that the samian associated with the 'Antonine' fire
itself contained a high proportion of sUlVivals, which by
implication could therefore push the date of the fire rather later
than AD 155 (150-160). Space precludes a detailed discussion
of these aspects here, but the article does highlight the need to
re-examine the origins of some established pottery dates. The
evidence for the building sequences and the dating of the
Antonine fire are summarised in two tables.
Each of the buildings uncovered by the Wheelers is described
in detail (pp33-57) and the catalogue of dating evidence
follows this sequence (pp6O-78). The catalogue lists in detail
the pottery and coins from each of the major layers and
features mentioned in the discussion. Many parallels are cited
from the large amount of pottery published by Frere. 162
sherds are illustrated (including six samian pieces with notes by
S Greep; also possible kilns are noted).
In many ways the catalogue is the key to the article as a whole,
and it is therefore disappointing to have to note many
inconsistencies and errors. Some of the terminology for both
fabrics and forms is at fault For example, 53 is not Rhenish;
5, 139 and 140 are not beakers; and 119 is a bowl, not an
'open dish' (can a dish be closed?). Many of the Frere parallels
are not at all similar (e.g. 64,74,81,88,93,96,97, 112 and
124). Some are so far out as to suggest misnumbering, or that
the wrong vessel has been drawn or quoted. Not all of the
groups of pottery selected and illustrated are noted in the
relevant place in the text (e.g. 32~, 4S-54, 58~5, 79-84,
87-105 and 125-139). 87 and 156 are missed off the figure
captions. 85~ are from building 9, and not 8 as noted in the
text on page 47. The cataloguerillustration order of 119 and
120 is reversed. There are two '32's (page 64); the first is in
fact not illustrated. 151 is not really akin to the Nene Valley
vessels quoted; in any case the latter are in cream ware. 13 is
surely in BB 1 and of the late 2nd century at the earliest,
whereas the Frere parallel for it is in BB2, and it is termed
BB2 in the text (P36). 14 appears twice in the same discussion
(P36), in which 'flanged bowls in BB2' are noted.
Some of the mistakes (and there are others) are obviously due
to poor proof-reading, or are typographical errors. Others are
somewhat more disturbing, and as a result the evidence and its
implications must be treated with care. Anyone seriously
researching this period or site would be advised to handle the
material first-hand.
It is a pity that the illustrated vessels could not have been
denoted with bold type at the beginning of each catalogue
entry. Some were difficult to find, and they are not strictly in
numerical order.
Despite these problems Mrs Niblett is to be congratulated for
a painstaking piece of work, which was long overdue.

series and the quantification is by context group. The groups
are mainly 3rd century, with one late 1st-early 2nd and there
are a series of mid-late fills including a samian stamp of 70-90
AD.
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Timby, J, 'The Post-prehistoric Finds', in DalVill, 1'. Hingley,
R, Jones, M & Timby, J, 'A Neolithic and Iron Age Site at the
Lodens, Lechlade, Gloucestershire', Trans Bristol &
Gloucestershire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 104,1986, (27-48), 43-47.
exc/setllate lst-3rd
cts/tsg
Un stratified, abraded material, but the sherds are large enough
to suggest Roman occupation in the vicinity. The group
includes a 1st century AD mortarium from Central Gaul
(Gloucs TF 9AA).
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Trow, S D, 'The coarse pottery', in 'Excavations at Ditches
Hillfort, North Cemey, Gloucestershire', Trans Bristol &
Gloucestershire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 106, 1988, (19-85), 64-76,
plus microfiche. Includes 'Samian Ware', by G B Dannell,
59-{)(), 'Gallo-Belgic Wares', by V Rigby, 60-3, and
'Amphorae', by S Keay, 63.
exc/opp/late Iron Age-early Romano-British
amp/lcl/lox/rnlv/tsg/tng/trb
An important late Iron Age and early Romano-British
assemblage, deriving from several well-sealed and securely
dated contexts. The pottery includes Oaudian or OaudioNeronian imported fmewares among the 152 illustrated vessels.
V Rigby's report includes an assessment of Gallo-Be1gic wares
in the Cirencester- Bagendon region.

Hertfordshire
J R Perrin
750

Johnson, C, 'Late Iron Age and Roman Age', in Moss-Eccardt,
J, 'Archaeological investigations in the Letchworth Area,
1958-74', Proc Cambridgeshire Archaeol Soc , Vol. 77, 1988,
(35-103), 84-7.
exc/m/lst-2nd
cts!hax/lcl!sts/vrr
Selected pottery from two sites in Letch worth and one in
Baldock. The classification uses fabrics 2A, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15,
15A, 20, 27 and 42 as described in Stead, I & Rigby, V,
Ba/dock Excavations, 1968-72, (Britannia Monograph Series
No. 7, 1986). There is some late pre-Roman Iron Age material,
and there are notes on the samian by H Pengelly.
Location: Letchworth Museum?
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Niblett, R, 'Evidence for the Antonine Fire at Verularnium
from the Wheelers ' excavation', Hertfordshire Archaeol, Vol.
9, 1983/86, 29-78.
exc,syn/rnjc/---/ggp,seq
bb l/bb2/cts/clc/clrn/gab/glz/gry/grg/gro/lnd/lrh/mvs/mca/nvcl .
oxrn/ppr/pph/rhn/rgh/shg/sts/tng/vrr/vrf/vrm/wht
This is an extremely important and useful article, since it lists
all the evidence relating to the Antonine fire, much of it
previously unpublished. The two main results are "that the
Wheelers tended to date their 2nd century houses too early",
and "that many more of these houses overlay earlier masonry
structure than appears from the published report".
Niblett suggests that the dates are too early because "both
samian and coins tended to have longer sUlVivallife than the
Wheelers allowed for" and were "considerably older than the
various layers in which they were found". She also states that
"on site after site early 2nd century samian is found with
coarse pottery dating from c140-180. This is not really
surprising since the best table ware is likely to have had a
longer table life than the coarse kitchen wares, but it was not
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Niblett, R, comments on pottery in Montagu-Puckle, F H G &
Niblett, R, 'ObselVations on the south-east side of the Basilica
at Verulamium', Hertfordshire Archaeol Vol. 9, 1983/86,
17S-82.
wbf/rnjc/AD 30-70, later 4th
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Pottery is mentioned only in the description of the structural
sequence:
..... consisted of fragments from several storage jars and cooking
pots in local coarse ware, all of which date from within the
bracket of cAD 30-70"; ..... a small quantity of later 4th
century, unstratified, pottery was recovered from the site".
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754

Greep, S J, 'The Samian Ware', in entry no. 752,180 & 182.
wbf/mjc/lst
sts
Three samian vessels from early levels were noted during the
watching brief in the Basilica area. All are illustrated.
Potter, T W & Trow, S D, Puckeridge-Braughing,
Hertfordshire: The Ermine Street Excavations 1971-72,
Hertfordshire Archaeol, Vol. 10, 1988, (whole volume). See
entry nos. 755-7(1).
exc/m,twn!1ate Iron Age-4th AD
The preface states that although the post-excavation programme
started promptly, it was hampered by Dr Potter's moves to
Lancaster University and then to the British Museum. There
were also inadequate facilities for dealing with the large
amount of material from the 1972 season. The report would
have been further delayed but for an HBMC-funded post (S D
Trow) in 1985-86.
The excavators decided that the structural and stratigraphical
sequence warranted only a summary. Of especial importance
were the Augusto-Tiberian fmds, which are considered in
detail, but the combination of poor stratification and high
residuality diminishes the importance of the later material,
which is therefore also dealt with in summary only. The
authors note: "IT our aim here has been to separate some of the
grain from the chaff, then at least there is a substantial archive
available for those who wish to pursue some specialist
enquiry". There are sections on the coins, metalwork, glass,
worked bone & antler, stone, baked clay and animal bones.
There is also a discussion of the area in the pre-Roman Iron
Age and the Roman period. A full site concordance is
provided.
Location: (fmds & site archive) Hertford Museum
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Hartley, B R, 'The Arretine', in entry no. 754, 94-6.
For site & location details, see entry no. 754.
arr
This report includes petrological analysis by D F Williams
which shows that most of the material was made at Arrezzo,
with two sherds from La Graufesenque and others of uncertain
origin. 15 sherds are illustrated, as well as two stamps which
appear on the same page as the samian stamps. The period "10
BC-1O AD" is the "best represented".
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Bird, J & Dickinson, B, 'The Samian Ware', in entry no. 754,
97-109.
For site & location details, see entry no. 754.
cts/etslmvs/sts
This is a catalogue of the stratified material. 10 sherds and 8
stamps are illustrated. The main point of interest is that ..the
samian, while including much pre-Flavian material, shows no
continuity or overlap with the Arretine", and ..... There is no
evidence from the decorated and stamped plain ware that
significant quantities of samian were in use before cAD 50".
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Rigby, V, 'Gaulish Imports', in entry no. 754,110-118.
For site & location details, see entry no. 754.
Dated c50 BC-AD 85.
btb/ccc (not all cc)1gab/ngp/tng/trb
This includes a discussion of Gallo-Belgic, Central Gaulish and

North Gaulish imports, including 44 stamps or marks. There is
a high proportion of Augustan Gallo-Belgic wares.
758

Williams, D, 'The Amphorae', in entry no. 754, 119-120.
For site & location details, see entry no. 754.
aga/ait/ass
Includes Dressel 1, Dr 2-4, Dr 20, PeIichet 47, Cam 185A and
186 amphorae.
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Witherington, J H S & Trow, S D, 'The Coarse Pottery', in
entry no. 754, 121-146.
For site & location details, see entry no. 754.
Dated late Iron Age to 4th.
amp/bbl/aornlclm/gry/grg/grolhadlhaxlharfrra/aitllcl!
lcg/lox/lnd/lIh/rnhmlnvc/nvm/rnro/rgh/shglass/unrn/vrr:n
The introduction details the complex history of the pottery reports.
The material from the 1972 excavations was reported on by
Witherington as part of an M.Litt. thesis at Lancaster University
(unpubl, 1980). The pottery is presented here as a series of 'key'
groups. The Iroo Age section includes the description of five
fabrics, which are related to those at Skeleton Green (partridge, C,
1981, JRPS 2, entry no. 2(1); no fabrics are described for the
Romano-British material, which makes it impossible for the reader
to identify the types described with any certainty. The mortaria
are mixed with the rest of the pottery, although some of the
stamps have been identified by K F Hartley. The amphorae here
are not those reported on in the separate report by D F Williams
(entry no. 763). There is no discussion of the R-B pottery; the
Groups would nevertheless be useful if they could be related to
known typesIwares. 357 vessels are illustrated; there is full
quantification for the Iroo Age key groups, but not for the R-B

material.
7(1)

Hassall, M W C, 'Graffiti and Inscriptions on Pottery', in entry
no. 754, 147.
For site & location details, see entry no. 754.
gft
A report reproduced from Britannia, 17, 1986,443.
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Rook, T, 'The Pottery', in 'The Roman Villa site at Dicket
Mead, Lockleys, Welwyn', Hertfordshire Archaeol, Vol. 9,
1983-86, (79- 175), 113-142.
exc/mllater 2nd-4th/ggp,seq
alh?lamp/bb 1/bb2/buf/kwwIgft/gryIgrglhaxlharllcl!lcg/lom/lox
/lnd/nvc/orc/pph/rgd/rgh/shglasg/ass/vrr/vrf
A large report, with over 700 drawings and a catalogue
arranged by groups, some of which are substantial. The pottery
is from a 'villa' with substantial buildings, which is located on
the opposite side of the River Mirnran to the 'Lockleys Villa'.
The report inlcudes a 'Gazeteer of Local Sites' , as well as other
specialist reports. The baths of Building 2 are now preserved
under the A 1 (M) road; most of the rest was destroyed.
There are no proper fabric descriptions, so the reader cannot easily
link the illustrated vessels to known production sites. There
appears to be a lot of Verulamium wares, but also BB1, Lower
Nene Valley, Oxford and Hadham wares. Some of the descriptions and tenninology leave a lot to be desired, and unfortunately,
the identifications are generally inadequate. The starting date of
late 2nd century seems to have been based on the coins, and the
3rd century is well represented. There is no quantification except
for number of vessels quoted in the 'Summary of dating evidence'
(pp 103-4). There is no discussion on the pottery.
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Hartley, K F, 'The Mortaria', in entry no. 761,137-9.
For site & location details, see entry no. 761.
harn/lom/lnm!1nnlmhm/oxmJvrm

763

Dannell, G B, 'The Samian', in entry no. 761, 139-140.
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For site & location details, see entry no. 761.

Vol. 31. 1986, (1-48), 25-42.
exclvil!3rd-2nd BC & 4th AD
cts/gry!hax/ira!mnv/nvclnvg/shg/ass
There are only 14 illustrations, from a small group with a
minimum vessel COWlt of 25 vessels.

cts/ets

North Humberside
Sally Stow

764

Crowther, D & Didsbwy, P, 'Redcliff and the Humber', in
Price, J & Wilson, P R (eds), with C S Briggs and S J
Hardman, Recenl Research in Roman Yorkshire, Brit Archaeol
Rep Brit Ser 193, 1988, (3-20),9, 11-15 & 17.
exc,wbf/set/1st, esp. Oaudian-Neronian/usf
arr/btb/gab/rst/tsg/tng/trb
The site lies just west of North Ferriby village and is usually
referred to by that name. The pottery is not illustrated, but
there is a useful reference to V Rigby's comparison between
the Gallo-Belgic wares from Old Winteringham and North
Ferriby in Stead, I M, 1976, 133-135 (Excavations at
Winterton Roman Villa and other Roman Sites in North
Lincolnshire; cf JRPS 3, entry nos. 471 & 474).

95

768

Gurney, D, 'Leylands Farm, Hockwood cum Wilton;
Excavations by Charles Green, 1957', in Gurney, D (ed).
Settlef1l2nt, Religion and Industry on the Roman Fen-edge.
Norfolk. E Anglian Archaeol, Vol. 31, 1986, (49-92), 74-84.
exc/rel/mid I st-4th, mostly 3rd-4th

cts/esm/ets/gry!hax/lnmlmvslmnv/nvc/occ/oxm/orc/osd/rhnlrnf
Ishg/sts/ass/waw/wht
75 vessels are illustrated by stratified groups. The report
includes pie-charts showing the relative amounts of the main
fabric groups calculated from the minimum no. of vessels data
for Hockwold, and compared with Feltwell and Denver (in the
same volume; here, entry nos 767 & 769), accompanied by a
full discussion.
This material is from the site of the fmd of priestly headgear,
the Wilton 'crown and diadems'.

Leicestershire
Richard Pollard

769
765

Pollard, R J, 'The Iron Age and Roman Pottery', in Sharman,
J & Sawday, D, 'An archaeological evaluation in the outer
bailey of Oakham Castle (SK862089)" Trans Leicestershire
Archaeol Hist Soc, Vol. 64, 1990, (88-95), 94.
exc/rur/middle & late Iron Age & ROlllan (no close dating
possible)
gryrrra/shg/wht
Location: Jewry Wall Museum, Ace. No. A31.1989

Lincolnshire
Maggi Darling

766

Darling, M J & Jones, M J, 'Early Settlement at Lincoln',
Britannia, Vol. 19, 1988, (1-57), 9-37 & 46-50.
exc/mjc,milllst BC-late 1st,early 2nd AD/typ
amp/blglbtb/ccc/esh/grf/gro/hft/ira!lcn/llrnllls!lcg!lom!lox!lycl
ppr/rnf/rst/sts/ass/tng/Painted warelstv (on coarse ware)
This report publishes an important small group of Iron Age to
early Roman pottery, the first evidence for Iron Age occupation
in the immediate environs of Lincoln. Since the Iron Age
pottery was extensively disturbed by later occupation, it is
published in groups according to the certainty of identification
as Iron Age rather than early Roman (61 illustrations). The
identifiably early Roman pottery was similarly disturbed, and
is published as a type series (53 illustrations). These groups are
supplemented by a selection of mid 1st century vessels of Iron
Age type from a site adjacent to the west defences of the
fortress, one vessel being an import from the North
BucksINorthants area (7 illustrations).
The ouly quantification feasible due to the small size and
nature of the groups, particularly quantities of shell-tempered
wares, was sherd COWlt which is used to illustrate the changing
assemblages over the initial phases of the site occupation. All
vessels are catalogued fully with fabric descriptions and site
contexts to relate them to the excavation section in the report.
All the South Gaulish samian is fully reported with sherd COWlt
and weight by context.

Norfolk
Maggi Darling

767

Gurney, D, 'The Romano-British Villa and Bath-house at Little
Oulsham Drove, Feltwell; Excavations by Emest Greenfield,
1962 and 1964', in Gurney, D (ed), Settlef1l2nt. Religion and
Industry on the Roman Fen.edge. Norfolk, E Anglian Archaeol,

Gurney, D, 'A Salt-Production Site at Denver, Excavations by
Charles Green, 1960' , in Gurney. D (ed), Settlef1l2nt. Religion
and Industry on the Roman Fen-edge. Norfolk, E Anglian
Archaeol, Vol. 31, 1986, (93-146), 110-133.
excrmd/lst, main activity late 2nd-early 3rd-mid 4th?
cts/esm!etslfcp/gry!hax/lnm/mhm/mvs/mnv?Invc/nvglnvs/osdl
rhnIshg/sts/ass (stamp)/wawlbri
A total of approximately l09kg is reported on, including
specialist wares. The catalogue and 176 illustrations are by
stratified group. The same pie-charts of proportions of fabric
groups are presented in appear in the Hockwold report in the
same volume (entry no. 768), based on minimum numbers of
vessels. There is also a full catalogue and illustrations of the
briquetage.

Northamptonshire
J R Perrin
770

Jackson, D & Dix, B, 'Late Iron Age and Romano-British
Settlement at Weekley, Northamptonshire', Northamptonshire
Archaeol, 21, 1986n, 1-90.
exc,syn/m,ptp,klnl2nd BC-2nd AD
blg/grc/eshlgrolira/tsg
This is a very important site, both locally and regionally.
Unfortunately the indescriminate and disorganised use of
microfiche makes the report difficult to use and almost prevents
the realisation of its full potential, as well as the presentation
here of full details. The published section could also have been
better arranged. The report covers the excavations of 1970-71
and 1975-78. '
The pottery report contains contributions from H Pengelly, B
Dickinson, P Aird, P Foster. D F Williams and R Rattray,
although some of these appear in microfiche only. The
excavations Wlcovered some Iron Age bonfire kilns and 14
Romano-British kilns of mid-late 1st century date. These were
apparently used to fire storage jars, channel-rim jars and
carinated and corrugated vessels, including Gallo-Belgic types.
11 of these pots are illustrated, but their descriptions are on
microfiche! There is an Appendix (!) on the 'Ceramic
Succession', largely the work of P Aird and P Foster. Three
phases are defined, 1) late Iron Age; 2) early-mid 1st century
(from the conquest to the last quarter of the 1st); and 3) later
1st-2nd. The pottery fabrics, forms and decorations are
considered for each phase and over 150 vessels are illustrated.
There is an additional section on the La Tene style decorated
pottery (366 sherds) with a distribution map showing the
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occurrence of the main decorative types. Other aspects of this
pottery are also presented on microfiche, as are many other
relevant sections which should have been 'volume' published.
The microfiche details are as follows:
MF52: 'The pottery kilns'; MF58: Descriptions of layers noted
in illustrated kiln sections; MF59: illustrations of kiln bars;
MF60: 'The fire bars - discussion', by R Rattray; MF63: 'The
kiln pottery - fabrics, forms and technique', by R Rattray;
MF70: Descriptive catalogue of the kiln pottery; MF72-120:
Finds descriptions; MFl26: 'Petrological analysis of the Iron
Age pottery', by D F Williams; MF129: 'La Tene style
decorated pottery in Northants'; MF131: 'Schedule of La Tene
style decorative motifs'; MF134: Unpublished drawings of La
Tene style pottery; MF135: 'Ceramic Phases 2-3: fabric groups
and forms', by P Aird, with notes by D Iackson; MF141:
'Early Ceramic Phase 2 pottery types', MF143: 'Samian Ware',
by H Pengelly, with stamp information by B Dickinson.
Location: Northamptonshire Archaeological Archive (Northants
County Council Archaeology Unit)
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772

MacRobert, E, 'pottery' in Taylor, S & Dix, B, 'An Iron Age
and Roman Settlement at Ashley, Northants' ,Northamptonshire
Archaeol, 20,1985, (87-111), 92-4 & 100-110.
exc/m/late 1st-late 3rd/seq
bb1/cts/drb/eshlets/emb/gry/grolira/lsh/lcglloxllrh/mhm/mvs/
nvc!nvrnlorc/sts/ass
This report covers pottery from the excavations in 1963, 1966
and 1970, and includes comments on the mortaria by K F
Hartley, on the samian by H P;ngelly, and on an amphora
handle by D F Williams. There are 92 illustrations including
Iron Age pottery and samian. The discussion deals with the
chronology and development of the pottery, and it is very
useful.
Location: Northamptonshire Archaeological Archive (Northants
County Council Archaeology Unit)
MacRobert, E, 'Ceramic evidence', in Dix, B, 'The Roman
Settlement at Kettering, Northants: Excavations at Kipling
Road, 1968 and 1971', Northamptonshire Archaeol, 21,
1986-7, (95-108), 102-105.
exc/m,twn,indllater 1st-early 4th/ggp
bb 1/gro/lsh/lcg/lox/mhm/nvc/nvrn/orc/shglsts/vrr
Two ceramic groups serve to illustrate the principal periods of
quarrying activity at the site. These also show the nature of
some of the pottery in use in Roman Kettering during the later
1st century to the early 2nd, and in the 3rd and early 4th
centuries. 38 vessels are illustrated.
Location: Northamptonshire Archaeological Archive (Northants
County Council Archaeology Unit)

Oxfordshire
Paul Booth

773

774

Green, S, 'The Pottery', in Chambers, R A, 'The late- and subRoman cemetery at Queenford Farm, Dorchester-on-Thames,
Oxon', Oxoniensia, Vo!. 52, 1987 (pub!. 1988), (35-69),59.
exc/cemllate 3rd-4th
oxm/orc!owc
A very small group.
Green, S, 'Roman Pottery', in T G Allen et ai, Excavations at
Bury Close, Fawler', Oxoniensia, Vo!. 53, 1988 (pub!. 1989),
(293-315),300- 302.
exc/vil/1st-4th
bb 1Ilshloxg/oxmlorc/oxw/owc/osd
A fairly small group, not quantified, with four unusual vessels
illustrated.
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Turner, I, 'Romano-British Moulded Heads from Shotover',
Oxoniensia, Vo!. 54, 1989 (pub!, 1991),399-400.
csf/unk/?late 3rd
oxw
Six face flagons.

Somerset
Kevin Crouch

776

Ellis, P, 'Marchey Farm, Wookey', in 'Archaeological watching
briefs in Avon & Somerset', Somerset Archaeol Nat Hist, Vo!.
121, 1977, (103-111), 107-111.
wbf/frm/late 1st-4th
bb1Ilcglnfr/oxr/rhnltsg

777

Ellison, A & Pearson, T, 'Ham Hill, 1975: a watching brief',
Somerset Archaeol Nat Hist, Vo!. 121, 1977, (97-100), 100.
wbflunk,mil?/1 st
amp/bb1/dur/tsg

778

Leech, R H, 'Romano-British & Medieval settlement at Weame
Huish Episcopi', Somerset Archaeol Nat Hist, Vo!. 120,
1975/6, (45-50), 47-48.
slr,wbf/m/3rd-4th
bb 1/grc/oxm/orc/tsg

779

Leech, R H, 'Late Iron Age and Romano-British Briquetage
sites at Quarrylands Lane, Badgworth', Somerset Archaeol Nat
Hist, Vo!. 121, 1977, (89-96), 91-93.
---/kln/late 1st-2nd
bb1/dur/lcg/tsg/bri
Pottery consists primarily of jars with bead rims and bowls
with flanged or rolled rims. Kiln furniture also present. 3rd &
4th also present. Other pottery kiln sites discussed ftrSt
examined in the 1840's.

Suffolk
Maggi Darling, (*) Maggi Darling & R P Symonds & (+) J R Perrin

*780 Moore, I E, with I Plouviez & S West, The Archaeology of
Roman Suffolk, Suffolk County Council, 1988.
syn/ptp,k1n!late Iron Age-Roman
amp/tsg/?bb2/rnf
This 'popular' pUblication is mentioned here because it
includes the following useful items: 1) a map (fig ill.9) which
shows, among other things, the distribution of imported
amphorae and of Belgic cremation cemeteries; 2) plans of the
larger settlements (fig ill.22) showing pottery kilns in context;
3) a map (ili.38) showing the kiln sites in Suffolk; and 4)
illustrations (ili.39- 40) of various pottery kiln types in Suffolk
and (ili.41) a reconstruction of a kiln. There is also a
photograph (ili.50) of a "cremation group from a barrow, now
destroyed, at Rougham", which is not described, but is
probably late 2nd-3rd century and includes two samia.ll Dr
18/31's, two Dr 33's, two ?BB2 small beaker/jars, two ringnecked flagons and a large two-handled glass urn.
+781 Webster, C I, 'Emest Greenfield's Excavations at Exning
Roman Villa', Proc Cambridgeshire Archaeol Soc, Vo!. 76,
1987, (42-M), 59-66. Includes reports on 'Samian Ware', by
BR Hartley, 59; and 'Mortaria', by K F Hartley, 59-61.
exc/vil/1 st-4th
amp/bb 1/bb2/blk/bm/buf/cts/clc/clrn/osf/gry/hax/lcg/lox/lrhl
nvc!nvrn/occ!orc/sts/hog
This report covers the excavations by Greenfield in 1958-9 of
a building which had contained a mosaic, which had been
removed in 1906. There is a sequence, pre-villa - timber
building - stone building (various phases) - medieval
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bb l/buf/ccc/cts/ets/irallshflcg/mlvIrnhm/mvs/mcalnvc/ngml
oxm/orc/oxwIowclrhn/rghlsvv/sts/asslvrr/wsx!pkg(pink grogged)
This is pottery from a series of small sites, the reports being
spread though the publication. It uses the standardised fabric
series for Warwickshire and consistent quantification
throughout. Most of the groups are qnite small, so there is no
overall synthesis or discussion.

droveway. The report was prepared while the author was a
student at Leicester University on the post-graduate Finds

Course.
The pottery catalogue is restricted to the illustrated vessels (60
in all), ordered by phase. Fabrics A to X and AX are described
(although AX is medieval), including well-known wares like
Nene Valley cc. Strangely these are rarely used in the
catalogue. Fabrics F and J are samian ware not seen by B R
Hanley. Some of the grey wares are likely to be Homingsea
ware. There is no quantification. Evidently the supervision by
the course tutors was not really adequate.
782

West, S, 'The Iron Age pottery', and 'The Romano-British
pottery', in West, S, West Stow, Suffolk: The Prehistoric and
Romano-British Occupation, E Anglian Archaeol, Vol. 48,
1990, 60-8 and 76-96, respectively. Also includes 'Potters'
stamps', by V Rigby, 86-9 and 'Samian', by B Hanley & B
Dickinson, 89-91.
exc!ptp,klnJ3rd-lst BC-c60 AD(I.A.), 8O--mid 2nd(R-B)1typ
blg/btb/crb/cts/ets/fcp/iraflom!lnd/mvs/rnflsts/stv/waw/gab
(stamped)/stvfmcense burner
This multi-period site starts with Mesolithic, Neolithic and Iron
Age occupation, the latter extending to the mid 1st century AD
(there are 21 pottery illustrations for I.A. Phase I; 27 for LA.
Phase IT; and 23 for I.A. Phase III), followed by an important
early fme ware production site, which was itself succeeded by
Anglo-Saxon occupation.
The report details 5 excavated kilns and the remains of two
simple buildings, and publishes a type series of the pottery,
comprising 26 types, with 115 illustrations supplemented by
photographs of decorations and potters' stamps. Quantification is
confmed to rim counts, minimizing flagons as a share of the
assemblage. While the bulk of the pottery is coarse ware, there is
a significant proportion of derivatives of samian and/or GalloBelgic forms and decorated beakers. Decoration includes compass
scribing, ring stamps, rou1euing, combed lines, barbotine dots and
painting. An important stamp report by V Rigby is also included.
(NB. See Review by M J Darling, this issue)

Warwickshire

Wiltshire
Nick Cooper
786

Borthwick, A M ('Other wares') & Pengelly, H, ('Samian'), in
Hurst, H K, Dortnell, D L & Fisher, C, 'Excavations at Box
Roman Villa, 1967-8', Wiltshire Archaeol & Nat Hist Mag,
Vol. 81. 1987, 19-51.
exc/vil/mid 2nd & late 3rd-4th
bbIlnfr/nwl/wlgloxr/rhn/tsglsvv/wht
Only 224 sherds are recorded, none are illustrated, and they are
used purely as dating evidence.

787

Davies, S, 'The pottery', in Rahtz, P, 'Bower Chalke 1959:
Excavations at Great Ditch Banks and Middle Chase Ditch',
Wiltshire Archaeol & Nat Hist Mag, Vol. 83, 1990, (1-49),

30-47.
exc/rur/lst-4th, but mainly 1st
bb I/gry Igro/nfclnfg/nfp/osd/tsglsvr
The pottery is from late Iron Age ditches containing evidence
of continuing occupation in the area through to the late Roman
period. A total of 51 vessels are illustrated, from nine
contextslgroups.
788

Johnson, P & Walters, B, 'Exploratory Excavations of Roman
Buildings at Cherhill and Manningford Bruce', Wiltshire
Archaeol & Nat Hist Mag, Vol. 82, 1988, 77-91.
exclvill2nd-4th
nwl
"Basic domestic wares of the 2nd-4th centuries", all unstratified
in the upper levels and in medieval robber trenches.

789

Phillips, B, 'Starveall Farm, Romano-British Villa', Wiltshire
Archaeol Hist Mag, Vol. 74n5, 1979/80 (publ. 1981), (40-55),
47-50.
exc/vil/3rd & 4th
alh/bbIlnfr/nfc/nwl/orc
16 vessels are illustrated in stratigraphical groups of 3rd and
4th century date.

Paul Booth
783

784

785

Booth, P, 'The Roman pottery', in, 'Excavations at 64
Bleachfield Street, Alcester, Warwickshire, 1981', Trans
Birmingham & Warwickshire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 93, 1983-4
(pub1.l989), (9-32),25-30.
exc/twnlmainly ?Neronian-late 2nd,early 3rd Q.ater material
post-Roman contexts)/seq
amp/bb1 Icts/grc/osc/grfnirallcglmlv/mhm/mvs/nvc/ngm/orcl
oxw/svv/sts/ass/wxm?
A total of 1150 sherds, including a few good groups; the report
uses the standardised fabric series (for the county).
Booth, P, 'Pottery', in, 'Roman Store Buildings at Alcester',
Trans Birmingham & Warwickshire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 94,
1985--6 (publ. 1989), (63-106), 86-88.
exc,slr/twn/late 2nd-4th
bb l/cts/ets/gryIlsh/mhm/nvc/oxm/orc/rhnlsvv
A small group, most of it poorly stratified. Quantification is by
sherd count, but the report does not use the county's
standardised fabric series, since it was completed in 1980.
Ferguson, R, 'Roman pottery', in Cracknell, S, 'Roman
Alcester: Recent Archaeological Excavations', Trans
Birmingham & Warwickshire Archaeol Soc, Vol. 94, 1985--6
(publ. 1989), (1--62), 16-22,33-37,39,40-44,45-49,51,52,
55-56.
exc,wbf/twn,wlt/various, late lst-4th
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Yorkshire
Sally Stow
790

Cardwell, P, 'Excavations at Cat Babbleton Farm, Ganton,
North YOIkshire, 1986', Yorkshire Archaeol J, Vol. 61, 1989,
(15-27),22,24.
exclpit alignmentl2nd-4thlusf
cralhcs/lcl/thr/nor
A total of 27 sherds from pit fillings.

791

Evans, J, 'All Yorkshire is Divided into Three Parts; Social
Aspects of Later Roman Pottery Distribution in Yorkshire', in
Price, J & Wilson, P R (eds), with C S Briggs and S J
Hardman, Recent Research in Roman Yorkshire, Brit Archaeol
Rep Brit Ser 193, 1988, 323-337.
synl---Imostly 3rd & 4th
dal/hsm/lcl/kna/nor

792

Hayes, R H, 'Stonygate Romano-British Site', and 'Roman
Norton, Excavations and Discoveries', in Hayes, R R NorthEast Yorkshire Studies: Archaeological Papers, Roman Antiq
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Section, Yorkshire Archaeol Soc, 1988, (57~5 & 66-89), 62-3
and 71-80, respectively.
exc/unk/4th, and late 3rd-4th, respectivelyltyp,usf
cra/fcp/lsh/lcl/lcg/lom/shglnor
The first report covers a small group of pottery from the R-B
site at Stonygate, near Pickering, including mortaria probably
from Crambeck kilns.
The latter report includes sherds from small-scale 1940' s
excavations in the Norton area, and publishes material from a
kiln excavated in 1949 at Grove Bungalow, Langton Road,
Norton.

793

794

795

Monaghan, J, 'A Pot by Any Other Name', Archaeology in
York, Interim, Vol. 15, no. 2, Summer 1990, 3&-40.
oth/---/--dallebo/hcslprs/ppr/pod/rhn
Common names are convenient, but can be misleading.

799

Evans, J, 'Crambeck: the development of a major northern
pottery industry' , in entry no. 798, 43-90.
syn/kln/late 3rd-late 4th,early 5th
cra
The results of recent research on the distribution and marketing
of Crambeck pottery, and fabric characterization.

North Wales: Clwyd
Gi//ian Dunn

(Ed.: The above is a little test to see if our readers know their
codes I)

800

Perrin, J R, Roman Pottery from tlu! Colonia 2 : General
Accident and Rougier Street, The Archaeology of York: The
Pottery, 16/4, 1990,241-373 (complete fascicule).
exc/twn/mid 2nd-4th/ggp,typ
amplbbllbb2/clm/cram/ebo/fcp/gry/ktm/lnm/mhm/mrb/mca/
mdm/ngg/oxmlprslppr/rgh/tsglsom/symlstv/vrm/yip
This is the second York Archaeological Trust report on Roman
pottery (cf JRPS 3, entry no. 534, for the first).
As the author states, much of the pottery was from unsealed
levels, but nonetheless it is an extremely useful publication,
especially for 2nd century material. The full quantification data
is on microfiche but there is a clear summary on p249, and
there are 13 tables in the text showing minimum numbers of
vessels by fabric and form. The report is very clearly set out,
easy to use and, perhaps most important, readable: it will
undoubtedly be useful to archaeologists in general, and not
merely to pottery specialists.

Blockley, K, 'The Pottery', in 'Excavations on the RomanoBritish Settlement at Ffrith, Clwyd, 1967-9', Flintshire Hist
Soc J, Vol. 32, 1989, (135-165), 153-160.
exc/setlmainly late 1st & late 2nd; some late 3rd-early 4tb/typ
amplbbl/gry/hom/hox/mca/nvc/mro/tbr/vrm/lox/wcs
(North
Wales-Cheshire Plain orange)
Not all of the pottery from the 1967-9 excavations is
considered: only that retained by one of the excavators is
reported on. The majority of the vessels are of local
manufacture; there are few imports.

801

Ward, M (Bulmer), 'Samian Ware', in entry no. 800, 161-3 &
165.
exc/set/late 1st-late 2nd/usf
cts/ets/sts

Williams, D F, 'Amphorae from York', in entry no. 794,
342-362.
exc/mil,twn/l51 BC-4th AD/ggp
amp/cta/aga/ana/ass
This is a general summary of amphorae from York sites,
including material from the General Accident and Rougier
Street sites. There are very useful comments on individual
forms , but it is a pity there are not more illustrations.

796

Rigby, V, 'An Amphora Sherd from the Beadlam Roman
Villa', in Price, J & Wilson, PR (eds), with C S Briggs and S
J Hardman, Recent Research in Roman Yorkshire, Brit
Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 193, 1988,313-321.
exc/---/13~1O BC/
amp/ait
A Dressel type 1 amphora from outside the area of their known
distribution.

797

Sumpter, A, 'Iron Age and Roman at Dalton Parlours', in
Price, J & Wilson, P R (eds), with C S Briggs and S J
Hardman, Recent Research in Roman Yorkshire, Brit Archaeol
Rep Brit Ser 193, 1988, (171-196), 179, 188-9 & 19~1.
exc/vil/Iron Age, 2nd AD, and esp. 3rd & 4th
cra/dallgrg/hcs/thr
A review article, not illustrated. An entry for the more detailed
publication on this site will appear in JRPS 5.

798

exc,syn/kln/late 3rd-late 4th,early 5th/ggp,typ
cra
A re-issue of Philip Corder's original reports together with
recent work by Jeremy Evans, et al. It is very useful to have
brought together all the available work on Crambeck pottery,
but a great shame that it was "Perfect"-bound: my copy is a
heap of loose sheets.

Wilson, P R (ed), The Crambeck Roman Pottery Industry,
Roman Antiquit Sect, Yorkshire Archaeol Soc, 1989.

South Wales
Peter Webster
802

Allen, J R L & Fulford, M G, 'Romano-British Settlement and
Industry on the Wetlands of the Severn Estuary', Antiq J, Vol.
67, 1987,237-289.
flwlfls,ind/lst-4th
bb lIcrc/crmlcts/ets/lcglmvslnfr/ngm/orc/svv/shglsts
Finds from coastal fieldwork which give a useful cross-section
of local ceramics.

803

Evans, D R & Metcalf, V M, 'Excavations at 10 Old Market
Street, Usk', Britannia, Vol. 20, 1989, 23~.
exc/twn/mid-late 1st
blgldur/gab/aga/ait/lcg/lom/lox/lyc/ngrn/svv/shglsts/ass/swem/
vrm
Most of the pottery from this excavation was lost in a fire at
the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Headquarters. That
published is not, therefore, a representative sample but a result
of a (considerable) salvage operation. Thus we have a complete
samian report but no illustrations, a small amount of coarse
pottery and amphorae and a more complete sample of the
mortaria.

804

Greep, S, 'Romano-British Coarse Pottery', in Britnell, W, ' The
Collfryn Hillslope Enclosure, Uansantffraid Deuddwr, Powys;
Excavations 19~1982', Proc Prehist Soc, Vol. 55, 1989, (89134), 126 & microfiche 2.6.
exc/m/lst-4th sherds on a prehistoric & Roman site
bb l/lox/mhmlsvv

805

Webster, P V, 'The samian pottery', in entry no. 804, 126 &
microfiche 2.6.
exc/rrs/late 151-mid,late 2nd sherds on a prehistoric & Roman site
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cts/ets/sts
Plain ware only from a ceramically poor site.
806

807

808

809

810

Hartley, K F & Webster, P V, 'The Pottery', in Davies, J L,
'Excavations at Pen Uwyn Roman Fort, Capel Bangor, Dyfed',
Bull Board Celtic Stud, Vol. 33, 1986, (414-428), 425-428.
exchnil/late lst-early 2nd
bb l!lox/ngrnlshglass
A fort site yielding a very small ceramic assemblage. Flavian
occupation seems certain. Early 2nd century occupation rests
rather precariously on sherds of BB 1 which are unusual in
Flavian contexts this far North. Wode: on nearby forts (e.g.
Trawscoed) may resolve this problem.
Manning, W H (with the assistance of I R Scott), Report 011 the
Excavati01lS at Usk. 1965-76. The Fortress Excavati01lS
1972-1974 and M illOr &cavati01lS 011 the Fortress and Flavia1l
Fort, University of Wales Press, Cardiff, 1989, 196.
exchnillcAD 55-70
This volume and the previously published excavation report (W
H Manning, The Fortress Excavati01lS 1968-1971, Cardiff,
1981) are the 'structural reports' of the excavations which
produced the mass of pottery (particularly pre-Flavian fme
wares and locally produced pottery for the fortress, but also
much later pottery) which have given rise to Kevin Greene's
study of the early fme ware (Pre-Flavian Fine Wares, Cardiff,
1979), and to volumes on the samian, mortaria and
fortress/post-fortress coarse pottery (Johns, Hartley, Greene and
Webster, forthcoming) now in press. The two excavation
volumes summarise pottery and other dating evidence (citing
the fortress pottery type series where relevant) and this,
together with the feature dating indices (e.g. this volume,
pp 195-189) are the key to relating pottery to features and to
other items from each contexL
Robinson, D M (ed), Biglis, Caldicot & Uandough. Thret! Late
Ir01l Age and Romano-British Sues ill South East Wales.
Excavatio1lS 1977- 79, Brit Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 188, Oxford,
1988. See entry nos. 809-811.
Webster, P V, 'Coarse Pottery', Hartley, K F 'Mortaria' &
Boon, G C, 'The samian ware', in Parlc:house, J, 'Excavations
at Biglis, South Glamorgan', in entry no. 808, (3~), 33-47,
48-50 and 50, respectively.
exc/rur,vil?/early 1st-2nd quarter of the 4th
bb l/crc/glb/lcg!lox/nvc/orc/svv/shglcrmhnhrn/nfm/oxm/swernl
cts/ets/sts
A heavily ploughed rural site, presumably of a farmstead. The
pottery sequence may be compared with nearby Whitton (M G
Jarrett & S Wrathmell, Whut01l, Cardiff, 1981) and Uandough
(entry no. 811). The early calcite-gritted wares and the
Glastonbury-type pottery may be noted.
Boon, GC, 'The Samian Ware', & Spencer, B, 'The Coarse
Pottery', in Vyner, B E & Allen, D W H, 'A Romano-British
Settlement at Caldicot, Gwent', in entry no. 808, (67-122),
100-101 and 102- 118, respectively.
exc/rurfunmediately pre-conquest-4th/seq,typ
bb l/lcg!loxllndhnr%xrn!orc!svr?/svv/shg!ltp/cts/ets/sts
A heavily ploughed rural site with early occupation supported
by a Dobunnic coin. The latest coin is cAD 367-375. The site
is near Caerwent and close to a known later 3rd/early 4th
century kiln site (Swan 1984, 115~). The report includes an
excursus on the Caldicot material (shortly to be supplemented
by Bamett, et ai, in Archaeol J, forthcoming). Spencer draws
attention to the similarities between the later grey wares on
either side of the Bristol Channel. She concludes that South
Wales was influenced by the NW Somerset (Avon) industry.

99

However, her tankard sequence, for instance, would suggest
that both areas were being influenced by the Severn Valley
Ware industry to the North.
811

Boon, GC, 'The samian ware', Webster, P V, 'Coarse Pottery',
& Hartley, K F, 'Mortaria', in Owen-John, H S, 'Uandough:
the Rescue Excavation of a multi-period site near Cardiff,
South Glamorgan', in entry no. 808, (125-177), 160-1,
161-171 and 171- 2, respectively.
exc/villl st-4th/seq
cts/ets/stslbb l!crc/ccc/glb/lcg!lox/orc/rbnlshg/ctrn/oxm/swem
A farmstead site with underlying round house. The
stratification is much better than at nearby Biglis (entry no.
809). The ceramic assemblage may be compared to Biglis and
Whitton (cited in entry no. 809).

812

Webster, P V, 'Roman Pottery', in Owen-John, H, 'A Hillslope Enclosure in Coed y Cwmmdda, near Wenvoe, South
Glamorgan', Archaeol Cambre1lSis, Vol. 137, 1988, (43-98),
94.
exc/---/4th sherd on Middle Bronze Age-Iron Age site
orc

813

Webster, P V (with contributions from B Dickinson, K F
Hartley & W J Owen), 'The Pottery', in Britnell, J, Caersws
Vieus, Powys. &cavati01lSat the OIdPrimarySchool1985~6,
Brit Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 205, Oxford, 1989,80-124.
exc/civil seL attached to a fort/mainly cAD 75-early 2nd/seq
bbl!cta/cts!kww/drb/dur/gbm!hgz!hmd!lcg!lom!lox!lnd!lyc/
rnlvhnhmhncahndmlnernlrgh (N Gaul)/svv/sts/ass/swernlvrml
wpx/ngm
A useful stratified sequence from an area with little recently
published excavation. Surprisingly, the ceramic links seem to
be more towards the North West (i.e. the Cheshire/Lancashire
Plain) than towards the West (Severn Valley) despite the
position on the upper Severn.

Channel Islartds
Jas01l Monagha1l
814

Monaghan, J, 'The Guernsey Maritime Trust Gazetteer
1984-88', Tra1lS Soc Guernesiase, Vol. 22, Part ill (1988),
1989, 453-465.
csfhnar!late 4th
nfm

Books
Coli1l Wallace
815

White, R H, Roma1l and Celtie Objects from A1Iglo-Sax01l
Graves. A catalogue and a1l iIIterpretati01l of their use, Brit
Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 191, Oxford, 1988.
syn/---/---/usf
tsglnvc/nfc!occ/gryhnr%sd
See Chapter 7 for a catalogue and discussion of Roman pottery
in Anglo-Saxon cremations and inhumations (inc. ?imported D
ware), more obviously intrinsically useful than many of the
other classes of objects that White surveys, objects which he
believes all found their way into Anglo-Saxon graves for a
specific purpose.

National journal articles (except reviews)
Richard Pollard & (*) R P Symonds
Note: See also entry nos. 769, 802, 803 & 804.
816

Brennan, D, 'Roman pottery', and Williams, G H & Brennan,
D, 'Pottery of Iron Age type', in Benson, D G, Evans, J G,
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Williarns, G H, Darvill, T & David, A, 'Excavations at
Stackpole Warren, Dyfed', Proc Prehist Soc, Vol. 56, 1990,
(179-245), 228.
exc/mlBeaker period-early Roman, incl. late Iron Age-early
RBlseq
ira
"About 8 sherds of coarse pottery of late Iron Age type"; "A
large quantity of Roman pottery, consisting overwhelmingly of
coarse ware and mostly of 2nd and 3rd century date" (quotes
from p228).
Location: Dyfed Archaeological Trust; (ultimately) National
Monuments Record, Aberystwyth

817

Greatorex, P A, 'The Pottery', in Darvill, T, 'Excavations on
the site of the Early Norman Castle at Gloucester, 1983-84',
Medieval Archaeol, Vol. 32, 1988, (1-49), 20-25.
exc/mjc/lst-early 5th
bbllcts/gry/aitllsh/ana (peacock & Williams Class 35)/orcl
svv/sts
"All the pre-4th century wares were residual"; the pottery was
"sorted into fabric groups following the Gloucester City
Excavation Unit Type Fabric Series". (Note: listed in a volume
to be covered in JRP S 5)The Type Fabrics present include a
new (BBl-type) one, 226, which was previously unknown.
There is a table of pottery fabric incidence by phase and weighL
Location: Gloucester City Museum

*818 Sealey, P R & Tyers, P A, 'Olives from Roman Spain: a
Unique Amphora Find in British Waters' ,Antiq J, Vol. 69, part
I, 1989,53-72.
csf/rnar/cAD 70 ±15
ass?/aga?
Discusses the Pan Sand (Thames Estuary) amphora fmd in
1983. The amphora is a 'London 555' type. There is a
discussion of the vessel and its contents.
RPS writes: 'London 555' is a new designation for the amphora
type presented in this paper, which was coined by the authors,
who named it after a complete example now in the Museum of
London which was published by REM Wheeler in 1930
(London in Roman Times, London Museum Catalogues, No. 3)
in which it was no. 5 on Plate 55. (Cf also Sealey, P R,
Amphoras from the 1970 Excavations at Colchester, Sheepen ,
Brit Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 142, 1985, 167-8; JRPS 2, entry no.
235). It must be said that there is a minor controversy regarding
both the naming and the origin of this amphora type: it seems
that the recognition of this type as a separate, identifiable form
must have happened almost simultaneously among a group of
French and Swiss researchers, who immediately observed that
it was not only clearly distinct from the well-known Baetican
form which is designated 'Haltem 70', but also that the fabric
of examples found in the Rhone Valley region and in
Switzerland is very similar to that of amphorae made locally.
There is, furthermore, an example published by PaWlier (La
Ceramique Gallo-Romoine de Geneve, 1981, 236) with the
stamp SOLlT, examples of which are known to occur on both
the type described by Dangreaux & Desbat 1988 (below, entry
no. 958) as 'Dressel 9 simills' and on the type known on the
continent as Gauloise 4 (here often described as Pelichet 47).
(A photograph of the Wheeler type example is also used by
Peacock & Williams to illustrate their Class 59 - JRPS 2,
entry no. 368 - but they are silent with regard to its origin).
The continental researchers label the type 'Haltem 70 similis'.
It may yet be shown that this is one of the rare amphora types,
like Dresse1 forms 1 and 2-4, which was produced almost
identically in more than one region, and Sealey & Tyers
present a detailed argument based on the similarity in the style
of epigraphy found on 555's with that found on Spanish
amphorae, but their case for a Baetican origin must remain

weak while no examples have been positively identified in
southern Spain.
Location: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich (Ace no.:
ARC 1983-15L)
819

Wickenden, N P, 'Late Roman Pottery', in Drury, P J &
Wickenden, N P, 'An Early Saxon Settlement within the
Romano-British Small Town at Heybridge, Essex', Medieval
Archaeol, 1982, (1-40),20- 25.
exc/twn/late 4th/usf
nvc/retllshloxm/oxw/owc/orclhad
In the discussion on the late Roman pottery present in
Grubenhliuser Wickenden argues that "the Saxons used late
Roman fme wares [nvc, orc & oxml when these were available
to them, in conjunction with their own pottery". Mention is
also made of an assemblage from a late 4th century ditch
which included Ish, ret, nvc, had & orc.
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum

Reviews in national journals
Richard Pollard & (*) R P Symonds
Editor's note: This is a new section, in which we list book
reviews of volumes relating to Roman pottery. Unlike the
section on scientific analyses, below, we do not intend to
expand entries of this type in future, since most of the volumes
reviewed will also be covered in the Bibliography. In this first
instalment, however, we list a number of reviews dating as far
back as 1982/3, in alphabetical order of book authors' names.
820

Review of Anderson, A C & A S (eds), Romon Pottery
Research in Britain and North-West Europe (Brit Archaeol Rep
Int Ser 123, 1981), by Milleu, M, Archaeol J, Vol. 139, 1982
(publ. 1983), 456-7.

*821 Review of Arribas, A (ed), Sa Portella: Excavaciones
1957-1963. Pollentia: Estudio de los Materiales / (1983), by
Bird, J L & D G, Britannia, Vol. 16, 1985, 334-5.
*822 Review of Baratte, et al, (J Hours, ed), Laboratoire de
Recherche des Musees de France: Recherches Gallo-Romoines
I (1985), by Peacock, D P S, Britannia, Vol. 18, 1987,382-3.
(JRPS 2, entry no. 373)
*823 Review of Bemont, C & Jacob, J-P (eds), La terre sigilUe
gallo- romaine. Liera de Production du Haul Empire:
/mplantantions, Produits, Relations (DAF No. 6, 1986), by
Dannell, G B, Britannia, Vol. 19, 1988, 509-510. (JRPS 2,
entry no. 374)
824

Review of Bidwe1l, P T, The Romon Fort of Vindolanda at
Chesterholm, Northumberland (1985), by Pitts, L F, Antiq J,
Vol. 67, (I), 1987, 172-3. (JRPS 3, entry no. 508)

825

Review of Bidwe1l, P T, The Roman Fort of Vindolanda at
Chesterholm, Northumberland (1985), by Breeze, D, Archaeol
J, Vol. 145, 1988 (publ. 1989),421-2. (JRPS 3, entry no. 508)

*826 Review of Bidwe1l, P T, The Roman Fort of Vindolanda at
Chesterholm, Northumberland (1985), by Maxfie1d, V A,
Britannia, Vol. 19, 1988, 510-2. (JRPS 3, entry no. 508)
*827 Review of Bishop, M C & Dore, J N, Corbridge: Excavations
of the Romon Fort and Town 1947-80 (1988), by Boon, G,
Britannia, Vol. 21, 1990, 40S-9.
*828 Review of Brukner, 0, Rimska Keramika " Jugoslovenskom
del" Provincije Donje Panonije (Roman Ceramic Ware in the
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(Roman Ceramic Ware in the Yugoslav Pan of the Province of
Lower Panonia; 1981), by Greene, K, Britannia, Vol 15, 1984,
36S-9.

Barbaricum zwischen PaMonien und Dazi£n (1986), by Pius,
L F, Britannia, Vol. 18, 1987, 391.
·843

829

830

*831

832

*833

Review of Crouch, K R & Shanks, S A, &cavations in Slaines
1975-76. The Friends' Burial Ground Site (London Middlesex
Archaeol SoclSurrey Archaeol Soc Joint Publ. no. 2, 1984), by
Greep, S, Archaeol J, Vol. 142, 1985 (publ. 1986), 394-5.
Includes stout criticism of the use of microfiche. (JRP S I,
entry no. 125)
Review of Cunliffe, B, Hengistbury Head, Dorset. Volume I:
Prehistoric & Roman Sel/le~nls, 3500 BC-AD 500 (1987), by
Sharples, N, Proc Prehist Soc, Vol 53, 1987, 507-9. (This
volume, entry no. 711)
Review of Czysz, W, Kaiser, H, Mackensen, M & Ulben, Di£
romische Keramik aus tUm Vicus Wimpfen im Tal (1981), by
Griffiths, K & Greene, K, Britannia, Vol. 15, 1984, 365-6.
Review of Dannell, G B & Wild, JP, Longthorpe Il. The
Military Works-Depot: An Episotk in Landscape History
(1987), by Corney, M, Archaeol J, Vol. 145, 1988 (publ.
1989),424-5.
Review of Dannell, G B & Wild, JP, Longthorpe Il. The
Military Works-Depot: An Episotk in Landscape History
(1987), by Todd, M, Britannia, Vol 20, 1989,352.

834

Review of Darling, M J, Roman Pol/ery from the Upper
Defences (Lincoln fasc. 16{2, 1984), by Greep, S, Archaeol J,
Vol 142, 1985 (publ. 1986), 3~ 1. Includes stout criticism of
the use of microfiche. (JRPS 2, entry no. 294)

835

Review of Dyson, A (ed), The Roman Quay at St Magnus
House, London (1986), by Fulford, M, Anliq J, Vol 67, (ll),
1987,422- 3. (JRPS 3, entry no. 507)

836

Review of Frere, S S, Verwlamium &cavations, Volume Il
(1983), by Fulford, M, Archaeol J, Vol 141, 1984 (publ
1985),345-6. (JRPS 2, entry nos. 251 & 252)

*837 Review Article of Frere, S S, Verulamium&cavations, Volume
II (1983), by Fulford, M, Britannia, Vol. IS, 1984,357-361.
(JRPS 2, entry nos. 251 & 252)
838

Review of Frere, S S, Verwlamium Excavations, Volume III
(1984), by Fulford, M G, Antiq J, Vol. 66, (1), 1986, 171-2.
(JRPS 2, entry nos. 253-259)

839

Review of Frere, S S, Verwlamium Excavations, Volume III
(1984), by Casey, P J, Archaeol J, Vol. 144, 1987 (publ.
1988),462-3. (JRPS 2, entry nos. 253-259)

Review of Fulford, M G & Peacock, D P S, 2. The Pottery
and other Ceramic Objects from the Site (1984) (and Hurst, H
R & Roskams, S P, Excavations at Carthage : the British
Mission . Vol I, The Avenue du Presitknl Habib Bourguiba,
Salammbo, 1 . The Site & Finds other than Pol/ery), by Hayes,
J W, Antiq J, Vol. 67, (1), 1987, 175-6. The pottery volume
includes "a new and expanded typology for African Red Slip
Ware, and consideration of dipinti on amphorae".

·842 Review of Gabler, D & Vaday, A H, Terra Sigillata im

Review of Going, C J, The Mansio and Other Sites in the
South- Eastern Sector of Caesaromagus: the Roman Pol/ery
(1987), by Perrin, J R, Britannia, Vol. 19,1988,518. (JRPS 2,
entry no. 364)

*844 Review of Griinewald, M, Di£ Funtk aus tUm Schutthugel tUs
Legionslagers von Carnuntum (1983), by Greene, K, BritaMia,
Vol. IS, 1984, 36S-9.
*845 Review of Hinchcliffe, J & Sparey-Green, C, Excavations at
Brancaster 1974 and 1977 (E Anglian Archaeol Rep 23,
1985), by Frere, S S, BritaMia, Vol. 18, 1987,394. (JRPS 2,
entry no. 297)

846

Review of Jones, D M, Excavations at Billingsgate Buildings,
Lower T~s Street, London, 1974 (London Middlesex
Archaeol Soc Special Paper No. 4, 1981), by Sheldon, H,
Archaeol J, Vol. 139, 1982 (publ. 1983),458-460.

847

Review of Keay, S, lAJe Roman Amphorae in the West
Mediterranean: a Typology and Economic Study: the Calalan
Evitknce (Brit Archaeol RepInt Ser 196, 1984), by Fulford,
M, Archaeol J, Vol. 142, 1985 (publ. 1986),398.

848

Review of Lancel, S (ed), Histoire et Archiologi£ de I' Afrique
duNord (lIe Colloque International, Grenoble, 5-9 April 1983,
Comite des Travaux Historiques et Scientifiques; New Series
no. 19, for 1983, fasc B), by Whittaker, C R, Antiq J, Vol. 67,
(1), 1987, 173-5. The volume includes four papers on
amphorae.

849

Review of Macready, S & Thompson, F H, Cross-ChaMel
Trade between Gaul and Britain in the pre-Roman Iron Age
(Soc Antiq London Occasional Paper - New Series - No. 4,
1984), by Collis, J, Proc Prehist Soc, Vol. 50, 1984, 426-7.

850

Review of Mayet, F, Les ceramiques sigillles hisponiques.
Contribution a I' histoire lconomique de la Plninsule Iblrique
sous l'Empire Romain (1983-4), by Simpson, G, Antiq J, Vol.
65, (ll), 1985, 506-7.

*851

Review of Monaghan, J, Upchurch and T~ide Roman
Pol/ery: A ceramic typology for northern Kent, first to third
centuri£s AD (Brit Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 173, 1987), by Pollard,
R J, Britannia, Vol. 21, 1990,422-3. (JRPS 3, entry no. 557)

852

Review of Niblett, R, Sheepen: an Early Roman Industrial Site
at Camulodunum (1985), by Crummy, P,Antiq J, Vol. 66, (ll),
1986,437-8. (JRPS 2, entry no. 226-232)

*853

Review of Niblett, R, Sheepen: An Early Industrial Site at
Camulodunum (1985), by Manning, W H, BrilaMia, Vol. 18,
1987,398. (JRPS 2, entry no. 226-232)

854

Review of Partridge, C, Skeleton Green (1981), by Bird, J,
Archaeol J, Vol. 139, 1982 (publ. 1983), 457-8. (JRPS 2,
entry nos. 260-275)

855

Review of Peacock, D P S, Pottery in the Roman World: an
ethnoarchaeological approach (1982), by Millett, M, Archaeol
J, Vol. 140, 1983 (publ. 1984),364-5. The reviewer presents
a critique of the "modes of production" which have achieved
such wide currency of usage. (JRPS I, entry no. 162)

*840 Review of Frere, S S, Verwlamium Excavations, Volume III
(1984), by Webster, G, Britannia, Vol. 17, 1986,455. (JRPS
2, entry nos. 253-259)
841
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*856 Review of Peacock, D P S, POl/ery in the Roman World: an
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ethnoarchaeological approach (1982), by Fulford, M,
Britannia, VoL 15, 1984,373-5. (JRPS I, entry no. 162)

Champion, T C, Proc Prehist Soc, Vo!. 49, 1983,428. (JRPS
I, entry no. 165)

857

Review of Peacock, D P S & Williams, D F, Amphorae and
the Roman Economy (1986), by Fit7patrick, A, Antiq J, Vo!.
67, (I), 1987, 164-5. (JRPS 2, entry no. 368.)

*872 Wilson, P R (ed), The Crambeck Roman Pottery Industry
(1989), by Pollard, R J, Britannia, Vo!. 21, 1990, 422-3. (This
volume, entry no. 798)

858

Review of Peacock, D P S & Williams, D F, Amphorae and
the Roman Economy (1986), by Millett, M, Archaeol J, Vo!.
144, 1987 (pub!. 1988), 458-9. (JRPS 2, entry no. 368)

873

859

Review of Perrin, J R, Roman Pottery from the Colonia:
Skeldergate and Bishopshill (Archaeology of York fasc 16f2,
1981), by Millen, M, Archaeol J, Vo!. 139, 1982 (pub!. 1983),
456. (JRPS 3, entry no. 534)

*874 Review of Woods, P J & Hastings, B C, Rushden: the Early
Fine Wares (1984), by Perrin, J R, Britannia, Vo!. 17, 1986,
461-2.

Review of Woods, P J & Hastings, B C, Rushden: the Early
Fine Wares (1984), by Greene, K, Antiq J, Vo!. 65, (11),1985,
507-8.

Lamps, counters, figurines and other pottery objects
*860 Review of Perrin, J R, Roman Pottery from the Colonia:
Skeldergate and Bishopshill (Archaeology of York fasc 16f2,
1981), by Darling, M J, Britannia, Vo!. 17, 1986, 467-8.
(JRPS 3, entry no. 534)
*861

864

Review of von Schnurbein, S, Die Un1lerzierte Terra Sigillata
aus Haltern (1982), by Wells, C M, Antiq J, Vo!. 64, (1),1984,
164- 6. The volume includes chemical analyses of the samian
fabrics by M Picon.
Review of Sealey, P R, Amphoras from the 1970 Exca1lations
at Colchester, Sheepen (Brit Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 142 1985),
by Fit7patrick, A, Antiq J, Vo!. 66, (11), 1986,438-9. (JRPS 2,
entry no. 235)

865

Review of Sealey, P R, Amphoras from the 1970 Exca1lations
at Colchester, Sheepen (Brit Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 142 1985),
by Peacock, D P S, Archaeol J, Vo!. 144, 1987 (pub!. 1988),
45-9. (JRPS 2, entry no. 235)

866

Review of Shennan, S, Quantifying Archaeology (1988), by
Pollard, A M, Proc Prehist Soc, Vo!. 55, 1989,275-6.

*867 Review of Stead, I M & Rigby, V, Baldock: the Exca1lation of
a Roman and Pre-Roman Settlement, 1968-72 (1986), by
Fit7patrick, A P, Britannia, Vol. 19, 1988,531-2.
868

869

Review of Sunter, N & Woodward, P J, Romano-British
Industries in Purbeck. Exca1lations at Norden, Ower and Rope
Lake Hole (1987), by Fulford, M G, Antiq J, Vo!. 68, (I),
1988, 148-9. (This volume, entry nos. 721, 723 & 724)
Review of Swan, V G, The Pottery Kilns of Roman Britain
(1984), by Greene, K, Antiq J, Vo!. 66, (I), 1986, 175~.
(JRPS I, entry no. 164)

*870 Review of Swan, V G, The Pottery Kilns of Roman Britain
(1984), by Fulford, M, Britannia, Vo!. 17, 1986, 469-470.
(JRPS I, entry no. 164)
871

Editor's note: There has been some debate as to the merits of
presenting the items below in a separate section, rather than
including them with the other pottery in the respective reports.
As it happens, all of the entries for the frnt instalment of this
section are addenda to previous Bibliography entries. This need
not be this case in the future. We would welcome any
comments our readers may have on this.

Review of Pollard, R J, The Roman Pottery of Kent (1988), by
Timby, J R, Britannia, Vo!. 21, 1990,423-4. (JRPS 3, entry
no. 558)

*862 Review of Poner, T W & Trow, S D, Puckeridge-Braughing,
Hertfordshire: The Ermine Street Exca1lations, 1971-1972. The
Late Iron Age and Roman Settlement (1988), by Fit7patrick, A
P, Britannia, Vo!. 21, 1990, 424-5. (This volume, entry no.
754)
863

Richard Pollard

Review of Thompson, I, Grog-Tempered 'Belgic' Pottery of
South- Eastern England (Brit Archaeol Rep Brit Ser 108), by

See also entry nos. 945, 951, 972, 975 & 998.
(61)

Ogilvie, J D, 'Part of a pipeclay figurine of Venus', in JRPS
I, entry no. 61. Dated by F Jenkins, AD 130-150. (a Jenkins,
F, 'The Cult of the "Pseudo-Venus" in Kent', Archaeol
Cantiana, Vo!. 72, 1958).

(416) Birss, R S, 'Coarse Ponery', in JRPS 3, entry no. 416, 90-124.
1: Frag. of white pipeclay, 'upper leg of adult figure', from
topsoil, 105, fig 46.191. 2: Lamp frag., 'hand-made in sandy
orange ware with grey surfaces' 94-5, fig 40.38.
(416) Dool, J, 'Baked Clay Objects', in JRPS 3, entry no. 416,
216-218. 1: 'Spindle-whorls' in samian and 'sandy buff
fabric', fig 94.60-1. 2: Ponery duck's head in light grey fabric,
fig 94.62 (cf also Dool J, 'A Romano-British pottery duck',
Antiquity, VoL 50,1976,63-4).3: Applied ?handle on ponery
object, a ?ridge tile, fig 94.63.
(416) Birss, R S, 'The Coarse Pottery', in JRPS 3, entry no. 416,
258- 267. 1: 'Nine crudely made lamps', 259-260, fig 112.6
(9 illustrations). 2: 'One mould made lamp', 259-260, fig
112.7. These ten lamps were found in a pit within a
mausoleum associated with numerous other finds; a Trajanic
or early Hadrianic group. 3: 'Crudely made white ware lamp',
262-3, fig 114.28. From a late 2nd-3rd century group,
associated with an inhumation.
(477) Pollard, R J, 'The Pottery (from Cranmer House, London
Road)', in JRPS 3, entry no. 477, 284-298. See also entry no.
481. 1: Lamp, 290-1, fig 112.23G. Oxidised sandy
(Canterbury) ware, Loeschke Type IX, with ring handle, 2nd
century (identified by D Bailey), in burial 23 (late 2nd-early
3 rd century).
(477) Garrard, P, 'The Small Finds and Glass" in JRPS 3, entry no.
477,271-284. 1: Dea nutrix figurine (identified by F Jenkins),
276-7, fig l04.40a. In a mid 2nd-3rd burial.
(477) Stow, S, 'The Finds' (from the Canterbury Excavation
Committee Sites, 1946-60), in JRPS 3, entry no. 477,
181-194. 1: Frag. of Venus figurine, 187, PI XXVILE. Found
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on the surface of a 3rd century floor. 2: 'Spindle-whorls' in
'Belgic' fme and coarse wares, 188-9, fig 67.30-2. Roman
white-slip ware, mid-ta-Iate 1sL 3: Counter from an amphora
frag., 189, fig 67.33. 4: 'Belgic' tile frags. used for floors of
hearths, 189, fig 68.34- 5. In early-mid 1st 'Belgic' sunken
huts.

881

Carr, C & Riddick, E B, Jnr, 'Advances in Ceramic
Radiography and Analysis: Laboratory Methods', J Archaeol
Sci, Vol. 17 (I), 1990, 35-66.

882

Carver, MOH, 'Theory and Practice in Urban Pottery
Seriation', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 12 (5), 1985,353-366.

(477) Garrard, P, 'Objects of Fired Clay' (from No. 15A Dane John),
in JRPS 3, entry no. 477, 325. 1: Two spindle-whorls in
Roman grog- tempered ware (catalogue nos. 48 & 49).

883

Clark, A J, Tarling, D H & Noel, M, 'Developments in
Archaeomagnetic Dating in Britain', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 15
(6), 1988, 645-667.

(484) Meates, G W, 'Spindle Whorls', in JRPS 3, entry no. 484, 59.
1: Five pottery examples including samian; one sandstone,
three chalk (bone catalogued separately).

884

Cox, G A & Pollard, A M. 'Computer Programmes for the
Correction of Matrix Effects in the XRF Analysis of Glass,
Ceramics and Related Silicate Systems', J Archaeol Sci, Vol.
8 (2), 1981, 121-131.

885

Franklin, U M & Vitali, V, 'The environmental stability of
ancient ceramics', Archaeometry, Vol. 27 (I), 1985,3-15.

886

Freestone, I C, 'Applications and potential of electron probe
micro-analysis for technological and provenance investigations
of ancient ceramics', Archaeom£try, Vol. 24 (2), 1982,99-116.

887

Gillies, K J S & Urch, D S, 'Spectroscopic studies of iron and
carbon in black surfaced wares', Archaeom£lry, Vol. 2S (1),
1983, 29-44.

(501) Clay, P N, 'The Small Finds', inJRPS 3, entry no. 501,64-72.
1: 'Fragment of pipeclay figurine', 68 & 70, fig 39.21. From
Site I, late 1st AD.

888

Graham, I, 'Spectral Analysis and Distance Methods in the
Study of Archaeological Distributions', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 7
(2), 1980, 105-129.

Scientific analysis

889

Haigh, J G B & Kelly, M A, 'Contouring Techniques for
Archaeological Distributions', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 14 (3),
1987,231-241.

890

Hancock, R G V, 'On the source of clay used for Cologne
Roman pottery', Archaeometry, Vol. 26 (2), 1984, 21~217.

891

Hancock, R G V, 'Neutron activation analysis of ceramics:
problems with titanium and calcium', Archaeom£try, Vol. 27
(I), 1985,94-101.

892

Han, F A & Adams, S J, 'The chemical analysis of RomanoBritish pottery from the Alice Holt Forest, Hampshire, by
means of inductively-coupled plasma emission spectrometry',
Archaeometry, Vol. 2S (2), 1983, 179-185.

893

Han, F A, Storey, J M V, Adams, S J, Symonds, R P &
Walsh, J N, 'An Analytical Study, Using Inductively Coupled
Plasma (ICP) Spectrometry, of Samian and Colour-coated
Wares from the Roman Town at Colchester together with
Related Continental Samian Wares', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 14
(6), 1987,577-598.

(484) Pollard, R J, 'The Other Roman Pottery', in JRPS 3, entry no.
484,164-302.1: Discs, occur in 17 pottery fabrics and tile; 38
discs identified by Meates and described by Pollard, 28~1. 2:
Lamp, 274, fig 86, no. 406. Of British manufacture, in fine
oxidised ware, Loeschke Type IX or X (identified by D
Bailey). 3: Others, 272-4, fig 86. Including a 'flower pot' (no.
400), crucibles (nos. 402-3), tubular elbow-shaped objects
possibly pan of an unusual triple-vase (no. 404), and a
'chimney' (?roof [roial or lamp-chimney) in red-brown
terracotta (no. 405).

Richard Pollard

Editor's note: What follows is essentially an introduction to
this new section of the Bibliography on scientific analysis,
being a resume of recent papers in Archaeomelry and the
JOlITnal of Archaeological Science which might have some
relevance to students of Roman pottery. In next year's
Bibliography and thereafter we hope to present more detailed
entries for the most recent publications. Insofar as these entries
are concemed, we refer readers to the abstracts which are
published at the beginning of each volume of Archaeomelry,
and at the beginning of each paper in J Archaeol Sci.
875

Adan-Bayewitz, D & Perlman, I, 'Local pottery provenance
studies: a role for clay analysis', Archaeomelry, Vol. 27 (2),
1985, 203- 217.

876

Aitken, M J, 'Luminescence dating: a guide for nonspecialists', Archaeomelry, Vol. 31 (2), 1989, 147-159.

877

Ballie, P J & Stem, W B, 'Non-destructive surface analysis of
Roman Terra sigillata: a possible tool in provenance studies?',
Archaeomelry, Vol. 26 (1), 1984,62-68.

894

Blasius, E, Wagner, H, Braun, H, Krumbholz, R & Schwanz,
B, 'Tile fragments as characteristic evidence for ancient Roman
settlements', Archaeomelry, Vol. 25 (2), 1983, 165-178.

Hatcher, H, Hedges, REM, Pollard, A M & Kenrick, P M,
'Analysis of Hellenistic & Roman Fine Pottery from
Benghazi', Archaeom£try, Vol. 22 (2), 1980, 133-151.

895

Review of Hietala, H J (ed), Intrasite Spatial Analysis in
Archaeology (Cambridge University Press, 1984), by Carr, C,
J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 13 (6), 1986, 598-6)0.

896

Review of Hughes, M J (ed), Scientific Studies in Ancient
Ceramics (Brit Mus Occ Paper 19, 1981), by Peacock, D PS,
J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 9 (1), 1982, 109.

897

Johnson, J S, Clark, J, Miller-Antonio, S, Rubins, D, Schiffer,
M B & Skibo, J M, 'Effects of Firing Temperature in the Fate

878

879

880

Cabral, J M P, Gouveia, M A, AIarcao, A M & Alarcao, J,
'Neutron Activation Analysis of Fine Grey Pottery from
Conimbriga, Santa Olaia and Tavarede, Ponugal', J Archaeol
Sci, Vol. 10 (1), 1983,61-70.
Carr, C, ' Advances in Ceramic Radiography and Analysis:
Applications and Potential',! Archaeol Sci, Vol. 17 (1), 1990,
13-34.
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Albuquerque, 1987), by Bell, M, J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 16 (5),
1989,561-562.

of Naturally Occurring Organic Matter in Clays', J Archaeol
Sci, Vo!. 15 (4), 1988, 403-414.
898

Krywonos, W, Newton, G W A, Robinson, V J & Riley, J A,
'Neutron Activation Analysis of Roman COarse Ware from
Cyrenaica', Archaeometry, Vo!. 22 (2), 1980, 189-196.

914

Schiffer, M B, 'The Influence of Surface Treatment on Heating
Effectiveness of Ceramic Vessels', J Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 17 (4),
1990, 373-381.

899

Krywonos, W, Newton, G W A, Robinson, V J & Riley, J A,
'Neutron Activation Analysis of Some Roman and Islamic
Coarse Wares of Western Cyrenaica and Crete', J Archaeol
Sci, Vo!. 9 (1), 1982,63-78.

915

Schubert, P, 'Petrographic modal analysis - a necessary
complement to chemical analysis of ceramic coarse ware',
Archaeomelry, Vol. 28 (2), 1986, 163-178.

916
900

Lambert, J B, Xue, L, Weydert, J M & Winter, J H, 'Oxidation
states of iron in Bahamian pottery by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy', Archaeometry, Vo!. 32 (1), 1990,47-54.

Shackley, M, 'Gas Chromatographic Identification of a
Resinous Deposit from a 6th century Storage Jar and its
Possible Identification', J Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 9 (3), 1982,
305-306.

901

Maggetti, M, Galetti, G Schwander, H, Picon, M & Wessicken,
R, 'Campanian Pottery; the Nature of the Black Coating',
Archaeometry, Vo!. 23 (2), 1981, 199-207.

917

Review of Shennan, S, Experiments in the COllection and
Analysis of Archaeological Survey Data: The East Hampshire
Survey (Dept of Prehist Archaeol, Sheffield University, 1985),
by Mills, N, J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 14 (1), 1987, 110-112.

902

Maniatis, Y, Perdikatsis, V & Kotsakis, K, 'Assessment of insite variabiliry of pottery from Sesklo, Thessaly' ,
Archaeometry, Vo!. 30 (2), 1988,264-274.

918

Review of Shennan, S, Quantifying Archaeology (Edinburgh
University Press & Academic Press, 1988), by Doran, J, J
Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 15 (5), 1988,592-593.

Middleton, A P, Freestone, I C & Leese, M N, 'Textural
analysis of ceramic thin sections: evaluation of grain sampling
procedures', Archaeometry, Vo!. 27 (1), 1985, 64-74.

919

Storey, J M V, 'A Chemical Study of Clays and Roman
Pottery from the Lower Nene Valley, Eastern England', J
Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 15 (1), 1988,35-50.

Mirti, P, Zelano, V, Aruga, R, Ferrara, E & Appolonia, L,
'Roman pottery from Augusta Praetoria (Aosta, Italy): a
provenance study', Archaeometry, Vo!. 32 (2), 1990, 163-175.

920

Tite, M S, Bimson, M & Freestone, I C, 'An examination of
high gloss surface fmishes on Greek Attic and Roman Samian
wares', Archaeomelry, Vol. 24 (2),1982,117-126.

Mommsen, H, 'Filters to sort pottery samples of the same
provenance from a data bank of Neutron Activation Analysis' ,
Archaeometry, Vo!. 23 (2), 1981,209-215.

921

Topping, P G & MacKenzie, A B, 'A test of the use of
neutron activation analysis for clay source characterization',
Archaeomelry, Vol. 30, 1988, 92-101.

Mommsen, H, Kreuser, A & Weber, J, 'A method for grouping
pottery by chemical composition', Archaeomelry, Vo!. 30 (1),
1988,47-57.

922

Tubb, A, Parker, A J & Nickless, G, 'The Analysis of
Romano- British Pottery by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry', Archaeomelry, Vo!. 22 (2),1980, 153-171.

923

Turner, J D, Keary, A C & Peacock, D P S, 'Drawing
potsherds: a low-cost computer-based system', Archaeomelry,
Vol. 32 (2), 1990, 177-182.

903

904

905

906

907

Neff, H, Bishop, R L & Sayre, E V, 'A Simulation Approach
to the Problem of Tempering in Compositional Studies of
Archaeological Ceramics', J Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 15 (2), 1988,
159-172.

908

Neff, H, Bishop, R L & Sayre, E V, 'More Observations on
the Problem of Tempering in Compositional Studies of
Archaeological Ceramics', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 16 (1),1989,
57--69.

924

Review of Van der Leeuw, S E & Pritchard, A C, The Many
Dimensions of Pottery: Ceramics in Archaeology and
Anthropology (Universiteit van Amsterdam, 1984), by Hodges,
R, J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 13 (1), 1986, 97-99.

909

Review of Peacock, D P S (ed), Pottery and Early Commerce
(Academic Press, 1977), by Musty, J, J Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 5
(2), 1978, 95- 97.

925

Velde, B & Courtois, L, 'Yellow Garnets in Roman Amphorae
- a Possible Tracer of Ancient Commerce', J Archaeol Sci,
Vol. 10 (6), 1983,531-539.

910

O'Brien, P, 'An Experimental Study of the Effects of Salt
Erosion on Pottery', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 17 (4), 1990,
393-401.

926

Vitali, V, 'Archaeometric Provenance Studies: an Expert
System Approach', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 16 (4), 1989,
383-391.

911

Orton, C R, 'Stochastic Process and Archaeological
Mechanism in Spatial Analysis', J Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 9 (1),
1982, 1-23.

927

Vitali, V & Franklin, U M, 'New Approaches to the
Characterization and Classification of Ceramics on the Basis
of their Elemental Composition', J Archaeol Sci, Vo!. 13 (2),
1986, 161-170.

912

Rice, P M & Saffer, M E, 'Cluster Analysis of Mixed-level
Data: Pottery Provenience as an Example', J Archaeol Sci,
Vo!. 9 (4), 1982,395-409.

928

Wandibba, S, 'Experiments in textural analysis' ,Archaeometry,
Vo!. 24 (1), 1982,71-75.

929

Whitbread, I 1<, 'The chara<1erisation r:i argillaceous inclusioos in
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Williams, J U W, Jenkins, D A & Livens, R G, 'An analytical
study of the composition of Roman coarse wares from the Fort
of Bryn y Gefeiliau (Caer Uugwy) in Snowdonia', J Archaeol
Sci, Vol. 1 (I), 1974, 47-f>7.

931

Wilson, A L, 'Elemental analysis of Pottery in the Study of its
Provenance: A Review', J Archaeol Sci, Vol. 5 (3), 1978,
219-236.
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Yorston, R M, Gaffney, V L & Reynolds, P J, 'Simulation of
Artefact Movement Due to Cultivation', J Archaeol Sci, Vol.
17 (I), 1990, 67-83.

Roman Britain. Six chapters cover amphorae, flagons, jars,
mortaria, table wares and Armorican and other products.
(Glass, intaglios, silver, bronzes, brooches, etc. are also
examined).
The incidence of Roman pottery and of other material in preConquest Britain is discussed. Particular regard is paid to the
social context within which these items were circulating.
Southern Britain receives the close attention of the author.
Fitzpatrick presents the following conclusions. He contends
that the significance of both the Rhineland and Atlantic routes
to Britain has been over-emphasized; he concludes that contact
was principally via northern France. In addition he argues that
the now popular view that exchange with the Roman world
engendered or accelerated major changes in Late Iron Age
societies in Britain must be revised. His evaluation is that the
significance of this contact has been over-stated.

Recent or current theses
Steven Willis
933

934

935

Cottam, Sally, 'An analysis of the Oswald-Plicque (Birley)
collection of samian pottery', MA Thesis, University of
Durltam, 1991.
colI
cts/sts/tsg
The Oswald-Plicque (Birley) collection was acquired by the
University of Durltam from Dr Felix Oswald in 1950. The
collection was used extensively to illustrate the plates of
Stanfield & Simpson's Central Gaulish Potters.
The analysis examines and evaluates the work carried out on
the collection by Dr Oswald prior to its arrival in Durham.
"The Central and South Gaulish samian is catalogued and
discussed. It is suggested that there are many inaccuracies in
Dr Oswald's method of attributing sherds to potter's styles.
Problems are particularly apparent amongst the Central Gaulish
material". The implications of these errors with regard to Or
Oswald's published work are discussed.
Crouch, Kevin, 'The late pre-Roman Iron Age and RomanoBritish pottery industries of the fIrst and second centuries AD
in the mid-Thames Valley', PhD Thesis, University of Exeter,
in preparation.
syn/ptp,kln/lst -2nd/typ
alhIbb2lblgJbtb/grc/fcp/grf/osflglzJgro/hgg/ira/lcl/lcg/lnd/mca/
ncg/ngt/rnro/pgr/pff/rgd/rnf/rst/vrr
This research has four principal objectives:
1. To provide a detailed classification of the relevant wares,
including a typology and chronology of the industries as
known up to 1982.
2. To establish the marketing areas for the products of these
industries.
3. To examine the relationship of the industries to those
bordering the study area, in particular, those at Alice Holt and
Verulamium.
4. To investigate whether cultural and political inferences are
suggested by the market zones of the pottery.
Fitzpatrick, Andrew, 'Cross-Channel relations in the British
later Iron Age: with particular reference to the British
archaeological evidence', PhD Thesis, University of Durltam,
1989. (Cf JRPS 3, entry no. 574).
syn/---/100 BC to AD 43
cem/mar/opp/set/trd
aae/amp/arrlblgJbtb/ewm/egg/gab/aga/glmlhftlira/ait/ako/lycl
ppr/arlt/asg/sts/ass/tng/trb
This thesis comprises a comprehensive examination of the
various types of evidence of contact between the Continent and
Britain in this period. The artefactual evidence constitutes a
central part of the study and within this imported Roman
pottery is considered with prominence. The thesis amounts to
c 930 pages (including appendices, excluding bibliography) of
which over 200 deal with the Roman pottery found in Pre-
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936

Lawton, lan, Research Subject: The pottery from the Roman
site at Appletree Farm, Heworth, York, 1987 including a study
of the pottery associated with a Roman kiln. Undergraduate
Dissertation, University of York, 1989.
exc,syn/mjc,rur/kln,ptp/cAD 110-140/typ
amp/tsg/nvc/rgh/occ/bb I/ncg!1cglmro/rnf/red/osd/gft/yrp (See
Britannia Vol X1X 1988, 440. Further details will appear in

JRPS5)
The site lies on the eastern side of York.
Location: The material is to be deposited with the Yorkshire
Museum.
937

Lyne, Malcolm, Research Subject: Pottery assemblages of the
fourth century AD in south-east England.
PhD Thesis, University of Reading, in preparation.
(Full details will appear in Vol. 5).

938

Waugh, Karen, Research Subject: A survey of the Roman
hinterland of Xanten, lower Rhineland, West Germany, with
particular reference to the evidence of the pottery. PhD Thesis,
University of Durltam, in preparation.
(Full details will appear in Vol. 5).

Foreign publications
RP Symonds, (*) Peter Webster de (+) Colin Wallace
Note: SFECAG = Societe Fran~ise de l'Etude de la
C6ramique Antique en Gaule.
939

Amar, G & Liou, B, 'Les estampilles sur amphores du Golfe
de Fos (11)', SFECAG, Actes du Congres de Lezoux, 1989,
191-207.
synlmar/l st -3 rd/usf
ait (Dr I, 2-4, Lamboglia 2)/aga (Gl, G4»/ass (Dr 20)/ana/stv
(amphorae)
An additional 64 amphora stamps completing a corpus begun
in Amar, G & Liou, B, 'Les estampilles sur amphores du golfe
de Fos', ArchaeonauJica, Vol. 4, 1984, 145-211. The total
numbers of stamps by amphora type are as follows: Dr I, 66
examples (14.4%), 52 separate stamps; Lamb. 2!Dr 6,27 exx
(5.9%), 25 stamps; Brindisian oil amph., 3 exx (0.6%, 3
stamps; Dr 2-4,25 exx (5.5%), 22 stamps; Gl & G4, 19 exx
(4.1 %), 13 stamps; Or 20, 301 exx (65.6%), 147 stamps;
African amph., 9 exx (1.9%), 7 stamps; Pascual 1 & Haltem
70, 1 each, plus 9 other separate stamps, not identifIed. The
two papers thus reach a total of 459 examples of 276 different
stamps. The Golfe de Fos has proved to be an extremely rich
amphora mine, as is shown by the material in the new museum
of amphorae at lstres. See also entry no. 983.
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Ansieau. C. 'Le vicus gallo-romain de Waudrez·. Documents
d'Archiol Regionale. T.3. 1990. (Un. de Louvain-la-Neuve).
8-37.
exc/set/lst-3rdlusf
sts/cts/ets/ats/rhn-type/gft
Waudrez appears to be more or less the flfSt stop inside
modern Belgium on the Roman road from Bavay to Cologne.
This was not a large excavation. but it seems to have produced
some interesting material. including a complete Lavoye
(Argonne) mould-decorated Dr 37. of the 2nd century. A total
of 16 decorated pieces are illustrated. along with 15 plain
forms. which include two lion's-head spouts. and there are 14
samian stamps. The only other illustrated ponery consists of
four fmeware beakers. two of them folded. and very Trier
'Rhenish-ware' -like. one very plain. somewhat thicker-walled
and having more affmity with Gallo-Belgic wares. and the last
only the section of a sherd probably not dissimilar to the
previous piece. The last piece has the alphabet scratched across
it. in graffiti. It is suggested that these fmewares may be
representatives of a local or regional production. which seems.
to this contributor. entirely likely. See also entry no. 954.

+941 Ariel. D T. Excavations at the City of David, 1978-1985.
Directed by Yigael Shiloh: Volume 1I. Imported stamped
amphora handles. coins. worked bone and ivory, and glass.
Institute of Archaeology. Hebrew University. Jerusalem.
QEDEM Monograph No. 30. 1990.
exc.chrn/twnlHellenistic-early Roman/usf
aae (Cnidian. Chian)/amp (?Egypt & Western Empire. ie Spain
or S Gaul)/ ait/ako/arh
Peacock & Williams 1986 (JRPS 2. entry no. 368) is less
strong on the eastern Mediterranean than the western: this
publication. dominated by pieces of Rhodian origin. is
therefore a useful introduction to the material and its literature.
Neutron activation analysis was used to check the
identifications and establish chemical 'fmgerprints' for future
reference.
942

943

Bemont. C. 'Chronique de cerarnologie de la Gaule·. RevUl! des
Etudes Anciennes. T. 89. 1987. no. 1-2.79-94. See also entry
no. 943.
syn/---/--Effectively the French equivalent of this Bibliography, but in
a rather less detailed presentation. Authors and titles of papers
are listed in groupings under the following headings: 'A.
Methodologie et recherches techniques'. 'B. Avant la
conquete·. 'C. Epoque gallo-romaine·. 'Cerarniques sigillees·.
'Cerarniques fmes·. 'Vaiselles communes'. 'Arnphores. dolia.
pelves' and 'Larnpes et petit mobilier·. This is a chronicle,
however. not a bibliography. This means that each heading
also begins with a general paragraph or two by the
author/editor. who is in essence presenting a commentary on
the general state of Roman pottery research in France for the
year in question. interspersed with references to published
papers. It is certainly useful for the compilation of this
Bibliography, insofar as it may alert us to some French and
other foreign publications which we might have accidentally
missed (it is generally somewhat more comprehensive for
French publications. and somewhat less comprehensive for
other European countries. as are we. one might add. within our
'Foreign publications' section - at present).
Bemont. C. 'Chronique de cerarnologie de la Gaule·. RevUl! des
Etudes Anciennes. T. 91. 1989. no. 3-4. 95-104. See also entry
no. 942.
syn/---/---

*944 Bemont, C. Vernhet, A & Beck. F. La GraufesenqUl!. Village

de potiers gallo-romains. Ministere de la Culture et de la
Communication. 1987.
syn/ptp/lst
eqp/pff/sts
This is the catalogue of an exhibition of La Graufesenque
products which toured various French museums in 1987-9. It
includes a summary of excavations and of the main forms
produced (with date ranges) along with a useful summary of
recent wode on 'services' (linked vessel types making up
'sets') and of standardisation of sizes. along with the graffiti
(see entry no. 987). Some coarse wares and fme wares are
illustrated but the illustrations (some coloured) concentrate on
the samian. moulds. poin9Qns. kilns and kiln furniture. A
useful supplement to Vernhet in Jacob & Bemont 1986 (JRPS
2, entry no. 374). At present available from the Museum at
Millau (place du Vieux Marche. 12100 Millau. Aveyron).
*945 Berges. G. us lampes de Montans (farn). Une production
ceramiqUl! des ler et lie s. ap J-C: modes de fabrication,
typologie et chronologie. Documents d' Archeologie Fran~ise.
No. 21. Paris. 1989.
syn/---/l st-2nd/typ
obj (lamps)
This covers an aspect of the Montans pottery industry not
previously studied.
946

Bet. Ph & Henriques-Raba. C. 'Les cerarniques a parois fmes
de Lezoux·. SFECAG. Actes du Congres de UZOUX, 1989.
21-29.
syn/ptp/lst-2ndltyp
ccc
A new. very simplified classification for the mainly Trajanic
fmeware production at Lezoux. The range is dominated by
everted-rimmed beakers (cf Symonds. Rhenish Wares ...• in
press. fig 1. or Greene. p 25. fig 2.3.2. in Arthur & Marsh. Brit
Archaeol Rep 57. 1978) which were also probably made at a
number of contemporary wodeshops in the Allier Valley. There
are four folded beakers. and a bag-shaped beaker. all of which
provoked a lengthy discussion (which follows the paper) on
dating. and there are two tripod bowls. two lids and two
hemispherical bowls. One suspects that the controversy was
rightly provoked by the lack of homogeneity in the this
material. since the last three forms and possibly one or two of
the folded beakers are probably earlier than the rest. i.e. preFlavian. and the bag-shaped beaker is probably later. i.e.
Hadrianic. The authors are nevertheless to be congratulated for
puning some emphasis on these types. whose importance has
hitherto been somewhat underrated.

947

Bet. Ph. Fenet. A & Montineri, D. 'La typologie de la sigillee
lisse de Lezoux. ler-me s.• considerations generales et fonnes
inedites'. SFECAG. Actes du Congres de uzoux. 1989.37-54.
syn/ptp/lst-3rd/typ
cts
A new typology. with a dating table. for Central Gaulish plain
wares. The discussion following the paper is opened by Lucien
Rivet, who remades that fourteen years previously a similar
typo-chronological table had been unveiled for La
Graufesenque by Alain Vernhet. He is gently critical in this
instance in pointing out that this version is presented with little
or no qualification of where the problems lie. in the dating.
and no quantification showing which are the really important
forms. and which are so rare that their chronology must be
relatively suspect. Philippe Bet responds with the comment that
the dating presented here is a 'proposition'. and it remains for
those worlcing with material from occupation sites (,consumer'
sites) to challenge these dates. It is pointed out. however. that
those wodeing on the laner material must contend with
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residuality, and the relative life and durability of the pottery.
It is interesting to note the number of apparently 'new' plain
ware forms. By no means all of these were previously
unrecognised, and it remains to be seen to what extend this
paper enters into the vocabulary of samian specialists, yet it
does provide a useful new classification of oddities. By
contrast, it seems unlikely that there will be a sudden rush to
call all Or 33's 'Bet, Fenet & Montineri 36's'.
948

949
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Bet, Ph & Montineri, D, 'La ceramique sigillee moulee TibCroClaudienne du site de la Z.A.C. de l'Enclqs a Lezoux',
SFECAG, Actes du Congres de LeZOIlX, 1989, 55~9.
exc/ptp,twn/Tiberian-Claudian/typ
cts/stv (samian)
A new series if figure-types, plus a few stamps, from the early
production of samian at Lezoux. One of the stamps is of the
potter RVTENOS, who is perhaps (on account of his name) an
immigrant from South Gaul.
Blaszkiewicz, P, 'Reactualisation de la Black-Burnished ware
I (BB I) et son implication sur les courants commerciaux
transmanche au Bas-Empire', SFECAG, Actes du Congres
d'Orange, 1988,209-214.
synl---/4th-5th/usf
bbl
A brief study of the distribution of BBl in Normandie. The
dating evidence suggests that it is occurring mainly from the
4th century onwards. There is no BB2, and some pieces
handled at Caen by this contributor seem more likely to be
products of Alice HoltIFamham or the New Forest, and this
might include nos. 5 and 6 on fig 2 in this paper, although the
rest of the material is obviously genuine BB 1. This material is
surely an illustration of the fact that Normandie and Brittany,
along with Britain, do not seem to have suffered the same sort
of economic decline in the 4th and early 5th centuries as the
rest of Gaul, and one must wonder if this might have been due,
at least in part, to the role of continued cross-Channel trade
involving these regions.
Blaszkiewicz, P, Burur, I, Cliquet, D, David, P & Dufoumier,
D, 'Un atelier de potiers du lIe siecle dans la Foret d'Evreux',
Revue Archeol Ouest, T. 5, 1988,79-95.
exc/ptpl2nd
agahoro
This is the publication of a pottery production site in eastern
Normandie, first recognised as such in 1833 and investigated
archaeologically between 1957 and 1961. The main products
of interest, and which dominate this short report, are the
mortaria, which include a total of 49 illustrated stamps. Most
are thought to be local, although unfortunately in the appendix
devoted to the stamps the imported pieces, which include a
range of 1st century vessels by Q Valerius Veranius, etc, are
not separated. Chemical analyses were undertaken, but they do
not appear to have been used to distinguish the local from
imported pieces, but rather to characterise, in general terms, the
local composition (only a dozen mortaria were involved, along
with nine flagons and a tripod bowl). It is, however, evident
from Tableau I that six poners, IANUARIS, C.I.C, PAPA
FECIT, PIXTITAL (US), CRESCENTIUS and
MARCELLlNUS are considered to be local, and they
collectively appear to have accounted for a total of 121 stamps
in the body of the material. There are also some flagons and
flagons/amphorae illustrated, along with a tripod bowl and four
sherds with ?painted decoration. The writers seem to have been
limited by the non-availability of some of the material
excavated in the 1957~1 wmk, which is unfortunate, since
121 stamps (plus some intruders) must surely represent a
production centre of some importance.
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Bonnet, J, Lampes clramiques signees, Documents
d'Archeologie Fran~aise, No. 13, Paris, 1988.
synl---/early Roman Empire: mainly ht-2nd
obj (lamps)/stv
This is an attempt to study the 'signatures' on moulded lamps,
i.e. to treat the potters' name stamps in a similar way to the
name-dies on samian or mortaria, and to identify the range of
forms made by each potter. A useful corpus of 'stamps', forms
and decorations.

952

Brentchaloff, D, 'L'amphore a saumure de type FrejusLenzbourg', SFECAG, Actes du Congres t:lOrange, 1988,
179-187.
exc,synlptp/Flavian+
aga
A brief paper defming a newly identified fish sauce amphora
type made at Frejus, which is given a double-barrelled name,
without a number, to made the fact that three whole examples
were found at Lenzburg (Switzerland) and published (more
recently) by U. Niffeler (,Romisches Lenzburg, Vicus und
Theater', Veroffen/lichungen der Gesellschaft Pro Vindonissa,
Vol. 8, 1988,202, fig. 2). The form is vaguely simila:r to the
type labelled 'Dressel9 similis' by Dangreaux & Desbat (see
entry no. 963), although both the rim and the small footring
have distinctive shapes. See also entry no. 953.

953

Brentchaloff, D & Picon, M, 'Amphores de Frejus-Lenzbourg:
origine controlee', SFECAG, Actes du Congres de MandeureMa/hay, 1990,225-230.
syn,chm/ptp/Flavian+
aga
An update, resulting from both further comparative
investigations and chemical analyses, of entry no. 952. The
former wode has mainly resulted in further examples having
been identified, in southern France and Switzerland; the latter
wode examined the compositions of 8 samples of this
amphora type found at five different sites in Switzerland, and
found that seven were almost certainly made at Frejus, while
for the eighth an "origine frejusienne" could not be excluded.

954

Brulet, R, 'Etablissement gallo-romain aMacquenoise: thermes
et centre siderurgique', Documeflls e/ Rapports de la Soc
Royale t:l Archeol et de PaUon/olog~ de Charleroi, T. 59,
1982-85, 27- 55.
exc/bath buildings!2nd-early 3rd
cts/ets/occ (local)/amp/lclltnglgablppr
A report on a bath building complex at a site almost on the
Belgian-French border, southeast of Bavay. Only 22 ponery
sherds are illustrated, of which only a few are actually
identified. The presence of imitations of Trier 'Moselkeramik'
beakers in grey ware is of interest: these wares are increasing
ly being observed in northern Gaul and Gallia Belgica, and it
is only a matter of time before the production centres are
identified. See also entry no. 940.

955

Burmeister, S, 'Studien rum Weil3enburger "Biiderviertel''',
Bayerische Vorgeschichtsbliil/er, Jahrgang 55,1990,107-189.
exc/mil (bath buildings)/cAD 70-mid 3rd/typ
sts (incl Banassac)/cts/ets (incl La Madeleine, Heiligenberg,
Rheinzabern & Waiblingen)/osdllcllocc (incl Raetian)!pprtype/mro/ass (Dr 20)
The fmds, mainly a body of ponery, from a fairly large
complex of bath buildings just outside the fort at Wei~enburg
which is 6 km south of the limes (and about 75 km due west
of Regensburg - see entry no. 964). The format is quite
standard: there is a general discussion of the site, with several
plans, some of which date from excavations as long ago as
1926, although more recent wode was also carried out in 1949.
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du Bas-de-Loyasse a Lyon', Gal/ia, T. 45, (1987-88), 1988,
115-153.
exc,syn/mjc!cAD 701typ
amp/aga/ait (Dr 2-4)/arhlass
All of the amphorae which are the subject of this report, some
437 individuals in a total of more than 3000 fragments, were
found in a single large deposit dated on the coins and fmeware
present to c70 AD. This was undoubtedly a peak period for the
importation of amphorae from many different sources, and thus
the report becomes a type series for late 1st century amphorae
at Lyon. The arrangement is by forms within groups defmed
by their contents: basically there are wine amphorae, oil
amphorae, fish sauce amphorae, and amphorae of unknown
contents. Within each such group the arrangement is by
typology, but account is also taken of the varying origins of
the types - it would seem that the origins of amphorae known
as Gauloise I, Gauloise 3 and Gauloise 4 are quite obvious,
although it is in fact clear that the precise sources of many
Rhone Valley amphorae have yet to be determined. This paper
was the first to assert that the form isolated by Sealey and
Tyers, and christened 'London 555' (see entry no. 823), is not
of Spanish origin, but rather is a Gaulish amphora which
imitates and replaces the Spanish Haltem 70, and here it is
therefore known as 'Haltem 70 similis'. A similar point is also
made for a group of amphorae which clearly imitate Spanish
fish sauce amphorae, nowadays known as Dr 7-11: the Gaulish
versions are therefore labelled 'Dressel 9 similis'. As noted
below by Martin-Kilcher (entry no. 990), it now accepted that
Haltem 70, Haltem 70 similis and Augst 21 were all containers
either of olives or of cooked wine, defrutum.
Probably the most interesting aspect of the paper is the
quantification, which is presented in a series of histograms at
the end. The fIrSt compares the percentages of the 14 major
form types, plus three indeterminate groups, and shows G4 to
have been the most common amphora (30.4%), while Dr 20
was next (16.0%). In the second histogram wine is shown to
have been by far the most important commodity, accounting
for 64% of the vessels, while oil and fish sauces are equal at
16%. In the third histogram the contents of the amphorae at
five different Lyon-region sites are compared, and one can see
that wine reached as much as 80% at St Romain-en-Gal, while
it was as low as 52% at La Favorite. The fourth histogram
compares the amounts received at Bas-de-Loyasse from the
different origins, with Gaulish amphorae clearly dominant at
75%. In the last set of histograms the sources of the amphorae
at the five Lyon-region sites are compared in chronological
terms, showing at all sites the obvious decline of Italian
amphorae from a peak of 63% at St Romain-en-Gal in the
period 30-20 BC, in favour of both Spanish and Gaulish
amphorae which dominate at Bas-de-Loyasse, which is the
latest of the sites compared. This is a key paper in the modem
evolution of amphora studies.

The pottery begins with a catalogue of the samian, of which
some 37 decorated pieces are illustrated. Thereafter follows a
catalogue some 304 drawings of coarse pottery, arranged as a
form type series, with detailed fabric descriptions for each
piece. There is no quantification of the unillustrated material,
and the discussion on pp135-7 appears to be the only place in
which the significance of the fmds is considered, and that is
mainly concerned with the sigillata. Nevertheless the report
presents a useful body of material in a very usable manner.
956

C.A.T.H.M.A., 'Quantification et chronologie: quelques
applications sur des contextes de I' Antiquiu! tardive et du Haut
Moyen Age dans le Midi de la Gaule: methodes, interets et
limites', SFECAG, Actes du Congres de Mandeure-Mathay,
1990, 149-159. (C.A.T.H.M.A. is the association "Ceramique
de l' Antiquite Tardive et du Haut Moyen Age". The published
version of the paper is by Yves Rigoir and Lucien Rivet; the
oral version of the paper was presented by Lucien Rivet).
syn/---/late Roman-early medieval
This is one of five papers which were presented at the
Mandeure- Mathay meeting as part of a thematic session on
the quantification of pottery (see also entry nos. 960, 1010 &
1013; the paper presented by P A Tyers was not published;
there was also a general discussion following all five papers
which is published on pp167-8 of the same volume). A series
of examples of methods of quantification applied to various
bodies of material are illustrated, with diagrams, histograms
and pie-charts, followed by a general discussion which covers
both the merits of the individual methods, and the 'philos~hy
of quantification'. Rivet asks (P158), "do two totally
comparable stratigraphic contexts exist?" He and Rigoir argue
strongly that quantification must not be presented in
publications as an end in itself: it must be accompanied by a
commentary, which illuminates the range of possible
deformations which could have affected the numbers (for
example, the types of contexts involved, the methods of
excavation involved, the possible errors in the quantification
itself). The aim of such a commentary is to retum from the
"illusion" provided by the quantification to the details of the
pottery. Rivet, again (P159): "Is not the value of all
archaeological results, and thus of the results of pottery studies,
based on confidence?"
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Claes, P, De Puydt, C & Demanet, J C, 'Liberchies, BonVillers. Fouilles dans le quartier sud-ouest du vicus: la zone du
batiment au tresor d'aurei', Documents et Rapports de la Soc
Royaie d Archioi et de Pateontoiogie de Charieroi, T. 59,
1982-85,56- 83.
exc/set/early 1st-cAD 270/ggp
tsg/tng/occ (?local)/lcl/rgh/dol
This paper publishes a series of assemblages at the vicus of
Liberchies; it pre-dates the volume by Raymond Brulet on
Liberchies (JRPS 3, entry no. 602). Only a few of the groups
have much in the way of pottery, and the catalogues for each
group are not especially informative. Samian forms are
indicated, and often include a reference to a Gose form, but no
origins or fabrics are distinguished. Equally, for most of the
other wares a reference to either Gose or Vanvinckenroye is
included, but as the former's Rhineland sites and the latter's
Tongres are all fairly far away, the parallels are often not
especially close. There is a substantial well group which
contains Gallo-Belgic biconical beakers (Cam 120), but also a
roughcast beaker not earlier than 2nd century, and
unfortunately the catalogue makes it clear that the illustrated
pottery is not necessarily representative of the whole group.
Dangreaux, B & Desbat, A, 'Les amphores du depotoir flavien
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Desbat, A, 'La sigillee Claire B: etat de la question', SFECAG,
Actes du Congres d Orange, 1988, 91-99.
synl---/first half of 2nd-4thltyp
tsg ('sigillee claire B')
Discussion of the pottery made in the RhOne Valley known as
'sigillee Claire B' was the principal theme of the Orange
meeting of the SFECAG. Although clearly this is not a ware
which was exported to Britain, it is mainly a samian derivative
in the same way that Oxfordshire and Hadham wares are
samian derivatives, and it has a number of forms in common
with those wares. This paper presents a new type series for
sigillee Claire B, and a brief resume of the dating. At the
Orange meeting there was a lengthy synthetic discussion on
sigillee Claire B, which is published in the same volume,
pp101-8. See also JRPS 3, entry no. 613.
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Desbat, A, 'Les bons comptes font les bons amis ou la
quantification des cerarniques', SFECAG, Actes du Congres ck
Manckure-Mathay, 1990, 131-134.
syn/---/---

known as the Centre-West Group. This is a samian production
of the 1st and 2nd centuries whose products are found roughly
between Orleans and Poitiers, and between Argenton-surCreuse and Angers, but whose actual centre of production has
yet to be determined. The paper has a catalogue of some 25
pages, in which it presents all of the known mould-decorated
poin~ns (unlike Rogers, including all the human figures as
well), many of which have clear connexions with South and
Central Gaulish poin~ns. The importance of this production,
in regional tenns, would appear to be on a par with that of
Brive (cf JRPS 3, entry nos. 650 & 651), although
unfortunately some of the drawings in this report are not as
sharp as would be desirable. Nevertheless, as Peter Webster
points out below in his discussion of Guery 1990 (entry no.
969), the diffusion of these smaller production centres has been
hitherto somewhat neglected, at least on this side of the
Channel, and publications such as this begin to paint a much
more detailed picture of the nature of samian production.

See also entry no. 956, 1010 & 1013. A short but provocative
paper on the perils of quantification. "One must never lose
sight of the fact that percentages are always relative and thus,
if one element increases, the others diminish, and vice versa".
There is a helpful cartoon (after Panella) showing the truth of
this statement, and how a pottery researcher might forget iL
961

Ettlinger, E, Hedinger, B, Hoffmann, B, Kenrick, P M, Pucci,
G, Roth-Rubi, K, Schneider, G, von Schnurbein, S, Wells, C
M & Zabehlicky-Scheffenegger, S, Conspectus Formarum
Terrae Sigillatae Italico Modo Confectae, RCimishGennanische Kommission des Deutsches Archaologischen
Instituts m Frankfurt A.M., 1990.
syn/---/lst BC-l st AD

arr
Is this the coming trend? Does it now require a committee of
ten to produce the kind of fundamental textbook which will be
worthy of Loeschcke, Dragendorff, Dechelette, Oxe & Comfort
or Oswald & Pryce? Is this what the European Community has
brought us to? Well, if so, it is surely to be welcomed. This
can only be described as a major contribution to sigillata
research, and to Roman pottery studies in general, and the
proof of the pudding is that the type series presented in this
volume has already become a lingua franca among Arretine
researchers (well, at least among the collaborators on the
Conspectus, who happen to include some of the most eminent
in the field). The core of the volume is a new fonn
classification for plain "Italian-type" sigillata, which is
essentially the plain ware produced at Lyon, Pisa and Areuo.
On the scope of the project, Wells remarks, "We might even
define 'Italian-type sigillata' somewhat flippantly as 'any
sigillata that Loeschcke would have called "Arretine"', any
sigillata, that is to say, wherever it is made, which in
appearance (forms, colour, etc.) closely resembles the products
of the Areuo workshops" (PI). Fifty-four basic fonns are
defined, and most are illustrated with several examples, often
divided into sub- categories. Beyond the fonn series, however,
the authors also provide a wealth of infonnation on aspects of
production and dating, and there is an 'Exkurse' which
includes sections on potters' stamps, on decoration on 'plain'
wares, on the shapes of footrings, on the rim-fonns of moulddecorated types, and on flagons and jars. The text is mainly in
English and Gennan, with a short section in Italian. There can
be no doubt that this volume is a remarkable achievement, not
least in its straightforward, accessible presentation, and it will
clearly enjoy a very long life as t!le standard reference volume
for "Italian-type" sigillata.
962

Ferdiere, A, 'Elaboration du repertoire des poin~s deooratifs
des sigillees du Groupe Centre-Ouest', SFECAG, Actes du
Congres d'Orange, 1988,215-220.
syn/---/1 st-2nd/typ
tsg (local)
A shorter, resume version of entry no. 963.

963

Ferdiere, A (with Ch Gendron), 'Catalogue des poin~ns
decoratifs sur sigillee du "Groupe Centre-Ouest", Revue
Archiol du Centre de la France, T. 28 (2), 1989, 179-215.
syn/---/1 st-2nd/typ
tsg (local)
See also entry no. 962. This is effectively a miniature verion
of George Rogers' Poteries SigilUe ck la Gaule Centrale I,
Les motifs non figures (1974), for a production of sigillata
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Fischer, T, Das Um/and cks Romisch£n Regensburg, Munich,
1990 (two volumes).
syn/m,rur,cem/cAD 80-400/ggp,usf
sts/cts/ets/occ (Raetian)/mro/lcl
This large report is a study of the region surrounding
Regensburg, on the limes in southern Gennany. In the first
volume there is an introductory section on the finds in general,
followed by relatively short sections on each of the many sites
covered. The finds from these sites are illustrated in the second
volume, which presents them by groups: about half of these
are grave groups, and the rest are selected context groups.
There is a great deal of illustrated pottery - the second
volume alone has some 231 plates, most of which are mainly
devoted to pottery. Of greatest interest is the decorated samian,
mainly from Rheinzabem, and the very fme Raetian ware
beakers with 'hairpin' -type barbotine decoration. See also entry
no. 955.

965

Furger, A R, 'Les ateliers de poterie de la ville d' Augusta
Rauricorum (Augst et Kaiseraugst, Suisse)', SFECAG, Actes du
Congres de Manckure-Mathay, 1990, 107-124.
synlptp,ldn (modem reconstruction)ffiberian-4th/typ
lcl/osd/gry/amp/occ (local)/tng/mro/
Augusta Rauricorum was an important pottery production
centre, as this round-up of the known kiln-sites and their
products makes clear, and as the members of the SFECAG saw
for themselves in May 1990, since the Mandeure-Mathay
meeting included a coach-trip to Augst, and on the return
journey, after having visited the museum and the centre of the
Roman town, the coaches stopped to allow the group to visit
no fewer than three differents sites, all quite substantial, where
groups of kilns have been preserved under pennanent,
weatherproofed shelters. There is also an experimental kiln at
the main Augusta Rauricorum site (shown on fig I), which
was fired for the benefit of the SFECAG visit, and there is a
brief report on it as an appendix to this paper. However, in
spite of the size of the preserved kilns (they include both round
and rectangular shapes, and several are very large), the pouery
type series illustrated in this paper, and the nature of the
bibliography quoted, suggests that this is essentially an uman
production centre which was its own principal market. In that
sense, the range of its products, and the probable extent of the
industry is very reminiscent of both Colchester and York. The
production of fine ware, mainly bag- shaped beakers is very
interesting, as is the appearance in this series of several Cam
fonn 306's, plain open bowls with a thickened rim, here
ascribed to the 2nd and 3rd centuries.

*966 Gallia Informations, T. 45, 1987-88 (2).
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exc/---/--cts/lcg/eqp
See entry no. 996. This volnme includes repons from
Bourgogne, Franche-Comte, Pays de Loire and ProvenceAlpes-Cote d' Azur. Of particular interest are the moulds for
lion-head spouts for Or 45 mortaria (including a 'master') from
Gueugnon (pp43-4), pottery workshops at Epomanduodurum
(Mandeure-Mathay; pp88-93), and miniature pots from Peyrus
(P197).

*967

GalIia Informations, T. 46, 1989 (1).
exc/klnl--tbr
See entry no. 996. This volume includes repons from
Auvergne, Midi-Pyrenees and Picardie. Items of interest
include a brick kiln at Thedirac (PP139-140) and some fme
ceramic antefixes from Vindrac-Alayrac (PP162-3).

968

Giroussens, Ch, 'Les estampilles sur ceramiques sigillees de
l'anse Saint-Gervais a Fos-sur-Mer (bouches-du-Rh8ne)',
SFECAG, Actes dll COllgres d'Orallge, 1988, 131-143.
syn/mar/cAD 2O--end 1st
sts/stv (samian & "Italian-type" sigillata)
This is a gathering -together of some 364 illustrations of
potters' stamps on sigillata found in the course of underwater
investigations in the Golfe de Fos. The first 52 stamps (55
examples illustrated) are described as 'Italian', and the
remainder (291 stamps, 309 examples illustrated) are described
as Gaulish. In general the former group is rather more mixed,
and some 'Tardo-Italica' potters are distinguished, but all of
the latter group is associated with La Graufesenque with the
exception of three early Lezoux potters and one possibly from
Montans (none from Banassac, although Banassac Or 37's are
known from the Golfe). To this untrained eye the drawings
seem reasonably clear.. .is this too late for the Leeds corpus?

*969

Guery, R, 'La terre sigillee en Gaule' , J Romall Archaeol, Vol.
3, 1990, 361-375.
synl---/lst-3rd
cts/ets/sts
This is a review article based on Jacob & Bemont 1986 (JRPS
2, entry no. 374) which anempts to draw the more general
conclusions which lay outside the brief of that work. The map
(P367) fills a gap in Jacob & Bernont as well as emphasising
the considerable diffusion of production centres - a feature of
the industry not so obvious from this side of the channel. The
section on organisation includes the important point that
production of poin~ons, moulds and finished bowls need not
necessarily have been (and indeed in some cases clearly was
not) in the same hands. The significance of this, particularly
for the study and reporting of South Gaulish samian, deserves
some thoughL

*970

Hesnard, A, Carre, M-B, Rival, M, Dangreaux, B, Chene, A,
Foliot, Ph, & collaborators, 'L'Epave romaine Grand Ribaud
D (Hyeres, Var)', Archaeonaulica, T. 8, 1988, entire volume.
exc/mar/late 1st BC
arr/ail/dol
'Grand Ribaud D' is a shipwreck found with its cargo largely
intacL Dolia filled the centre of the vessel, with the bow and
stem filled with Dressel 2-4 amphorae.

*971

Jacob, J-P & Leredde, H, 'La ceramique', in Delor, J-P &
Rolley, Cl (eds), L'Y01l1le et SOli passe. 30 ans d'ArcMologie,
Amay le Duc, 1989, 199-207.
exc,flw/ptp/1st-3rd+
A catalogue of one of the exhibitions which marked the French
'Year of Archaeology' (see also entry no. 1008). The

exhibition and the catalogue reviewed all periods within the
Department. This section includes samian moulds and colourcoated fme wares (including an interesting incised vessel) from
Jaulges - Villiers-Vineux.

a
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Jigan, Cl, 'Les vases
gla~ure plombifere trouves en
Normandie: etat de la question', SFECAG, Actes dll COllgres
d'Orallge, 1988, 189-207.
col,synl---/1 st
cgg/obj
A round-up of Roman lead glazed pottery from sites and
museums in Normandie. A total of 47 vessels are illustrated,
most complete or almost complete. Of these, 24 are flagons or
bottles, plus one probable flagon; 8 are modelled figures
(mostly either animals or humanoid heads); 2 are lamps; 2 are
funnels; one is an inkwell; 4 are Or 29-like bowls; one is a
carinated bowl, 3 are beakers, and one is a chalice-like
cylindrical vessel. In all 32 of the pieces (or nearly 70%) are
corkable: it is suggested in Symonds & Hatcher (entry no.
1011 below), as well as in a comment in the discussion
following this paper, that since the most likely source for all
of these vessels is Vichy, in central France, a primary function
of these vessels may have been to contain water from Vichy.
All of the flagons and bottles illustrated here are moulddecorated, as well as the two funnels (which might also have
served as sieves). The paper also includes three distribution
maps which show a significant bias towards the eastem part of
Normandie, i.e. along the lower Seine.

973

Laroche, C, 'Aoste (lsere): un centre de production de
ceramiques (fm du ler siecle avant J-C - fm du ler siecle
apres J-C), Fouilles recentes (1983-1984)" Revue ArcMol
Narbollnaise, T. 20, 1987 (publ. 1988),281-348.
exc!ptp,kln/lst BC-1st AD+/typ
tsg (loca1)/lcl/tng/ccc/occ/aomlstv (mortaria)/painted wares
A report on recent excavations of a pottery production complex
at the Aoste which is France (as opposed to the Italian town on
the other side of Mont Blanc). This Aoste is a village, about
halfway between Aix-les-Bains and Lyon, whose production of
pottery in the Roman period is best known for its 1st century
mortaria, which are either wall-sided with thick rounded rims,
or have broad rounded flanges, with a narrow rim and potters'
stamps, usually C. ATISIVS SABINVS, C. ATISIVS, or
SABINVS. Certainly the latter, and probably both of these
forms reached Britain, mostly in the pre-Flavian period. The
report shows, however, that Aoste's potters were the producers
of a wide range of forms in both fme and coarse wares,
including a version of sigillata which is dominated by the
Dechelette form 69, a large beaker with moulded decoration
around the lower body. A distribution map of the latter form
indicates examples found as far north as the upper Rhine and
as far south as the lower RhOne. There are also fmeware
hemispherical bowls and beakers with roughcasting, not
dissimilar to Lyon ware, 'terra nigra'-like grey ware beakers,
and painted wares with designs similar to those found in the
Roanne region. A total of six kilns were found, five
rectangular and one circular, along with stockpiles of clay and
workshop areas (including a 'hangar'), and ten pits full of
wasters, four of which are described as 'primary' (whole
vessels thrown away straight after ftring), four of which are
'secondary' (no whole pots, rather more diverse contents, etc),
and two of which are somewhere in between. When this
contributor visited the museum at Aoste in 1989, he noted a
complete 'London 555/Haltem 70 similis' on display, as well
as colour-coated beakers of the 2nd and 3rd centuries (in the
reserves), all of which could have been locally-made, although
chronologically it seems unlikely to have been in the kilns so
far excavated.
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Laroche, C, 'La ceramique "Terra Nigra" de Besan~on,
Fouilles de Saint-Jean, 1982', SFECAG, Actes du Congres
d'Orange, 1988, 145-154.
exc/mjc/clO BC-40 AD/typ
tng/gab
In a rescue excavation of a Roman-period site at Besan~on,
consisting mainly of ditches, a series of four wooden chests
was found which contained a wealth of material, including a
body of pottery described as "terra nigra". The dating of the
four chests is between cIO BC, for the earliest, and c40 AD,
for the latest, with the two in between put at cIO AD. A
modest series of 22 types (actually 21 types, but with 11
divided into llA and lIB) is illustrated, mainly platters, dishes
and bowls, although there is also a lid form and a very tall,
very plain ovoid vessel. The whole lot is divided into two
broad fabrics, called A and B, of which A is (initially)
described as of unknown provenance, while B is local,
although the catalogue also notes that three forms are known
to have been produced at the Vesle Valley, one at the Vesle
Valley/Saintes (in Aquitania!), and one at St Remy-en- Rollat
(Allier), as well as four which are defmitely attested as
Besan~on products. The discussion following the paper makes
it clear that there is still some uncertainty conceming
provenances, and a programme of analyses is required. No
terra rubra was found, nor any stamps.
Laubenheimer, F, Sal/eles tl Aude. Un complexe de potiers
gallo- romain: le quarties artisanal, Documents d' Archeologie
Fran~ise, No. 26, Paris, 1990.
exc/ptp,kln/Augustan-3rd/typ
asg/lcl/thr/obj
The report on the excavations at Salleles d' Aude, 1975-8, and
the fmds therefrom. Undoubtedly the most important aspect of
this report are the kilns themselves, which look pretty much
like pottery kilns anywhere, except they are huge, as they
would have had to be, since their principal product was
amphorae. By far the most common amphora form is the
Gauloise 4 (formerly described as Pe!.ichet 47, known generally
now as G4). A cadastral ditch defming the northem side of the
workshop was filled with G4' s, for a length of between 60 and
100 m; only 2 m were excavated, producing roughly 60
reconstructable amphorae, and it is thereby predicted that the
entire ditch contains between 1800 and 3000 vessels. There is
also, however, a type series of coarse pottery forms, mostly
flagons and bowls, as well as a considerable range of building
materials and loom-weights. An important site; a good,
thorough, well-presented report.
Laubenheimer, F, Le Temps des Amphores en GawJe. Vins,
hwiles et sauces, Collection des Hesperides, Editions Errance,
1990.
syn/---/6th BC-7th AD
aae/amp/aga/ait/ana/adt/asg/ass/cta
A profusely illustrated summary of the state of knowledge (all
you ever wanted to know) about 'amphorology' in 1990. To
some extent this is intended as a 'popular' book, with many
photographs of sites and shipwrecks in the process of
excavation, representations of amphora-related activities in
Roman sculpture, and a reconstruction of a southem Gaulish
oil press. But it also presents a thorough round-up of amphora
typologies, at the back, including Dressel 's original
classification (CIL XV, 1899), typologies of Py and Gras for
Etruscan forms, of Py and Bertucchi for Marseillan forms, of
Mana for Punic/Spanish forms, of Laubenheimer herself for
Gaulish forms, of Martin-Kilcher (1987) for Dr 20's, and of
Panella and Riley for African and Late Roman forms (earlier,
she also uses drawings from Peacock & Williams 1986 (JRPS
2, entry no. 368) of Almagro 50 & 51, Spanish forms, and of
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Kapitan I & n, Aegean forms, as well as Joncheray (1975) for
'Africana Grande' and Spatheion forms). The heart of the
book, however, is the discussion of what it all meant in terms
of trade in wines, oils and sauces. There are diagrams, 3-D
histograms, distribution maps and tables, supporting the
discussion, and there is a charming post-scriptum showing
various modem uses of the 'mythology' of amphorae,
including advertisement photographs of a packet of" Amphora"
pipe tobacco, and a bottle of "Amphora" perfum!
977

Laubenheimer, F, Les amphores de Bibracte. Le materiel des
fowilles ancieMes, Documents d' Archeologie Fran~aise, No.
29, Paris, 1991.
col,syn/opp/l st BC/usf
ait (Dr 1)
The most recent in Mme Laubenheimer's production line of
amphora books covers the earliest excavated material she has
yet tackled: most of the vessels and stamps published here
were unearthed sometime between 1867 and 1907, mostly by
Bulliot and Dechelette, on the oppidum at Mont Beuvray,
known in Gallic as Bibracte. In a sense this research was an
exercise in 19th and 20th century archaeology, since the
material was spread between several museums, although
mainly at the Musee Rolin at Autun and at the Musee des
Antiquites Nationales at St Germain-en-Laye. Calculating the
numbers of amphorae found by Bulliot is in itself a remarkably
difficult task, since his quantification consisted of remarking
on a "pile of amphorae" or a "great heap" (he was, after all,
one of archaeology's pioneers), but it is interesting that a
single form, the Dressel 1, totally dominates, accounting for
94% of the the material. This suggests "a single source of wine
supplies, from merchants enjoying a monopoly" (P147). The
main concentration of the volume is on the stamps, of which
a total of 193 are catalogued and very well illustrated, where
possible with a photograph, a drawing, a rim profIle and a
reproduction of the original Bulliot illustration. Of the 193,
there are 129 different stamps.

978

Lauranceau, N, 'Nouveautes dans la ceramique commune: Des
origines au regne de Claude', in Aquitania, Supp!. T. 3 (Les
Fouilles de "Ma Maison", etudes sur Saintes antique), 1988,
199- 227. See also entry nos. 979, 1000 & 1012.
exc/mjclprehistoric-Claudian/typ
tng/gab/gry
This one of four large reports on the ceramic fmds from the
site known as "Ma Maison" at Saintes (these, with the site
report and other fmds reports fill an entire rather dense
supplementary volume of Aquitania). The earliest pottery in
this section is late Iron Age/very early Roman: there is
relatively little hand- made pottery, and there is quite a lot of
fmely decorated early Gallo-Belgic ware, mostly cylindrical
beakers, cups, bowls and flagons. (Our coding system is a long
way from being able to cope in detail with the complicated
nature of this sort of material). The early part of the report is
devoted to a description of the types, followed by a total of 18
histograms showing the percentages of type groupings in a
series of dated contexts: this is a very effective way of
presenting the quantified data, although it would have been
easier to follow if the defmitions of the form groupings could
somehow have been integrated onto the histograms. The
pottery catalogue and illustrations are presented as a type
series, however, not in dated groups.

979

Lauranceau, N, 'Les amphores des zones 10 et 11', in
Aquitania, Supp!. T. 3 (Les Fouilles de "Ma Maison", etudes
sur Saintes antique), 1988,263-278. See also entry nos. 978,
1000 & 1012.
exc/mjclpre-Augustan-2nd/ggp,typ
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ait (Dr 1)/amp (Lamboglia 7 - Or 7-11+41), Pascual I, Dr
IB/ass (Dr 20)
The amphora section of the "Ma Maison" report (see entry no.
978). A total of 98 pieces are illustrated, of which more than
90% are variations of Or I, IB, Pascuall or Lamboglia 7, the
last of which designations the author uses in preference to Dr
7-11, apparently in order to include Or 41 in the classification). There are also 15 stamps, although these are almost all
shown on vessels, and therefore mostly over-reduced. The type
series is divided into six chronological periods.

extraordinarily long period of time, more or less throughout
classical antiquity. The earliest vessels are the 'Massiliote'
amphorae, of the 5th and 4th centuries BC, although these are
indeed rare. By far the most common amphora type is the
Italian Dressel I, of the late 2nd to 1st BC, which are
succeeded in the 1st century AD by Dr 2-4's, by Gaulish
G4's, and in the later Roman period by an exceptionally broad
range of amphorae from virtually all the known later sources
of amphorae. The paper includes tables and histograms
quantifying the numbers of amphorae from the different
sources according to the major contents categories of wine, oil
and fish sauces, and then according to six chronological
periods, and there is a type series of 19 amphora types, mainly
from the eastern Mediterranean. This relatively short paper is
a advertisement for the wealth of amphorae from Fos, and
thereby for the excellent new Mus6e des Amphores at Istres,
which opened in the summer of 1989. Since the material is
entirely from shipwrecks, most of the amphorae are complete,
including some with bungs still in the necks, and there is a
tremendous wealth of epigraphy still visible; there is a Or 20
on display which has the lot: all of the five different bands of
painted inscription (cf Peacock & Wi11iams 1986, 13-14 & fig
5), a potter's stamp, a lid and a bung. The paper also notes that
a large wooden barrel was also recently found at Fos, with an
inscription, and these are vessels whose role is probably rather
under-appreciated.

*980 Le Ny, F, Les foUTs ck tuiliers gallo-romains. Methodologie,

Etuck technologique, typologique et statistique, Chronologie,
Documents d' ArcMologie Fran~se, No. 12, Paris, 1988.
syn/ptp,kln/lst-4th/typ
tbr
This volume includes a typology of bricks and tiles produced,
a typology of tile kilns, and an inventory (with plans) of kilns.
The area covered seems to be that of modem France.
981

Lequeux, B, Mainjonet-Brun, M & Roscian, S, Les collections
archiologiques dans les TfU4Sees ck France, CNRS CRA
Dossier de Documentation Archeologique No. 12, 1989.
syn,coV---/--A useful handbook to all of the museums of France. Each
museum is listed, in alphabetical order by townllocality, with
its address, telephone number, a brief description of the
collections, plus activities and publications of the collections.
There are several indexes including lists of
curators/'responsables', and an index by subject matter.
Unfortunately pottery (of any sort) is not separated in the latter
index, and one must therefore search through the 638 listings
of museums containing Gallo-Roman material; admittedly, to
have included a subject as ubiquitous as pottery would
probably have more than doubled the size of the volume, and
for what it is this is a very handy guide.
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984

Lopez Mullor, A, 'Nota preliminar sobre la producci6n
anf6rica de Darr6, Vilanova i La Geltru (Barcelona)',
SFECAG, Actes du Congres ck Lezoux, 1989, 109-121.
exc/ptp/4th-2nd BC,Ist AD/typ
amp (eastern Spanish)
''R6sum6: the Iberian and Roman site at Darr6, on the Catalan
coast halfway between Barcelona and Tarragona, has been
excavated during the last decade. Until now the main
discoveries have been an Iberian habltation complex of the 5th
to 1st centuries, BC and a Roman villa built at the end of the
1st century BC, which continued to function into the 5th
century AD. This paper presents some of the amphora
productions from this site, notably, in the first instance, the
containers of the form Mana A-Ramon PE 15: these were until
now considered to be a Carthaginian amphora-type made at
Ibiza, but the recent discovery of a kiln has proven their
production at Darr6, a surprise which does much to illuminate
the Carthaginian influence on the Catalan coast in the 4th-2nd
centuries BC. The second group presented here are wine
amphorae from a worlc.shop found in the last excavation
campaign. The forms are Pascual ID, Or 7-11 and two
previously unknown types. Aside from the 'newness' of the
forms, what is distinctive about the production is the colour of
the fabric, which is beige, yellowish or pink, quite different
from the typical Tarraconnaise fabric which is normally
reddish, much tempered with quartz." (Transl. RPS)

985

Lopez Mullor, A, 'Une nouvelle fouille dans le centre
producteur d' amphores de Sant Boi de Uobregat (Barce1one)',
SFECAG. Actes du Congres ck Manckure-Mathay, 1990,
187-198.
exc/ptp,kln/last quarter of 1st BC
amp (Spanish Pascuall & Or 2-4)
Another (I) amphora production site on the Catalan coast, in
this case on the southern side of Barcelona (see also entry no.
984). In this case the excavations had been undertaken in order
to date and assure the preservation of a 3rd century AD bath
complex, when parts of a very substantial rectangular amphora
kiln were found underneath an area where archaeological
remains were thought to have been destroyed by an 18th
century wall, as well as by the walls of the frigidarium and

Liou, B, 'Le contenu des amphores, typologie et 6pigraphie:
quelques cas ab6rrants ou ernbarrassants', SFECAG, Actes du
Congres d'Orange, 1988, 171-177.

syn/---/--stv (amphora)
A ruminative discussion on problems in amphora studies. In
terms of contents, aside from wine, oil and fish sauces, not a
lot else was transported on any major scale in amphorae,
except that we now must accept that olives, and the cooked
wine, defrutum, were also important commodities (see also
entry no. 990). Some problems do arise, however: 1) fish sauce
amphorae from southern Spain with inscriptions which speak
of wine; 2) supposed wine amphorae of northern Italy, found
to contain garum; 3) Gaulish amphorae containing 'lCampanian
wine; 4) fish sauce amphorae produced far from the sea (at
Lyon). All of these are warnings which should not unduly
worry us, but should make us somewhat more prudent in our
interpretations.
983

Liou, B & Sciallano, M, 'Le trafic du port antique de Fos dans
l'Antiquit6: essai d'6valuation a partir des amphores ' ,
SFECAG, Actes du Congres ck Lezoux, 1989, 153-167.
syn/mar/5th BC-7th AD/typ
aae/amp/ait/aga/ana/arh/asg/ass
The Golfe de Fos has proved in the last two or three decades
extraordinarily rich in underwater archaeology, which this
paper demonstrates is probably not so much because it was
particularly dangerous for shipping (to have been the site of so
many wrecks), but rather because it was an important port,
receiving cargoes from all over the Mediterranean, for an
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tepidarium. The main products were Pascuall and Dressel2-4
amphorae. There are four stamps, one an illiterate, a circle
composed of small triangles, and three name stamps, one on
Pasc. 1, and two on Dr 2-4's. The first reads IVU(VS)
ANICETI(VS), the second QVA(DRATVS), retrograde, and
the third SOS(lBIA). Insofar as distribution is concerned,
examples of the first stamp have been observed in Gaul, at
Enserune and Toulouse, and on Minorca; examples of the latter
stamps have also been found in the Balearic Islands, but
equally the Dr 2-4's are thought to have travelled in the
direction of Rome via southern Gaul.
986

Mahin, A, 'L' Ardenne gallo-romaine dans la Province de
Luxembourg', Documents cl ArcMol Regionaie, T. 3, 1990,
(Univ. de Louvain-Ia-Neuve), 38-57.
syn/vil,set,cem/lst-4th
tsg/occ (local)/tng/gabflcllrnf
This is a fairly short general resume of Roman-period
archaeology in the Belgian province of Ardenne. In terms of
pottery, it presents a total of eight grave groups from seven
different sites, apparently mostly 1st or 2nd century. The
illustrated vessels are not individually described, but include
terra nigra and samian platters, and dishes, flagons, cooking
pots, and colour-coated beakers (one bag-shaped, one pseudopent ice-moulded and one globular).
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Marichal, R, Les graffl1es de La Graufesenque, 47e suppL a
Gallia, 1988.
exc,syn!ptp,kln/1st-early 2nd
sts/eqp/gft
This is book of deep significance for the study of Roman
pottery. On occupation sites in Britain, and almost
everywhere else as well, graffiti on pottery often seems
beyond interpretation, the vast majority of examples being
little more than a cross or a few letters scratched on the
underside of a pot, perhaps no more than a crude signature
indicating ownership. At La Graufesenque, Marichal
demonstrates that the graffiti on plain samian plates was of
critical importance to the accountancy of the industry: each
firing of a kiln would contain a single plate, itself previously
unfired, onto which was scratched an invoice, a list of all the
potters contributing vessels to the firing, and the respective
numbers of vessels per potter. Since the invoice itself was
fired along with the vessels listed, it provided irrefutable
evidence of what had gone in, so that each could retrieve his
own. What is truly astonishing about this, beyond the mere
simplicity of the system, is the order of magnitude
represented by each firing. No. 1: 27,945 vessels. No. 2:
28,693 vessels. No. 3: 29,825 vessels. No. 4: 31,010 vessels.
(This last is the largest number quoted; the smallest
apparently complete number is 25,380, for No. 12). It is
thought that several kilns may have operated simultaneously
during the summer months, with the full firing cycle requiring
as little as fifteen days: it is by no means inconceivable that
La Graufesenque may have produced the order of one million
vessels per season. When one adds that these were vessels of
the highest quality, perhaps one in ten having a complicated
moulded decoration, a picture begins to emerge of an industry
achieving a degree of efficiency and turnover on a par with
many industries of the 20th century. The volume includes a
detailed study of the writing on the sherds (the alphabet,
numbers, punctuation and abbreviations), the language
(phonetics, morphology, etc; most of the potters were
indigenous, not Romans), and a study of the potters' wOlking
methods, as well as a catalogue of the fired plates, illustrated
with 213 photographs. There are also two graffiti invoiceplates from Montans, and one from Blickweiler. Quite apart
from the technological aspects of the La Graufesenque
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industry, which are illuminated now as never before, this
book brings us much closer to the potters and their way of
life.
988

Martin-Kilcher, S, Schupbach, S, Stem, W B & Ballie, J,
'Keramikanalysen an rfunischen Olamphoren aus Augst,
Kaiseraugst, Avenches und Lausanne- Vidy.
NatuIWissenschaftliche und archiiologische Aspekte' ,lahrbuch
der Schweizerischen Gesellschaftfor Ur- und FrUhgeschichte,
Vol. 68, 1985, 173-204.
cbm,syn/---/lst-late Roman
• ass (Or 20, 23 & 20/23)/stv (Dr 20)
The results of analyses of some 200 Dr 20 stamped amphora
handles using X-ray fluorescence (EDS-XFA), carried out at
the Institute of Mineralogy and Petrography of the University
of Basel. As often happens in this sort of project, the initial
results with only 20 or so samples were very promising, and
appeared to suggest the presence of five different groups of
amphorae from various parts of the Guadalquivir Valley.
Further work, however, with a much larger group of samples,
was rather less satisfactory, and it was fOWld, after much
sawing-up of samples and repeated analyses of sherds from
separate sites, that weathering appears to be far more
influencial on amphora sherds than it is normally assumed to
be on fmeware sherds. It was felt that successful analyses
could be obtained only from the interior of a sample sherd, and
even then weathering may cause some interference, and it is
recommended that the results be compared with 'macroscopic'
as well as mineralogical and petrological analyses. Aside from
the chemical work, there are also some 301 Or 20 stamps
illustrated, and there is a dating chart which shows that the
majority of the pieces are 1st century in date.

989

Martin-Kilcher, S & Schillinger-Hiifele, U, 'Eine Siidspanische
Amphore fur Fischsauce aus Mainz-Weisenau mit
Pinselaufschaft', Mawer Zeitschrijt, Vol. 84/85, 1990, 273~.
col,syn/mil/early 1st AD
ass (Or 7-11)
A short paper on a fish sauce amphora from Mainz-Weisenau
with a complicated tituli picti, which is translated as; Lymp( )
Vet(us)/A(nnuorum) ill A(nnorum)/ LXX/Domit(i)/L.GO.IO.
V.Argyn(ni)1[ J. A list is given of CIL entries with L YMP fish
sauce.

990

Martin-Kilcher, S, 'Le vin et la Suisse romaine', Archiologie
de la VigM et du Vin: Actes du Colloque 28-29 mai 1988,
Universite de Tours, Caesarodunum, T. 24, 1990, 175-204.
syn/---/lst BC-5th AD/typ
aae/amp/aga/ait/ana/arh/asg/ass
This is a compact round-up of all the amphora types found in
Switzerland, showing a range not obviously dissimilar to that
found in Britain, although undoubtedly some types are more
commoo here than there, and vice versa. An astonishing
amount of detail is packed into thirty A5 pages. Fr MartinKilcher begins by pointing out the differences between north
and south (of the Alpes): in the north, olive oil and fish sauces
were virtually unknown before the Roman cooq~est, whereas
they were commonplace in the south, and wine production also
becomes important in the north only by the late Empire, so
that north of the Alpes these basic commodities needed to be
imported, especially in the early Roman period. She examines
in more depth the fmds of wine-amphorae throughout
Switzerland, and then examines the importations by
provenance, beginning with Italy, followed by Spain, Gaul, the
Eastern Mediterranean, and Africa. A series of histograms at
the end illustrates the percentages of amphorae containing
wine, oil, fish sauces and other contents, respectively. CA note
attached to the photocopy of this paper sent by its author
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remarics that since the paper was prepared for publication in
1988 new discoveries and tituli picti show that it is necessary
to separate the forms Haltem 70, Haltem 70 similis ['London
555'; see also entry nos. 818 & 9581 and Augst 21 from the
category of wine amphorae, and to re-classify them as
containers of olives [and cooked wine, defruturn1, while the
contents of Dressel 28 apparently remain uncertain).
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Mees, A W, 'Verzierte Terra Sigillata aus den Ausgrabungen
bei Vechten in den Jahren 1920-1927', Oudheidkwrdige
Mededelingen uit het Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden,
Vol. 70, 1990, 109-181.
exc/rnil/cAD 20-160/usf
sts/cts (Lezoux, Martres de Veyre)/ets (CMmery, Lavoye,
Blickwei1er, La Madeleine, Trier I, 11 & other, Rheinzabern, &
Unknown)
A detailed report on the decorated sigillata (only) from the
1920-27 excavations at Vechten directed by G M Winter.
Pieces, many quite substantial, from a total of 365 vessels are
illustrated in photographs of plaster casts made from latex
moulds. There are two tables which quantify the frequency of
the various decorated forms in South Gaulish samian, and the
frequency of Dr 37's from the various Central and East
Gaulish sources, respectively. There is a diagram comparing
the the ratio of Or 29's and 37's found at Valkenburg,
Woerden and Vechten, and there are two stacked histograms
which show the dating and quantities of forms in South
Gaulish ware, and the fabrics from other sources, respectively.
The catalogue is replete with many parallels for the figuretypes. As with Meylan's report on Marsens (entry no. 993,
below), this is sarnian divorced from other material from the
site, but within that sole limitation, it could not be better
published.
Menez, Y, 'Les ceramiques furnigees (,Terra Nigra") du
Bourbonnais. Etude des collections de Neris-Ies-Bains et
Chiteaurneillant' ,Revue Archiol du Centre de liJ France, T. 28
(2), 1989, 117-178.
exc,ccl.,syn/---/1 st ADltyp
tng
This is a gathering together of all of the pouery which comes
under the general heading "terra nigra" in the two museums
at Neris-Ies -Bains and at Chiteaumeillant; the forms have
been ordered into a type series for the region, comprising
some 102 forms, and these are illustrated (in some cases with
two or three examples per type), with a catalogue in which
each type is described and as many parallels are listed as the
author could find. The arrangement of the forms seems
reasonably sensible: like the Conspectus (entry no. 961 ,
above), it goes from open to closed vessels, and enough
examples are illustrated to make clear the parameters of each
form. It is difficult to know, however, whether or not it will
achieve more than a regional currency. Its first difficulty is
the fact that the precise source(s) of virtually all of the
material is not known, and therefore one does not know if
this is exclusively a series for central France, or if it actually
includes pieces from some distance away (the author suggests
that local production was likely, but the presentation is not
oriented in such a way that obviously imported pieces can be
distinguished). Its second difficulty, which in fact will tend
to trouble any similar undertaking elsewhere, is the extension
of the defmition of "terra nigra" to encompass a considerable
range of jars and flagons. In Britain, we are happy to include
such forms in 'London-type' ware, but they tend to be absent
from "terra nigra" properly speaking, and if they did occur
they would get lumped into something more amorphously
described as 'Gallo-Belgic' wares. There are only four stamps
in this report, but there are also a small number of pieces

with very fine rouletting/roller-stamping, of the early, GalloBelgic sort.
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Meylan, M-F, Marsens: lA terre sigillle du views galloromain, Archeologie Fribourgeoise, T. 4, 1988.
exc/setlrnid lst-early 3rdltyp,usf
sts (incl Banassac)/cts/ets (Heiligenberg, Iuenviller &
Rheinzabem)
A total of 207 sherds of decorated and 512 sherds of plain
samian are reported on, with 196 drawings (including 115
mould-decorated pieces, and a type series of plain forms) and
a further five photographs. Quantification by sherd count is
used to show the percentages of vessel types (Tableaux I &
Ill), and of broad fabric groupings (Tableau 11). 28.7% of the
wares studied were mould-decorated, while 71.2% were plain.
71 % were from South Gaul (La Graufesenque & Banassac),
6.3% were from Central Gaul while 8.3% was from East Gaul,
the rest being indeterminate. (Daniel Paunier remarks in the
introduction that the proportion of East Gaulish ware is
significantly higher than that found at Geneva, Lyon or
Lausanne, and this points to a closer connexion with the
Rhineland than is found 011 sites only slightly to the south and
west; it is also of interest that there is virtually no Helvetian
sigillata). The catalogue is detailed and precise. The only
complaint one could make is that it is a pity that the samian
had to be divorced from the rest of the material; there is no
indication, however, of plans to publish the resL
Paunier, D, et al, Le views gallo-romain de Lowsonna-Vidy.
Rapport prlliminaire sur la campagne de fouillu 1983,
Rapports et Memoires de l'Institut d' Archeologie et d'Histoire
Ancienne de l'Universit6 de Lausanne, Vol. I, 1984.
exc/set/l st-4th/usf
cts/sts/tsg (Helvetian)/cgglccc/occ (incl hunt cup)/aga/lcV
mro/stv (amp/rnort)/osd/gry
This report preceded by some years the round-up noted in
JRPS 3, entry no. 655. Although the rather crude printing
makes it somewhat diffirult to read, it is a reasonably wellorganised report on a site on the ?westem side of Lausanne.
The body of material is not huge, but the colour-coated wares,
the stamped mortaria and the local sigillata are all of interesL

*995 Polak, M, ' Some observations on the production of terra
sigillata at La Graufesenque', Archiiologisches
KorrespondenzbliJtt, Vol. 19, 1989 (2), 145-154.
syn/---/lst
sts
A first glance at research connected with the author's PhD
thesis on the South Gaulish sarnian stamps from Vechten.
Standardisation of vessel size is looked at in the light of the
Vechten material. Of considerable interest is the analysis of the
organisational models behind the various types of samian
stamps used. Briefly, names appearing in the nominative or
with abbreviations of 'fecit' or 'manu' are likely to be potters
woricing on their own. Abbreviations of 'officina' are likely to
denote larger firms of more than one potter. Names in the
genitive may be either individuals or firms.
*996 Pomey, P, Long, L, L'Hour, M & Richez, F, 'Recherches sousmarines', Gallia Informations, T. 45, 1987-88 (I), 1-78. See
also entry nos. 966 & 967.
exc/---/all periods
aae/amp/aga/ait/ako/ana/asg/ass
The Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) has
recently taken the decision to move publication of interim
excavationlfieldworic reports from period journals (such as
Gallia) to a single new journal, Gallia Informations, which
will cover all periods from the prehistoric to the post-medieval.
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As before, coverage is by regions with some 3-5 appearing in
each part-volume (from 1989, two parts per year; cost: 200F
per part) so that complete coverage of France will take several
years. The period journals now appear less frequently.
This first part also includes a summary of underwater wod<:
covering numerous wrecks of all periods. Inevitably Roman
items are dominated by amphorae, most of which come from
Mediterranean sites. A rapid survey indicated the following
types: Dressel lA/B, 2-4, 6, 20, 28, Camulodunum 186C,
Chretienne D, Gauloise 4, 5, Late Roman, Massiliot, African,
and Dolia. The evidence for contents in cylindrical amphorae
from the Cap Dramont E Wreck (pp4O-1) may also be noted.
997

Redknap, M, 'Medieval pottery production at Mayen: recent
advances, current problems', in Gaimster, D R M, Redknap, M
& Wegner, H-H, Zur Keramik des Mittelalters und der
beginnenden Neuzeit im Rheinland: Medieval and later pottery
from the Rhineland and its markets, Brit Archaeol Rep Int Ser
440, 1988, 3-37.
syn/ptp/late Roman (2nd half of 4th)
mek
The title of this paper is misleading, since at least ten percent
of the paper is concemed with the production of late Roman
pottery at Mayen, prior to the development of the medieval
pottery industry. While this is presented as continuity, as if the
late Roman production was merely 'pre-medieval', it clearly
has a completely different significance for students of late
Roman pottery found in Britain, where the Frankish
coarseware is more or less wholly absent. Redknap illustrates
a few examples of typical late Roman 'honey pots' (very
similar to Derbyshire ware) on fig. 3, and shows the whole
range of forms in much reduced format on fig. 18. There is a
distribution map (fig. 4) for both Britain and the Rhineland
(much updated since Fulford & Bird 1975), and there is very
interesting diagram showing the "theoretical fall-off curves for
decrease of sites with Mayen Ware", with late Roman ware
above the X-axis (km from source), and early medieval ware
below it, the Y-axis showing the number of identified sites per
40 km band. This illustrates nicely the mainly coastal
distribution (Canterbury, Colchester, London and Portchester
account for 87.2% of the sample, by sherd count) of the late
Roman ware in Britain.

*998 Rouvier-leanlin, M, loly, M & Notet, l-C, Bourbon.l.ancy
(Saone-et-Loire). Un atelier de figurines en terre cuile galloromaines (les fouilles du Brewl, 1985-1986), Documents
d'ArcMologie Fran~se, No. 25, Paris, 1990.
exc/ptp/lst -2ndltyp
cts/aga/lcg/lox/ngm/asglass/obj!lamps
A local type series of coarse pottery is included.
999

Roux, V (with D Corbetta), Le Tour du Potier. Specialisation
artisanale et competences techniqUl!s, CNRS CRA
Monographie No. 4, 1990.
oth/---/chalcolithic-modem
This is a volume rather more concemed with pottery
technology than with an particular products, and it takes a very
anthropologica1lsociological tone in the introduction - its two
main objectives are to "construct an ethnographical data-bank"
('un savoir de reference ') "which will enable the inference of
the existence of pottery specialists through ceramic acts" ("a
partir de faits ceramiques") and to "create a descriptive system
which will enable the description of artisanal specialisation on
a local level". The writers use their study of potters in the
north-west of India as the starting point for the study, and
much of it is concemed with the physical nature of potting in
that region. It is a highly technical study, with a great deal of
discussion, tables and diagrams concemed with the sizes and
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proportions of pots (although no mention of firing
temperatures), but the material in question seems so technically
simple (hardly any of illustrations show decorated pottery,
aside from some thumbing on dolia-like vessels, and many of
the photographs show children potting or preparing the wheel)
that it is doubtful that this wod<: is of much relevance to
archaeological pottery.
1000 Santrot, M-H & I, 'Nouveautes dans la ceramique commune:
Du milieu du ler siecle apres l-C au me siecle', in Aquitania,
SuppL T. 3 (Les Fouilles de "Ma Maiso,,", etudes sur Saintes
antiqUl!), 1988,227-261. See also entry nos. 978, 979 & 1012.
exchnjchnid lst-3rd/ggp,typ
• tnglpff/dol/ppr/occ ('haiIpin' beakers)/rgh/stv (roller-stamped
dec.)hnrb/tripod bowls/unguentaria
This is the 'Roman-period coarse pottery' section of the large
'Ma Maison' report, although the Gallo-Belgic wares (&
samian), early Roman coarse pottery and amphorae are
reported on separately (entry nos. 978, 979 and 1012,
respectively). Few of the coarse pottery types are likely to have
reached Britain, apart from the marbled ware (only one Dr 38
is illustrated), although curiously enough there is a tripod bowl
form in grey ware with rouletted decoration (247, 110. 129)
which this contributor suspects may have reached Colchester
(Symonds & Wade forthcoming, GX no. 259; see entry 110.
1010). Of most interest, however, is the remad<:ably detailed
approach to quantification, albeit by sherd count, with nine
pages of tables listing form descriptions and quantities for four
well groups, followed by a series of histograms for the same
groups plus three others, showing the proportions of the main
pottery types. This thus constitutes an important updating of
the Santrots' regional type series, ceramiques Communes
Gallo-Romaines d' Aquitaine (1979).
1001

Schmitt, A, 'Les productions d'amphores dans la moyenne
vallee du Rhone: mise au point sur quelques types', SFECAG,
Actes du Congres cl Orange, 1988, 25-33.
chm,synlptp/--amp (not illustrated)
This paper summarises some recent (in 1988) chemical
analyses (by X -ray fluorescence and petrological analyses) on
Roman amphorae undertaken by the Laboratoire de
ceramologie at Lyon. (It follows on from and amplifes the
results flTSt announced in Desbat 1987; JRPS 3, entry no. 612).
A total of 135 samples were analysed, comprising ten different
amphora forms: Dressel I (7 en.), 2-4 (49), 9 (37), 12 (4) &
28 (5); Pasrual I (2), Haltem 70 (5), and Gauloise 3 (13), 4
(8) & 5 (5). (There are no 'Haltern 70 similis'l'London 555'
amphorae among these samples). The XRF analyses divided
this relatively small overall number of samples into five
different groups. However, using petrological analyses in a
complementary manner, the paper shows that only the Dressel
I (?similis), 2-4 and 9 (?similis) amphorae can be said with
some confidence to have been made in the Lyon-Vienne
region. It is suggested that the Dressel 12 and Pascual 1 are
likely to be Catalan in origin, while the other Gaulish
amphorae plus the Haltem 70's (?similis) seem Wcely to have
been made in the southern RhOne Valley. (The use of the word
'sirnilis' is not entirely consistent in this paper, and one must
wonder if the Haltem 70's in question are not actually 'Haltern
70 similis/London 555', since there is 110 mention of the fact
that Haltern 70's are normally southem Spanish in origin).

1002 Schucany, C, 'La ceramique de la region de Soleure (Suisse)"
SFECAG, Actes du Congres de Mandeure-Mathay, 1990,
97-105.
exc/ptp,twnhnid Ist-flTSt half of 3rd/ggp
sts/mro/painted ware/gry/lcVosdlocc (local)
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This paper illustrates five dated groups from SoleurelSolothum,
which lies about halfway between Avenches and
AugstlKaiseraugst. The groups are dated as follows: 1) 25-50
AD; 2) 56n-75/80; 3) 75/8O-c120; 4) 120-190/200; and 5)
first half of the 3rd. The three illustrated vessels of 'La Thne
tradition' painted ware are quite striking. However, although
the paper begins by citing recent evidence for local pottery
production, including 'La Tene tradition' painted wares, the
catalogue is ambiguous as to which pieces are likely local
products: if we are to accept the entire range as local products,
then it is a rather wider and more interesting range than was
produced at AugstlKaiseraugst (see entry no. 965, above).

1003

Serrano Rarnos, E, 'Notas sobre la cenirnica comUn del Teatro
Romano de Malaga', Baetica, Vol. 12,1989,123-142.
exc/other (theatre)/lst BC-2nd AD+
lcl/rnro/amp (Punic-type)/ass
Coarse wares and amphorae from the Roman theatre at
Malaga. Close relations with Roman North Africa are visible
in both the amphorae and in the various wide-mouthed bowl
shapes. Although comments from Mercedes Vegas are
recorded for many of the forms, there is little overall
discussion of the significance of the material, its dating, or its
relationship with the site.

1004 Simon, H-G, ' Munzen und Terra Sigillata aus den Grabungen
von 1984 bis 1986', in SchOnberger, H, Kohler, H-J & Simon,
H-G, 'Neue Ergebnisse zur Geschichte des Kastells
Oberstirnrn', Berichl der Romisch-GermaniscMn Kommission,
Band 70, 1989, (243-320), 267-307.
exc/mil/Neronian-Hadrianic
sts/tsg (Banassac)/cts/stv (amphora & mortarium)/amp/mro
Although a few brooches are interjected here and there this is
mainly a report on the samian from the fort at Oberstirnrn, very
nearly all of which is South Gaulish. This reader found one
piece from Banassac (style of Natalis, B50, Abb 16, late
Dornitian-Hadrianic), one from Central Gaul (B56, Abb 16,
AD 100-120) and one from Chemery (B66, AD 110-140, not
illustrated) in the text, but there might have been a few others.
The decorated samian is copiously illustrated, by means of
photographs of plaster casts made from latex moulds; there are
also a few stamps and other small fmds, which have been
drawn. There is no coarse ware, but two amphora stamps and
two mortarium stamps are illustrated.
1005 Simon-Hesnard, D, Poiliers: la nicropole du quart~r de
Blossac-Saint-Hilaire (ler-Ne s. apres J-C) . Catalogue du
mobil~r funiraire conserve au Musee de Poil~rs, Memoirt v,
Soc de Recherches Archwl du Pays Chauvinois, 1990.
col/ceml1 st-4th/usf
ats (roller-stamped)/ccc/gablrnrb/tsg
Not only a report on the objects in the collections of the
Musee de Poitiers, this is also a history of the archaeological
investigations of the city's cemeteries since the 18th century.
There are quotations from early documents on the manner of
various discoveries, and a number of 18th and 19th century
drawings of finds . Of principle interest to non-local readers are
the late 'marbled' ware (cerarnique a l'eponge) vessels, some
of which are very fmely decorated with rosettes. The presence
of Argonne roller-stamped vessels is indicative, among other
evidence, of late occupation; perhaps more importantly, as
Mrne Simon-Hiemard has noted, the combination of late
Argonne sigillata and Aquitanian ceramique a l' eponge shows
that the latter ware and the 'marbled' flagons of the Rhineland
are not necessarily unconnected productions.
1006 Simpson, G, 'Erreurs touchant les sigillees de Holzhausen,
Lezoux et Blickweiler, et quelques potiers gallo-romains',
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SFECAG, Actes du Congres de LeZOIDC, 1989, 81-83.
synlptpllst-2nd
cts/ets (Blickweiler)
This is an angry paper, certainly by the polite standards of
modem archaeological discourse. Dr Simpson criticises
Barbara Pferdehirt (in Die Kerarnik des Kastells Holzhausen 1976) firstly for having neglected to read the text of Oswald
& Pryce 1920: most English-speaking users of that volume are
quickly aware that it not a straightforward presentation of a
"sigillata type series", but rather a commentary on samian
forms which includes, on the Plates, examples of variant fonns
from other sources and even metal vessels in order to fully
examine the evolutions of specific types. Fr Pferdehirt fell into
this trap quite comprehensively, by assuming that all the larger
vessels on Pl. L vm are of the Walters form 79 and that this
is the equivalent of Ludowici Th, whereas nos. 3 & 5 are
actually 'variants', and 0 & P make it fairly clear (in the text,
pp199-200) that the Lezoux examples are not identical in form
to the East Gaulish versions from Rheinzabern and Trier. Fr
Pferdehirt has committed similar errors in her reading of 0 &
P on Dr form 22/23, and on inkwells. Secondly, Dr Simpson
criticises Fr Pferdehirt for her understanding of the potter
Austrus, considered by both Oswald and S&S to have moved
from Lezoux to Blickweiler, in her paper in the Lutz festschrift
(Pferdehirt 1987; JRPS 3, entry 110.657). Fmally, it seems that
Fr Pferdehirt has made erroneous comments in a paper ('Die
rfunische Okkupation Germaniens und Ratiens von der Zeit des
Tiberius bis zurn Trajans', Jahrb des ROmisch-Germanischen
Zentralrnuseums, Vol. 33, 1986, 221-320) on early sigillata
with regard to the arrival of arretine ware in Britain. Dr
Simpson is not alone, however, in making criticisms of this
sort concerning Fr Pferdehirt: the reader is referred to
Eschbaumer, P & Faber, A, 'Die siidgallische Reliefsigillata:
Kritische Bemerkungen zur Chronologie und zu
Untersuchungsmethoden', Fundberichte aus BadenWiirtternberg, Vol. 13, 1988,223-247.

1007 Siraudeau, J, Amphores romaints des sitts angtvins, et leurs
conttxtt archiologique. Corpus des amphoru dJcollVtrtes
dans l' ouest de la France Volume 2, Edition et diffusion Jean
Siraudeau, 1988.
exc,col,synlwltl1st-3rd+/usf
amp/aga (Mougon, Thesee-Pouille)/ait (Dr I, Dr 7-11)/ana
('Punic')/arhlasg (G4, G5)/ass (Or 20, Haltern 70)/cta
This corpus of amphorae from the city of Angers follows the
first corpus published by P Galliou (Corpus tits amphores
dJcouvtrtu dans I' ouest de la Franct, Vol. 1. us amphoru
tardo-republicaints, Archwlogie en Bretagne, supplement no.
4, 1982). The amphorae in this report are both from
excavations in the city from 1964-82 and from various
collections. More than 160 amphorae are illustrated, and there
are also numerous stamps, graffiti, dipinti and amphora
'stoppers'. The range of amphorae present is quite typical of
urban sites in north-western Europe, although there are
apparently no examples of ' London 555' /Haltern 70 simills
(see above, entry no. 818). There is detailed quantification by
sherd-count, and an appendix devoted to contents, capacity and
epigraphy. Undoubtedly a competent and useful report, it is
only marred by the arrangement of the illustrations, which is
by site/context, rather than by amphora-type: since none of the
other fmds from the sites are discussed, and only a few
amphorae were found at each site/context, the result is an
arrangement which looks completely random. A type series,
with references to the sites, would have been much more userfriendly.
*1008 Solier, Y, Narbonlle et la Mer, de l'Antiquite
Musee Archwlogique de Narbonne, 1990.

a nos jours,
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two tables, which show the actual quantlues recorded, by
weight and EVEs, respectively, of each defmed form type over
17 chronological phases from early to late Roman. The totals
for each of these tables are also presented in histogram form,
and histograms are also presented for specifIc forms where
more than lOO examples were recorded. However, the
histograms are not based on the raw data presented in the
tables, but rather are that data divided by one of four global
histograms showing all the pottery recorded for each
chronological period: the intention (in the histograms) is to
show not how much pottery was excavated, but to correct for
the inevitable vagaries of excavations and site/pottery dating,
in order to show how much was in use. The four global
histograms are illustrated, and a sample set of tables and
histograms, for early Colchester oolour-coated ware, are
illustrated. There is also a brief comparison of the methods
used at Colchester with those used in London on similar
material: the two approaches are fairly radically different,
although the quantification methods are similar, and it may
well prove eventually that the respective data is more
compatible than on the surface it might seem. A sequel to this
paper was presented at the 1991 SFECAGmeeting, and will be
published in the forthcoming Actes.

exc,csf,syn,oth/mar,ptp,kln,trd/aIl periods/usf
aae/amp/ait/ako/~/arh!asg/sts/ass

The catalogue of one of the many exhibitions which formed
part of the French 'Year of Archaeology' (see also entry no.
971). The 'catchment area' includes the marine hinterland of
Narbonne so that material from many wrecks is included with
a large number of illustrated amphorae (Dressell, 2-4, 12, 20,
28, Etruscan, Gallic, Greco-Italic, Lusitanian, Massiliot, Punic,
Rhodian). Highlights include the neck of a Greco-Italic
amphora with stamps in the seal within the neck (no. 98,
pp73-4) and the Culip IV wreck, the cargo of which included
decorated and plain samian and fine ware from La
Graufesenque (pp35-7 [in Spanish] & 89-92).
•
*1009 Stanfield, J A & Simpson, G, Les potiers de la Gaule
Centrale, Recherches sur les Ateliers de potiers de la Gaule
Centrale, T. V, Revue Arch601 Sites Hors-serie no. 37,
Avignon, 1990.
syn/ptp,trd/2nd
cts/~

Since its first appearance in 1958, S&S has been the standard
work on Central Gaullsh Potters. Now Revue Arch60logique
Sites, following their established policy of publishing standard
samian textbooks in French (they have previously published a
reprint of Dechelette [JRPS 3, entry no. 608] and translations
of Dragendorff [JRPS 3, entry no. 614], Oswald & Pryce 1920
and Oswald 1931 & 1936-7) have published a translation of
S&S. In this case, however, Grace Simpson has taken the
opportunity to provide a revised edition for translation. Plates
170-175, covering work by a wide variety of potters, are
additional to S&S 1958. There is also an introductory chapter
detailing some of the more important dating changes. The text
and bibliography have been completely revised (crossreferences to Rogers 1974 are but one of the more noticable
additions) and new headings have been given to the plates,
taking into account new nomenclature where relevant (so X-3
becomes Drusus I, etc). The indices of signed and unsigned
figure types and the bar chart of potters' dates have been
omitted. Oearly an essential work, even for those fortunate
enough to possess a copy of the first edition and one which
will remain a standard textbook for many years to come.
Available in Britain from Oxbow Books.
1010 Symonds, RP, 'La quantification des ceramiques de l'epoque
romaine a Colchester et a Londres', SFECAG, Actes du
Congres de Mandeure-Mathay, 1990, 135-147.
exc,synlmil,mjc, wlt,cem/l st-4th
Part of the thematic session on quantification at MandeureMathay (see also entry nos. 956, 960 & 1013), this is
effectively a preview of most of ;.he introduction to Symonds,
R P & Wade, S, The Roman Pottery from Excavations at
Colchester 1971-85, Colchester Archaeol Rep No. 10,
forthcoming, since much of that introduction is concerned with
explaining the nature of the quantification used in the report,
and how it is presented in the to-be-published report. It
describes how the pottery was catalogued first in broad fabric
groups, and subsequently by forms, and how the coding
systems were developed for each of these catalogues. Where
possible the forms catalogue makes direct or indirect use of the
numbering systems of existing publications (mostly involving
imported pottery). There are four tables showing the total
amounts of pottery catalogued for the forms catalogue, in
samian, fme wares, 'minor' coarse wares and 'major' coarse
wares, by number of examples recorded, weight and EVEs, and
three global histograms for all fabrics by these three measures.
The tables and dating histograms are also explained: each
fabric grouping (i.e. chapter in the volume) is accompanied by
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Symonds, R P & Hatcher, H, 'La ceramique a gla~ure
plombiiere de l'epoque romaine trouvee a Colchester et
ailleurs: quelques analyses recentes', SFECAG, Actes du
Congres de LeZOIlX, 1989,85-92.
exc,chm,synlmil,mjc/I st
cgg
This report on the results of chemical analyses on lead-glazed
wares, carried out at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology
at Oxford, was first presented in 'poster' form at the
Southampton (1989) meeting of the Study Group for Roman
Pottery. The total amount of pottery involved is miniscule: no
more than 37 vessels were represented in roughly 15 tonnes of
pottery found at Colchester; 30 of these are illustrated here.
Among these pieces, however, are two remarkable vessels, one
a Dech form 72 large globular beaker and the other a flagon
with ribbed lower body and a face-mask at the base of the
handle, which are apparently without parallel in Roman glazed
ware. 33 examples from recent excavations at Colchester were
analysed, along with nine from the Colchester & Essex
Museum, four from recent excavations at Silchester, and a
larger number of examples from Asia Minor which form part
of a larger project on glazed wares being conducted by Prof A
Kaczmarczyk (Tufts Univ, Boston, USA). The results show
that all of the Colchester samples, including some which were
thought to be possible Romano-British products, were likely to
have been made at the same source, most likely near Vichy in
Central Gaul. Two interesting exceptions, however, are the
ribbed flagon with face-mask, which may be Italian in origin,
and a small otherwise unidentifiable handle, which apparently
contains no lead: there is no obvious explanation for a sherd
from a context dated c150-200 (quite possibly residual) with
an alkaline glaze, although it is conceivable, since the sherd is
so small, that it is actually an unusual over-fuing which
happens to look strikingly like a glaze.

10 12 Tilhard, J-L, 'Ceramique avemis noir et sigillee' , in Aquitania,
Suppl. T. 3 (Les Fouilles de "Ma Maison". etudes sur Saintes
antique), 1988,85-197. See also entry nos. 978, 979 & 1000.
exc/mjc/lst BC-end 2nd-early 3rd/ggp,typ
cbg/arr/sts (mainly Montans)/cts (early Lezoux)
This is a huge report, considering the relatively small amount
of material under consideration. The black -glazed ware consists
of 18 sherds from ten vessels; the Italian sigillata consists of
a minimum of 214 vessels, determined from the rims present,
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although this translates into no fewer than 294 illustrated
proflles/sections, including bases, plus 101 stamps of which 28
are illustrated twice, once with a section at 1:2, and once
without at 1:1. There are also 21 pieces of mould-decorated
Italian sigillata, and ' one 'doubtful' piece of the same, all
illustrated (including seven upon which no decoration is
visible). The total quantity of Gaulish sigillata is not clearly
stated, but 122 stamps are illustrated (121 on plain wares),
along with 112 mould-decorated pieces, two vessels with
excised decoration, a mortarium with a lion' s-head spout and
eight proflles/sections of stamped plain ware vessels. The very
high proportion of Montans products (80-85% of the stamps,
while La Graufesenque accounts for less than 10% and Central
Gaul for less than 5%) is of considerable significanc~ Clearly
quantified data was not actually lacking, since fig. 64 is a
histogram showing the numbers of rims of plain Gaulish
sigillata fonns: Dr 15/17 is the most represented fonn, with
c265 examples. The summary on Italian sigillata includes 15
distribution maps for the products of particular potters in
Europe, and the results of chemical analyses which show the
majority of the analysed pieces to have been products of Pisa,
while smaller percentages were from Areuo, elsewhere in Italy
and Lyon. There are also several useful tables at the end of the
report, listing the stamps, references, dating, etc. Undoubtedly
an importar.t contribution to the study of Italian sigillata, it is
fortunate that this report appeared in time for its contents to
have been assimilated by the compilers of the Conspectus
(entry no. 961 , above).

1013 Tuffreau-Libre, M, 'Les comptages appliques a l'etude de la
ceramique gallo-romaine: la chronologie', SFECAG, Actes du
Congres de Mandeure-Mathay, 1990, 161-166.
exc,synl---/lst-4th
ngg/ngp
The last of the contributions to the thematic session on
quantification at Mandeure-Mathay (see also entry nos. 956,
960 & 1010), this paper illustrates the application of
quantification for inter-site comparisons, using data from sites
in Nord and Pas-de-Calais. Pie-charts are used to show varying
proportions of major vessel-types at five different sites: these
are actually fairly difficult to compare, but the data is also
shown in a stacked-bar histogram, which shows a clear
evolution which is likely to have an important impact on the
subsequent dating of North Gaulish grey ware in particular.
The editor of the Actes clearly feh similarly about the piecharts, which are known in French as 'Camemberts': as the
logo at the bottom of the paper he has inserted a cheese label
marked 'Camembert fabrique en Nonnandie"
1014 Vemou, Ch, 'Du nouveau sur les ceramiques fmes augusteenes
importees a Saintes (Charente Maritime)" SFECAG, Actes du
Congres d'Orange, 1988, 121-130.
exc/mjc/Augustan

occ (ACO-beakers, & related types)
ACO-beakers, cylindrical fme ware beakers with roulening on
the body and often stamped just at the top of the roulened part,
are a distinctive and widely distributed fonn of the first few
decades of the 1st century AD (see Greene, K, The PreFlavian Fine Wares (from Usk), 1979, 7-8 & fig 2.2). This
paper presents a series of ACO-beakers and similarly dated
early fme wares found at Saintes. A total of 42 vessels are
illustrated, including four stamps, all known from elsewhere.
Vemou notes that recent chemical analyses by the Laboratoire
de ceramologie at Lyon have suggested that a Lyon origin for
many of these vessels may be as likely as an Italian origin.
*1015 Vuaillat, D, Desbordes, J-M, Lintz, G, & Pautrat, Y et al,
'Limousin', Gallia Informations, 1987-88 (I), 161-211.
exc/ptp/--cts/eqp
Reports include a local samian workshop (with moulds
illustrated) from Brive la Gaillarde (Correze) (see JRPS 3,
entry nos. 650 & 651).
+1016 van der Werff, J H, 'Roman Amphoras at Nijmegen - a
Preliminary Report', Berichlen van de Rijksdienst voor het
Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoelc, Vol. 34, 1984, 347-387.
syn/mil,set,ind/Augustan-early 2nd/usf
amp/ait (Or 2-4)/asg (Gauloise 4 & S)/ass (Or 20, Haltem 70,
Dr 7-11, Pelichet 46)
Van der Werff begins with a history of amphora research in
the Netherlands and an account of wider amphora studies from
Dressel onwards. The olive-oil, wine and fish sauce amphoras
are quantified by rim-count and analysed by period, locality
(six zones cover the site) and relative proportions. Fat
consumption is modelled to provide estimates of a 'total
amphora population' with which to compare the numbers of Dr
20's actually found, leading to the conclusion that "the food
supplied in amphoras merely provided a marginal proportion
of the total food requirements of the legion" (P376). An
appendix marshalls the evidence for the contents of Haltem 70
amphoras (cf also Sealey 1985, JRPS 2, entry no. 235).
+1017 van der Werff, J H, 'Roman Amphoras at "De Horden" (Wijk
bij Duurstede)', Berichlen van de Rijksdienst voor het
Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoelc, Vol. 37, 1987, 153-172
exc/rrs/cAD 50-1S01225/usf
amp/ait (Or 2-4)/asg (Gauloise 4)/ass (Or 20; Dr 7-11)
"Amphoras, at least in the Netherlands, are either an urban or
a military phenomenon" (P154). Van der Werff makes a
compelling case for these fmds arriving on the site as re-used
containers from a nearby fort. "We increasingly appreciate the
role of amphoras in the supply of Mediterranean foodstuffs,
and rightly so. Yet, by overlooking their secondary (let alone
tertiary) use, we tend to neglect the part that appealed most to
the native population" (P169).

Abbreviations
Subject matter:
chm
Scientific analysis
exc
Excavation
sir
Salvage recording
col
Collection
fIw
Fieldwalking
syn
Synthesis
csf
Casual finds
oth
Other
wbf
Watching brief

Site type:
cem
Burial/Cemetery
kin
Kiln
rdd
Road
trd
Trade
csp
Cess pit
Military
mil
reI
Religious
twn
Town
fIs
Field system
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mjc
m

unk
frm
opp
rur
viI
ind
ptp
set
wIt
mar

Major civilian
Rural seulement
Unknown
Farms
Oppidwn
Rural
Villa
Industry
Pot production
Settlement
Walled town
Marine

Qualifications:
Good groups
ggp
Sequence
seq
typ
Type series
Useful [mds
usf
Waresrrypes:
aae
Aegean amphora
Chalk -type amphora
ach
aga
GauIish amphora
Italian amphora
ait
ako
Koan amphora
a1h
Alice Holt
aly
Lyons region amphora
Amphora
amp
ana
Nonh African amphora
aorn
Central France/Aoste mortaria
apa
Palestinian amphora
am
Rhodian amphora
arI
Arlington
arr
Arretine
ars
African red slip
asg
South Gallic amphora
South Spanish amphora
ass
ats
Argonne
bbl
BBl
bb2
BB2
bah
Bar Hill
Bessacarr
bes
bla
Blaxton
Belgic-type
bIg
Black ware
blk
bra
Branton
bri
Briquetage
bm
Brown ware
Boume shell grit
bsg
Butt beakers
btb
Buff ware
buf
cam
Cantley mortaria
can
Cantley
cbg
Campanian-Etruscan black-glazed
cbm
Corbridge mortaria
ccc
Central Gaulish cc
cgg
Central Gaulish glazed
db
Colchester buff/white
dc
Colchester cc
dg
Colchester grey
Colchester mortaria
elm
do
Other Colchester
Colchester samian
cls
con
Congresbury
era
Crambeck
cram
Crambeck mortaria
Carinated beakers
crb
CaerIeon cc
cre

•

crI
crm
cta
ctm
cts
dal
dol
dra
drb
drc
dur
eas
ebo
egg
emb
eqp
esh
esm
esx
ets
evrn
ewm
eyk
eym
fep
flg
gab
gbm
gbr
gem
gft
ggm
gIb
glm
glz
gre
grf
grg
gro
gn
gry
had
ham
har
haw
hax
hee
hcs
heb
heg
hft
hgg
hgz
hmd
horn
hox
hog
hpb
hrm
hsm
hwe
ira
ite
ivk
kna
ktm
kww
leg

CaerIeon
CaerIeon mortaria
Carrot amphorae
Canterbury mortaria
Central Gaulish TS
Dales
Dolia
Dragonby
Derbyshire
Derby Race Course
Durotrigan
East Sussex
Eboracwn
Eggshell
East Midlands burnished
Potters' equipment-mouldslpoincons etc
Early Roman shell-tempered
East Anglian/Essex/Suffolk mortaria
Early Saxon
East Gaulish TS
Eden Valley mortaria
Early wall-sided mortaria
East Yorks
East Yorks mortaria
Face pots
Flint-gritted
Gallo-Belgic
Gallia -Belgica mortaria
Gabbroic
Grey East Anglian mortaria
Graffiti/signatures
Grey-green mortaria
Glastonbury type
GauIish mortaria
Glazed
Coarse grey
Fine grey
Gritty grey
Grog
Grass-tempered
Grey
Hadham
Hadham mortaria
Hadham reduced
Hadham white-slipped
Hadham oxidised
Holt cc
Huntcliff shelly
Hens buff
HensIHens-Essex grey
Hofheim-type flagons
Highgate grey
Holt glazed
Holt mica-dusted
Holt mortaria
Holt oxidised
Homingsea grey
Cent Gaul hairpin beakers
Harston mortaria (OxfordlCambs potter)
Holme-on-Spalding Moor
Holt white eggshell
Iron Age
Italian eggshell
Inveresk
Knapton
I\ent mortaria
Cologne white ware
Local grey
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120
Id
lcm
lm

19rn
llrn
lls
lnd

1nrn
lom
lox
lIb
Inn
Ish
ltp
lwrn
lyc
mca
mdrn
mek
mem
mhm
mlv
mnv
mrb
mro
mvs
ncg
nem
nfc
nfg
nfrn
nfp
nfr
ngg
ngm
ngp
ngt
nkg
nkt
nlc
nor
nri
nnn
nvc
nvg
nvrn
nvr
nvs
nwl
nwrn
nwx
obb
obj
occ
ogr
orc
osc
osd
osf
owc
oxg
oxm
oxp
oxr
oxw
pev
pff
pgr
pkg
pod
pph
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Local
Little Chester mortaria
Lincoln
Lower Gennan monaria
Lincoln mortaria
Lincoln slipped
London-type
Lower Nene Valley mortaria
Local mortaria
Local oxidised
Lower Rhineland
Lower Rhineland mortaria
Late Roman shell-tempered
Lime-tempered
Late wall-sided mortaria
Lyon cc
Mica dusted/gilt!coated
Midlands mortaria
Mayen/Eifelkerarnik
Mayen/Eifel mortaria
Mancetter/Harts mortaria
Malvernian hand-made
Messingharn/Nar Valley
Marbled/eponge
Other mortaria
Martres de Verye TS
'Native' coarse grog
North-west England mortaria
New Forest cc
New Forest grey
New Forest mortaria
New Forest parchment
New Forest
North Gaulish grey
North-east Gaulish monaria
North Gaulish
'Native' grog-tempered
North Kent grey
North Kent
North Lincs
Norton
TN{IR imitation
Northern monaria
Nene Valley cc
Nene Valley grey
Nene Valley mortaria
Nene Valley roughcast
Nene Valley self-coloured
North Wilts
Northwich mortaria
Northwich oxidised
Other burnished
Objects, lamps, figurines etc
Other cc
Other grined
Oxford red/brown cc
Coarse oxidised
Oxidised
Fine oxidised
Oxford white cc
Oxford grey
Oxford mortaria
Oxford parchment
Oxford
Oxford white
Pevensey
Pre-flavian fine ware
Patch Grove
Pink-grogged (soft)
Porch ester D
Poppy-head

ppr
prs
qrnrn

•

Pompeian red
Parisian
Quernrnore mortaria
Richborough mortaria
rbrn
Red ware
red
ret
Rettendon
rgd
Ring and dot
rgh
Roughcast
rhn
Rhenish
rhn-type Rhenish-type
Ring-necked flagons
mf
rox
Roxby
rsb
Rossington Bridge
Rossington Bridge mortaria
rsm
rst
Rusticated
rsx
Romano-Saxon
rwc
Rowlands Castle
sat
Southern Atrebatic
Swanpool cc
scc
scm
Scotland mortaria
sem
South-east England mortaria
sft
Silchester flint-tempered
shd
Shedfield
Shell etc gritted
shg
Soller mortaria
slm
soc
South Carlton cc
som
South Carlton mortaria
Spanish cc
spc
South Gaulish TS
sts
Stamped vessels
stv
svr
Savemake
Severn Valley
svv
swc
Swanpool coarse
swem
South-west England mortaria
Swanpool monaria
swrn
swp
Swanpool
sww
Swindon
sxs
South Essex shelly
syk
South Yorks
sym
South Yorks rnortaria
tbr
Tile/Brick/Antefix etc
thl
Thealby
thr
Throlam
tng
Terra nigra
trb
Terra rubra
Trent
trt
tsg
Samian
Spanish samian
tss
tvs
Trent Valley ware
unm
Upper Nene Valley monaria
upc
Upchurch
vec
Vectis
Veru1arnium region fme
vrf
vnn
Verulamium region mortaria
vrr
Veru1arnium region
waw
WanisfieldIWaveney
wcs
White/cream slipped
Weekly
wee
wgg
White eggshell
wht
White ware
wig
Wiggonholt
wIg
North Wilts/South Gloucs
wpc
Wilderspool cc
wpm
W ilderspool mortaria
Wilderspool oxidised
wpx
Wilderspool 'raetian' mortaria
wnn
wse
West StowlNorth East Essex/London
White-slipped oxidised
wsx
wxm
Wroxeter mortaria
Yode: red paint
yrp
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Index o/wares/types

Amphora (amp): 682; 683; 689; 695; 696; 697; 700; 703; 704; 705;

707; 711;712;720;721; 726;729;732; 734; 750;760;761;766;
777; 780;781;783;794; 795;796; 800; 935; 936; 941;954;958;
965; 976; 977; 982; 983; 984; 985; 990; 994; 996; 1001; 1003;
1004; 1007; 1008; 1011; 1017
Carrot amphorae (eta): 795; 813; 976; 1007
Aegean amphora (aae): 935; 941; 976; 983; 990; 996; 1008
Gaulish amphora (aga): 696; 711; 712; 723; 758; 795; 803; 818; 935;
939; 950; 952; 953; 958; 976; 983; 990; 994; 996; 998; 1007
Italian amphora (ait): 707; 711; 715; 723; 730; 737; 758; 759; 796;
803; 817;935;939;941; 958; 970; 976; 977; 979;983;990;996;
1007; 1008; 1016; 1017
•
Koan amphora (ako): 935; 941; 996; 1008
North Mrican amphora (ana): 795; 817; 939; 976; 983; 990; 996;
1007
Rhodian amphora (arh): 935; 941; 958; 976; 983; 990; 1007; 1008
South Gallic amphora (asg): 696; 707; 736; 738; 761; 935; 975; 976;
982; 990; 996; 998; 1007; 1008; 1016; 1017
South Spanish amphora (ass): 694; 695; 696; 7CJ7; 726; 735; 737; 743;
758; 759;761; 766;767; 768;769;771;783; 785; 795; 803; 806;
813; 818; 935; 939; 955; 958; 976; 979; 983; 988; 989; 990; 996;
998; 1003; 1007; 1008; 1016; 1017
Arretine (arr): 723; 735; 755; 764; 935; 961; 970; 1012
South Gaulish TS (sts): 695; 696; 705; 7CJ7; 711; 716; 720; 721; 722;

724;726; 730;73~ 733;735;737;740; 744;750;751;753;
766;768; 769;771; 772;781;782;783; 785; 801; 802; 803;
809; 810; 811; 813; 817; 933; 935; 940; 944; 955; 964; 968;
987; 991; 993; 994; 995; 1002; 1004; 1007; 1012
Martres de Veyre TS (mvs): 695; 7CJ7; 711; 712; 730; 740; 744; 751;
756; 768; 769; 771; 782; 783; 785; 802
Central Gaulish TS (cts): 695; 696; 697; 700; 701; 703; 705; 7CJ7;
711; 712;715; 720; 721; 723;724;726; 730; 732;735;737;740;
742; 744;748;750; 751; 756;763;767; 768;769; 771;781;782;
783; 784; 785; 801; 80~ 805; 809; 810; 811; 813; 817; 933; 940;
947; 948; 954; 955; 964; 966; 969; 991; 993; 994; 998; 1004;
1006; 1009; 1012; 1015
East Gaulish TS (ets): 695; 696; 701; 712; 720; 723; 724; 726; 732;
737; 740;744;756; 763; 768;769;771;782; 784;785; 801; 80~
805; 809; 810; 811; 940; 954; 955; 964; 969; 991; 993; 1006
Argonne (ats): 744; 940; 1005
Colchester samian (cls): 744
Spanish samian (tss): 695
Samian (tsg): 681; 683; 686; 687; 688; 689; 691; 694; 695; 696; 697;
699; 700;701;707;714; 716; 717;734;736; 745;746; 747;748;
749; 764;770;776;777; 778;779;780;786; 787;794; 815;933;
936; 957; 959; 962; 963; 973; 986; Y94; 1004; 1005
723;
756;
805;
969;

Colchester mortaria (elm): 701; 726; 732; 737; 739; 751; 759; 781;

794
Caerleon mortaria (crrn): 688; 712; 802; 809
Canterbury mortaria (ctm): 811
Crambeck mortaria (cram): 794
East Anglian/Essex/Sufolk mortaria (esm): 737; 739; 768; 769
Gaulish mortaria (glm): 935
Grey East Anglian mortaria (gem): 739
Hadham mortaria (ham): 695; 701; 742; 762
Holt mortaria (horn): 800
Hartson (OxfordlCambs potter) mortaria (hrm): 699; 702
Kent mortaria (ktm): 707; 712; 715; 720; 721; 722; 794
Little Chester mortaria (lan): 707
Lincoln mortaria (llm): 766
Lower Nene Valley mortaria (lnm): 696; 703; 739; 762; 768; 769; 794
Local mortaria (lom): 684; 707; 761; 762; 766; 782; 792; 803; 813

Midlands mortaria (mdm): 701; 707; 794; 813
MancetterIHarts mortaria (mhm): 695; 696; 701; 706; 707; 737; 739; 743;

746;759;762;769;771;772;783;784;785;794;804;809;813
Swanpool mortaria (swm): 695
South Carlton mortaria (som): 794
South-west England mortaria (swem): 683; 687; 688; 689; 7CJ7; 803;

809; 811; 813
South Yorks mortaria (sym): 794
Upper Nene Valley mortaria (unm): 695; 696; 759
Verulamium region mortaria (vrm): 695; 696; 7CJ7; 721; 726; 728;

730; 737; 739; 743; 745; 751; 759; 762; 794; 800; 803; 813
North-west England mortaria (nem): 813
New Forest mortaria (nfm): 701; 712; 720; 809; 814
Nene Valley mortaria (nvrn): 695; 696; 699; 702; 726; 734; 743; 759;

771; 772; 781
North Gaulish mortaria (ngm): 813
Oxford mortaria (oxm): 680; 682; 683; 684; 685; 688; 694; 695; 696;

701; 706;712;719;723; 728;729;734;737; 739; 743;746; 751;
762; 768; 773; 774; 778; 784; 785; 794; 809; 810; 811; 814
Wroxeter mortaria (wxm): 783
Early wall-sided mortaria (ewm): 935
Other mortaria (mro): 682; 683; 684; 697; 705; 706; 7CJ7; 708; 722;
726; 728; 739; 759; 800; 810; 815; 934; 936; 950; 955; 964; 965;
994; 1002; 1003; 1004
Central France/Aoste mortaria (aom): 759; 973
Gallia-Belgiea mortaria (gbm): 707; 813
Gaulish mortaria (glm): 696; 935
Lower Rhineland mortaria (lrm): 761
North-east Gaullsh mortaria (ngm): 707; 783; 785; 802; 803; 806;
813/998
Caerleon cc (ere): 802; 809; 811
Central Gaulish cc (ccc): 687; 695; 696; 707; 711; 720; 723; 757;

766; 785; 811; 946; 973; 994; 1005
Cent Gaul hairpin beakers (hpb): 695
Colchester cc (clc): 695; 696; 726; 734; 737; 738; 742; 743; 751; 781
Cologne white ware (kww): 707; 742; 761; 813
Lyon cc (lye): 707; 727; 723; 766; 803; 813; 935
Nene Valley cc (nvc): 683; 695; 696; 697; 699; 700; 701; 703; 726;

728; 729;730;732;734; 737;738;743; 745;746;751;759; 761;
767; 768;769;771;772; 781;783;784; 785; 800; 809; 815; 819;
936
New Forest cc (nfc): 680; 688; 689; 712; 715; 720; 721; 723; 743;
787; 789; 815
Oxford white cc (owe): 689; 695; 696; 773; 774; 785; 819
Oxford red/brown cc (ore): 680; 681; 682; 683; 684; 686; 687; 688;
689; 695;696;701;702; 712; 718;719;720; 721;723;726;728;
73~ 733; 735; 737; 743; 745; 746; 761; 768; 771; 772; 773; 774;
778; 781; 783; 784; 785; 789; 802; 809; 810; 811; 812; 817; 819
Pre-flavian fine ware (pff): 707; 934; 944; 1000
Eggshell (egg): 689; 936
Marbled/eponge (mrb): 696; 794; 1000; 1005
Rhenish (rim): 682; 686; 688; 689; 695; 696; 700; 712; 720; 726; 737;
751; 768; 769; 776; 784; 785; 786; 793; 811
Rhenish-type (rIm-typ): 689; 940
Roughcast (rgh): 686; 688; 695; 703; 707; 735; 751; 759; 761; 785;
794; 813; 936; 957; 1000
Other cc (occ): 690; 697; 70~ 707; 728; 729; 734; 735; 738; 768;
781; 815; 936; 954; 955; 957; 964; 965; 973; 986; 994; 1000;
1002; 1014
Holt mica-dusted (hmd): 811
Holt glazed,(hgz): 813
Miea dusted/gilt/coated (mea): 695; 696; 697; 703; 705; 707; 723;
738; 743; 751; 785; 794; 800; 813; 934
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Campanian-Etruscan black-glazed (ebg): 1012
Central Gaulish glazed (egg): 689; 695; 707; 717; 972; 994; 1011
Glazed (glz): 680; 688; 695; 696; 707; 720; 743; 751; 934
Belgie-type (bIg): 688; 690; 691; 695; 696; 699; 735; 745; 766; 770;
782; 803; 934; 935
Terra nigra (tng): 687; 707; 711; 712; 720; 723; 749; 751; 757; 764;
766; 935; 954; 957; 965; 973; 974; 978; 986; 992; 1000
Terra rubra (trb): 711; 723; 749; 757; 764; 935
TN{IR imitation (nri): 969; 707; 711; 731
Gallo-Be1gie (gab): 711; 723; 751; 751!764; 782; 803; 935; 954; 974;
978986; 1005
BBl (bbl): 680; 683; 684; 686; 687; 688; 689; 695; 696; 697; 700;
703; 705;706;707; 708; 710;711;712;713; 714;715;716; 718;
719; 720;721;722; 723; 724;725;726;728; 730;737;746; 747;
751; 759;761;771;772; 774;776;777;778; 779;781;783; 784;
785; 786; 787; 789; 794; 800; 802; 804; 806; 809; 810; 811; 813;
817; 936; 949
BB2 (bb2): 725; 732; 734; 737; 743; 751; 761; 780; 781; 794; 934
East Midlands burnished (emb): 771;
Other burnished (obb): 697; 699; 728; 738
Grog (gro): 716; 726; 727; 730; 731; 732; 735; 737; 742; 745; 751;
759; 766; 770; 771; 772; 787; 934
'Native' coarse grog (neg): 691; 695; 696; 746; 934; 936
'Native' grog-tempered (ngt): 691; 695; 696; 934
Other gritted (ogr): 726; 738
Limestone tempered (ltp): 810
Boume shell grit (bsg): 703
Trent Valley ware (tvs): 707
Early Roman shell-tempered (esh): 690; 695; 696; 699; 726; 728; 734;
735; 737; 738; 742; 743; 745; 766; 770; 771
Late Roman shell-tempered (Ish): 695; 696; 728; 732; 733; 734; 737;
738; 743; 771; 772; 774; 784; 785; 792; 817; 819
Hunteliff shelly (hes): 790; 793; 797
Shell ete gritted (shg): 680; 691; 694; 695; 696; 697; 699; 700; 701;
702; 703;707; 738;746; 751;759;761;765; 767;769;772;792;
802; 803; 806; 809; 810; 811
Soft pink-grogged (pkg): 785
Coarse grey (grc): 689; 696; 702; 705; 707; 726; 728; 730; 732; 738;
74~ 745; 770; 778; 783; 934
Fine grey (grf): 695; 696; 707; 726; 728; 730; 732; 733; 738; 742;
766; 783; 934
Gritty grey (grg): 702; 738; 751; 759; 761; 797
Grey (gry): 689; 697; 699; 702; 707; 708; 716; 720; 726; 727; 729;
733; 734;735;737;738; 742;743;745;751; 759; 761 ; 765;767;
768; 769;771;781; 784; 787;794; 800; 815; 817;965; 978;994;
1002
Local grey (Ieg): 680; 681; 682; 683; 684; 687; 688; 689; 690; 693;
695; 696;697; 699;700; 702;703; 707;738; 759;761; 766;771;
772; 776; 779; 781; 783; 785;792; 802; 803; 809; 810; 811; 813;
934; 936; 966; 998
Highgate grey (hgg): 696; 934
Homingsea grey (hog): 699; 701; 781
New Forest grey (nfg): 689; 719; 720; 787
North Gaulish grey (ngg): 794; 1013
North Kent grey (nkg): 742; 743
Nene Valley grey (nvg): 694; 695; 696; 697; 703; 767; 769
Oxford grey (oxg): 696; 774
Rusticated (rst): 683; 689; 707; 708; 728; 764; 766; 934
Black ware (blk): 695; 696; 697; 700; 702; 781
Brown ware (bm): 781
Buff ware (buf): 687; 689; 699; 702; 707; 708; 716; 732; 734; 761 ;
781; 785
Local (Icl): 690; 691; 693; 695; 696; 699; 701; 707; 736; 749; 750;

752; 759;761; 790;791; 792; 934; 954;955; 957;964; 965;
975; 986; 994; 1002; 1003
Local oxidised (Iox): 688; 690; 693; 695; 696; 697; 701; 703;
738; 749;759;761;766; 771; 772;781; 800; 803; 804; 806;
810; 811; 813; 998
Coarse oxidised (ose): 696; 697; 726; 727; 738; 745; 783
Oxidised (osd): 681; 687; 688; 705; 708; 728; 729; 730; 732;
735; 737;743; 745;768; 769;774; 787; 815; 936;955;965;
1002
Fine oxidised (osf): 690; 695; 696; 697; 726; 781; 934
Red ware (red): 687; 707; 726; 936
Romano-Saxon (rsx): 702; 737; 738; 743
White/cream slipped (wes): 689; 726; 730; 737; 738; 745
White ware (wht): 695; 707; 726; 730; 737; 751; 765; 768; 786
White-slipped oxidised (wsx): 687; 695; 705; 707; 785

973;
707;
809;

734;
994;

Aliee Holt (alh): 680; 681; 682; 686; 695; 711; 743; 761; 789; 934
Colchester buff/white (clb): 726; 732; 738; 743
Other Colchester (clo): 738
Crambeek (era): 790; 792; 797; 799
Dales (dal): 791; 793; 797
Derbyshire (drb): 707; 708; 771; 813
Derby Race Course (drc): 707
Durotrigan (dur): 709; 710; 711; 712; 714; 716; 720; 721; 722; 723;
724; 725; 777; 779; 803; 813
Eboraeum (ebo): 793; 794
Glastonbury type (gib): 809; 811
Hadham (had): 695; 759; 819
Hadham reduced (har): 695; 730; 734; 738; 742; 743; 759; 761
Hadham oxidised (hax): 695; 696; 726; 728; 730; 732; 733; 734; 736;
737; 738; 743; 745; 750; 759; 761; 767; 768; 769; 781
Hadham white-slipped (haw): 695; 696; 730; 737; 738; 742; 743
Holme-on-Spalding Moor (hsm): 791
Holt oxidised (hox): 705; 800
Knapton (kna): 791
Lincoln (Icn): 766
Lincoln slipped (11s): 766
London-type (lnd): 695;696;703;712;730;751;759;761;782; 810;
813; 934
Malvemian hand-made (mlv): 749; 783; 785
Messingham/Nar Valley (mnv): 767; 768; 769
New Forest parchment (nfp): 712; 719; 720; 787
New Forest (nfr): 682; 686; 688; 711; 719; 776; 786; 789; 802
Nene Valley self-coloured (nvs): 696; 703; 738; 743; 769
North Wilts (nwl): 786; 788; 789
Norton (nor): 790; 791; 792
Oxford parchment (oxp): 695; 696; 720; 743
Oxford (oxr): 696; 711; 776; 786
Oxford white (oxw): 692; 695; 696; 720; 723; 774; 775; 783; 785;
819
Patch Grove (pgr): 934
Porchester D (pod): 793
Parisian (prs): 793; 794
Rettendon (ret): 732; 737; 743; 819
Savemake (svr): 787; 810
Severn Valley (svv): 688; 689; 746; 747; 783; 784; 785; 786; 802;
803; 804; 809; 810; 813; 817
South Essex shelly (sxs): 732
Throlam (thr): 790; 797
Trent (trt): 707
Upchureh (upc): 745
Veru1amium region [me (vrf): 730; 751; 761
Verulamium region (vrr): 695; 696; 734; 738; 743; 750; 751; 761;
77~ 785; 800; 934
Wattisfie1d1Waveney (waw): 768; 769; 782
North Wilts/South Gloues (wig): 786
Wilderspooloxidised (wpx): 705; 813
York red-paint (yrp): 794; 936
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Claire B: 959
Lower Rhineland (lIh): 695; 696; 751; 759; 771; 781
MayenlEifelkeramik (rnek): 997
North Gaulish (ngp): 757; 1013
Painted: 766; 973; 1002
Pornpeian red (ppr): 703; 712; 751; 766; 793; 794; 935; 954; 955;
1000

Ring and dot beakers (rgd): 761; 934
Face pots (fep): 695; 701; 769; 782; 792; 794; 934
Hofheirn-type flagons (hft): 707; 766; 935
Ring-necked flagons (rnf): 695; 696; 707; 766; 768; 780; 782; 934;
936; 986
Dolia (dol): 957; 970; 1000

Iron Age (ira): 688; 689; 691; 699; 700; 709; 711; 712; 714; 724;
726; 727;731;737;759;765;766; 767;770; 771;782;783;785;
816; 934; 935
Early Saxon (esx): 695

Stamped vessels (stv): 704; 726; 733; 737; 743; 766; 782; 794; 939;
948; 951; 968; 973; 982; 988; 994; 1000; 1004
Graffiti (gft): 707; 7£iJ; 761; 936; 940; 987
Potters'equiprnent-rnoulds/poincons etc (eqp): 944; 966; 987; 1008;
1009; 1015
Tile/Brick/Antefix (tbr): 800; 967; 975; 980
Briquetage (bri): 698; 723; 735; 769; 779
Objects-larnps,figurines etc. (obj): [61; 416; 477; 484; 501]; 945; 951;
972; 975; 998

•

Butt beakers (btb): 691; 695; 696; 731; 735; 757; 764; 766; 782; 934;
935
Carinated beakers (crb): 707; 782
Poppy-head beakers (Pph): 690; 695; 696; 737; 742; 751; 761

